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ABSTRACT

Clays and clay-sand mixtures have been used to isolate contaminants from the biota in

schemes such as that proposed by AECL fo¡: the disposal of heat-generating nuclear fuel

wastes. This study focusses on the effects that gas generation and release in a

repository may have on its engineered clay baniers. The results are not specific to a

repository for nuclear waste and may apply wherever engineered clay banier properties

may be affected by gas migration.

Equipment and test procedures were developed to determine the resistance specimens

would have against penetration of gas due to an increasing gas pressure gradient. Forty-

six tests on illitic clay compac{ed at moisture contents (w) from 'lù17o/o to dry densities (po)

fom 1.8$'2.10 Mg/m3 showed gas-breakthrough resistance ranging from 0.2-6.4 MPa. Six

specimens of bentonite and sand mixed in equal portions by dry mass (buffer) were

compacted to 1.67 Mg/m3 po with w from 11-21o/o àÍrd were tested for their gas-

breakthrough resistance. Only one showed signs of gas-breakthrough (at 9.4 MPa) before

the limiting pressure of the equipment of 10 MPa was reached. The equipment developed

did not have adequate capacity to detect gas-breakthrough in buffer.

Forthe illitic clay, ga+breakthrough generally decreased with decreasing w, p¿ and degree

of satu¡:ation (S). Gas-breakthrough deoeased with decreasing S and decreased stepwise

and markedly with S<80%. At S>80% it is likely that the gas phase within soil pore-space

is occluded and at 5<8070 the gas phase is continuous. Gas-breakthrough pressures for

illitic day were dosely related to expected values, based on capillary theory and pore-size.

This relationship was not observed in the buffer materials where microstructural differences

likely account for observed differences in material behaviour.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Clays and clay-sand mixtures are being used increasingly as baniers between

contaminants and the biosphere in storage and disposal systems in severalfields of

the waste management industry. In Canada, for example, the present concept for

disposal of nuclear fuel waste incorporates a mixture of silica sand and sodium

bentonite into its engineered banier design. Extensive research of the geotechnical

behaviour of this material, refened to as buffer, is ongoing at AECL and several

Canadian universities. One aspect of br¡ffer research that Canadian researchers have

yet to focus on is the study of gas migration. Models of contaminant transport in

porous media usually do not consider gas flow as a parameter (Gheung and Chan,

1983; and Hensley and Schofield, 1991, for example). Scientific awareness of the

significance of gas evolution in a disposal repository environment is increasing,

therefore studies of gas migration through the buffer are timely. This chapter initially

gives a brief overview of the Canadian repository design, describing the role of each

of its various engineered and natural baniers in minimizing migration of contaminants.

ln particular, the function of the buffer material is fully explained. Next, the importance

of gas migration studies is highlighted by a discussion of several aspec{s of gas

generation within a repository, includíng gas sources, gas generation rates, and

implications of the presence of gases. Finally, the format of the ensuing text presented

in this report is described.



1.I CANADIAN DISPOSAL CONCEPT

The Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal concept involves disposal of CANDU

reac{or fuel or solidified high-level waste from reprocessing in a repository within the

granitic rock mass of the Canadian Shield. Key to the design concept is a high degree

of safety for repository workers, the public, and the environment at present and into the

future. Risk assessment for the repository concept involves modelling of safety for

tens of thousands of years, taking into account minimization of the burden of repository

maintenance for future generations.

1.1.1 Repository Design

The Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal concept, presently in the environmental

review stages, relies on a system of multiple natural and engineered baniers to inhibit

the migration of contaminants to the biosphere. Shown in Figure 1.1 (from Johnson

et. al., 1994a) is the design concept for repository disposal of CANDU fuel using in-

borehole emplacement which has been modelled full-scale at the AECL Research

Underground Research Laboratory facilities. ln order of relative distance from the

actual nuclear fuel waste, the baniers for isolating contamination from the biosphere

include the waste container, buffer material, and host rock. The upper and lower

backfill material inhibit contaminant migration into the tunnels and lifts of the repository,

aided by grout, plugs and seals. The multLbanier system is described in tutl in the

AECL Environmental lmpact Statement (AECL ElS, 1994).



ln simplified terms, the most likely scenario for radionuclides to reach the biosphere is

for them to be introduced into groundwater at a breach in the waste containers. They

would travel as part of the groundwater through the buffer and into the slighfly

permeable granitic host rock. Radionuclides may enter the host rock directly from the

butfer, or they may first travel through repository mine shafts and tunnets.

Groundwater flow through fissures and faults in the host rock will disperse

radionuclides away ftom the repository until they eventually reach the surface where

they can freely interact with the biosphere, primarily as part of the water cycle.

1.2 BUFFER PROPERTIES

Of the baniers incorporated into the repository design, the sand-clay buffer material

is the focus of this research program. The buffer has many properties that make it

attractive as a sealant in the Canadian repository design (Johnson et. al., 1994b).

These properties are discussed in this Section.

The low diffi.¡sion coefficient (D" - 10¡0 m2ls) and hydraulic conductivity (K - 10{1 m/s)

of the buffer at the design clay dry densi$ provide little opportunity for contaminant

migration of appreciable volumes or flow rates, particularly because the most likely

mechanisms for contaminant migration involve flow within the groundwater regime.

The high swelling potential exhibited by the buffer is another major benefit of the

material as a sealant. The ability of the buffer to swell when in contac{ with water
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allows it to dose off cracks and fissures created by thermal- or moisture-induced

drying. lf not for this 'self-healing' ability of the buffer, such damage would allow

contaminated groundwater to flow at rates much higher than permitted in unaltered

buffer.

The buffer chemically maintains the pH of the pore-water at neutral or slightly alkaline

conditions ìrvh¡ch minimizes conosion, thus extending the life of the waste containers.

The high thermal conductivity of the buffer allows for relatively fast dissipation of heat

generated by the fuel waste radially outwards towards the host rock, minimizing

thermally induced shrinkage and deformation within the buffer mass. Moreover, the

drying shrinkage of the buffer material is relatively low so that fissuring should be

minimal. The buffer has relatively strong ability to sorb radionuclides from the

groundwater, thus further inhibiting the migration of radioaclive waste through the

buffer and into the host rock.

The stress-strain behaviour of the buffer material is well-suited to the repository

environmenl As well, the buffer has adequate bearing capacity to carry the weight of

a waste container without appreciable deformation due to the loading (AECL EtS,

1ee4).

I.3 REPOSITORY GAS GENERATION ¡SSUES

There is potential for the formation of appreciable volumes of gas within a repository
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env¡ronmentfrom severalsources. lt is widely accepted that the rate of gas generation

near the waste containers could be significantly greater than the rate that gas could

migrate away from the waste containers in solution by diffusion and advection within

the buffer. work by Pusch and Forsberg (1983), pusch et. al. (1992), Grogan et. al.

(1992) ånd \Mkramaratna et. al. (1993) suggest that gas pressure at the waste

containers would mount as a growing potential untilfree gas is permitted to flow into

the buffer, thus dropping the local gas pressure at the waste container. This section

describes the gas sources within a repository environment and the potential effects of

the presence of gases on repository performance.

1.3.1 Gas sources

various gases could form in a repository environment, but hydrogen (Hr), methane

(CHo) and carbon dioxide (COr) would likely dominate. The key mechanism for gas

formation is degradation of banier materials and the waste within the repository

(Grogan et. al., 1992). The presence of gases in a repository will therefore be a

function of the containment system design and the nature of the wastes present.

According to Jeffries et. al. (1991) the formation of CO, or CHo due to microbial

degradation of organic material will dominate in the short-term (up to a few hundred

years). As well, a significant quantity of steam could form at the heat-generating

wasteform in the short-term. Formation of H, gas due primarily to conosion of the

waste containers will dominate in the long-term (hundreds or thousands of years).

Generation of other gases from radiolysis could also affec{ long-term gas generation
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rates. ln a paper presented at the lntemational Workshop on Research and

Development of Geological Disposal (PNC Tokai, Japan, 1993), Sharland et. al.

catalogue reactions involved with the formation of several typical repository gases.

1.3.2 Gas generation implications

The formation of repository gases is associated with several hazards and coutd affec.t

repository integrity in various ways.

The first such hazard involves the formation of the main repository gases (Hr, cHo, and

COr). The formation of these gases in the presence of radionuctides could involve

ionic substitution of radionuclides, resulting in radioactive gases. As well, decay of

waste over time and radiolysis is associated with direct formation of several radioactive

gases (Jeffiies et. al., 1991) vvh¡ch could also lead to dispersion of radioactive material.

Jeffiies et al. (1991) and Grogan et al. (1992) recognize the explosive and flammable

behaviour of several repository gases as a second danger. Accumulation of gases

including H, and CHo in surface facilities even after a repository is closed could

eventually lead to explosion or fire. Moreover, an explosion due to accumulation of

such gases within an underground structure could cause considerable damage to the

repository banier system, leading to accelerated contaminant migration.

Athird effect of repository gases involves the formation of steam from groundwater in

the bufferwhen it is heated by the elevated temperature of the fuelwaste. Studies by



Oscarson and Dixon (1989) and Couture (1985) show strong evidence that swelting

potential of montmorillonite-based buffer materials is decreased by the formation of

steam, thus decreasing its'self-healing' abilities.

A fourth effect of repository gases involves their pressure etfects on repository

baniers. As described earlier, the low diffr¡sion rate and hydraulic conductivity of buffer

could cause accumulation of gases generated at the waste containers under

continuously increased pressure. Local gas pressures may become sufficiently high

that the gas could penetrate into the buffer material by a 'piping' or'breakthrough'

process which would promote contaminant migration in two ways. Firstly, gas-

breakthrough could involve de-saturation of the buffer as gas pushed water through

invaded pores, aiding migration of contaminants by means of the displaced water and

gas. Secondly, de-saturation and drying could cause the formation of cracks in the

buffer which could lead to increased hydraulic conductivity and accelerated

contaminant migration. lt is possible that gas-breakthrough at very high pressures

could even cause permanent structural damage to the buffer by creating new pores

by tensile fracluring (preferential pathways) or by enlarging existing pores to

accommodate permeating materials (pathway dilation).

1.4 OVERVIEW

These pressure-related implications of repository gas generation are the focus of this

research program. Chapter 2 reviews literature relevant to the engineering problem
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presented and leads up to a formal statement of the scope of the research program.

The test equipment and tested day types are then described in Chapter 3, followed by

a complete description of the test procedures in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides a

presentation of test results with supporting discussion. Finally, conclusions drawn from

the testing program and recommendations for further testing are discussed in Chapter

þ.
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The research program that forms the basis of this thesis is concemed with the

migration of gases through compacted clay material. lt will be shown that an

understanding of clay mineralogy and structure is required before the mechanisms

involved in this process can be appreciated. This chapter discusses clay mineralogy

and structure; the interaction of gases, liquids and solids within compacted clays; and

a brief discussion of unsaturated soil mechanics. lt then describes the theory behind

capillary pressure and transport phenomena in clays, in particular ionic, liquid and gas

migration. lt goes on to describe what research has been done on gas migration in

compacted clays, particularly in the nuclear fuel waste disposal industry, and explains

where our present knowledge. Finally, the preceding information leads to a statement

of the scope of the research program.

2.2 CJ"AY STRUCTURE

Clay behaviour depends on the physical interactions between the particles, liquids and

gases that comprise the material. Clay mineral particles are very small , often of the

order of 0.01 to I pm, and have large surface areas in relation to their mass. They are

also quite aclive chemically, and all physical properties of clay soils can be retated to



he interact¡ons between the particles and the pore fluids (Mitchetl, 1g76; Yong et. al.,

1992). For this reason, it is essential to develop at least a working understanding of

clay behaviour.

Soil, whether it is a clay, silt, sand, gravel or peat, is a combination of gases, liquids

and solids. The liquid and gaseous phases occur in pockets, pores or voids between

and around particles of solids which can be inorganic or organic, including organisms

in any state of decomposition. Peat is comprised of organic solids, while clays, silts,

sands and gravels predominantly contain particles of inorganic solids that possess

well-defined crystalline structure. These inorganic soils can be differentiated on the

basis of particle size, with clays containing the smallest particles, fottowed by silts,

sands and then gravels. lt is widely accepted by definition that most clay partictes are

of colloidalsize, with an equivalent diameter of less than 2x106 m (2 ¡rm). ln passing,

it is noted that some clay minerals may exist at sizes larger than 2 pm, while non-ctay

minerals may be smaller than 2 ¡rm. tt is therefore important to distinguish between

'clay minerals'and'clay size particles'. Clays exhibit cohesive properties (that is, they

exhibit intrinsic strength), while silts, sands and gravels are considered cohesionless

materials with strengths that depend on stress level. While silts, sands and gravels

consist mainly of primary minerals, formed from high temperature processes such as

metamorphosis, clay minerals are mainly of secondary minerals, formed from low

temperature processes such as weathering (Bohn et. al., 1985). Clay minerals

typically form in rock veins, fracture zones and depressions, around springs and

geysers. Following erosion, transportation and deposition, they form in sedimentary

fields such as lake bottoms and alluvial plains (Mitchell, 1976).
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2.2.1 Structure levels

Yong and Warkentin (1975) divide soil structures, or soil fabric, into three

classifications, namely; (1) ultra-microscopic structure where single clay'partictes'(<

0.001 mm) or groups of clay particles called 'domains' (< 0.01 mm) can only be seen

under an electron microscope, (2) microscopic structure with fabric that forms units

known as 'clusters' (< 0.1 mm) which are visible under a light microscope, and (3)

macroscopic structure with fabric units that are visible to the naked eye and are called

peds (< I mm) or aggregates (< 10 mm). The structural levels are more fully described

in this Section in order of increasing size, starting at the atomic level.

As in all matter, the atoms that make up clay particles are held together by interatomic

forces that govem clay behaviour. At the most basic structural level, the majority of

clays form a crystalline lattice known as phyllosilicate, or layer silicate struclure. The

phyllosilicate lattice consists of a 'basic structural unit' of atoms which is repeated in

an orderly manner throughout the lattice. The two most common structural units in

clays are the silicon tetrahedron and the aluminum octahedron, shown in Figure 2.1.

Silica tetrahedra consist of a silicon atom sunounded by four equidistant oxygen atoms

while atumina octahedra consist of an aluminum atom sunounded by six hydroryls

(OH). Each structural unit is bound together by very strong primary interatomic forces

wh¡ch include combinations of ionic, covalent and metallic bonding. Adjacent structural

cells are also held together by primary bonds to form a two-dimensional struc{ural unit

sheet chain, or ring, although in phyllosilicates, the predominant structural unit is the

sheet. Similarly, adjacent sheets are held together face-to-face by primary bonds to
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form two-, three-, or (less-frequently) four-sheet thick layers or'particles' (Yong and

Warkentin, 1975).

Three of the most naturally abundant clays are kaolins (kaolinite), illite (hydrous mica)

and montmorillonite (a sub-group of smectites which includes bentonite). Bohn et. al.

(1985) suggest that these clays can be differentiated on the basis of (1) how the

structural units are stacked to form a particle, (2) the particle charge per unit cell, (3)

the type of bonding and the cations present between adjacent particles, and (4) the

cations present within the layers that form a particle.

Silica tetrahedra and alumina octahedra layers are stacked to form particles with

dimensions on the order of 1 pm in fixed arangements for specific clays, as shown in

Figure 2.1. Kaolinite has unit cells in a 1:1 stacking anangement, meaning that a

particle consists of I sheet of silica tetrahedra and 1 sheet of alumina oclahedra bound

by primary bonds. lllite and montmorillonite both have a 2:1 stacking anangement

where unit cells consist of 1 sheet of silica tetrahedra stacked between 2 sheets of

alumina octahedra. Because of differences in the way the sheets are ananged,

kaolinite, illite and montmorillonite form particles of different thicknesses and sizes. For

example, a typical kaolinite crystalmay be 70 to l00layers thick (Yong and Warkentin,

1975) for a total particle thickness of approximately 0.05x10€ m to 0.10x10€ m (500

to 1000 angstroms). lllite day particles are typically 0.03x10€ m (300 angstroms) thick

and montmorillonite particles are $pically 0.003x10€ m (30 angstroms) thick. Particles

of this size can only be seen using electron microscopy (Mitchell, f 976).

Figure 2.2 describes the size of the various structur:al entities of clay. Most commonly,
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several part¡cles will stack upon each other to form a crystalline clay 'domain' with

dimensions on the order of 10x106 m (0.01 mm). When several domains are grouped

together to form a structural unit with dimensions up to 100x10€ m (0.1 mm), the

structure is refened to as a 'cluste/. Several clusters will group together to form a

'ped' with dimensions up to 1000x10€ m (1 mm), and peds wiil group to form

'aggregates' of up to 10 000x10€ m (10 mm).

The net charge per unit cell depends on the type and degree of isomorphous

substitution within the unit cell. This refers to the situation where a silicon or aluminum

cation in a unit cell is replaced by another cation such as iron, magnesium, lithium, or

calcium. Very little isomorphous substitution occurs in kaolinite. lsomorphous

substitution in illite mainly consísts of replacement of aluminum for siticon in the

tetrahedra sheets, whereas in montmorillonite, most isomorphous substitution occurs

in the octahedra sheets where magnesium and iron, for example, replace aluminum.

The nature and extent of isomorphic substitutíon can greatly affect clay properties

(Mitchell, 1976;Yong et. al., 1992).

2.2.2 Pore-Structure

Liquids, gases and matter in solution exist between separate structural features of clay

fabric, such as between adjacent peds or between several peds and an aggregate.

Similar to the size distribution of solid fabric structures, pore-size distribution (PSD)

also ranges from ultra-microscopic to macroscopic. As with fabric size distribution, the

type of clay and its origin also atfect PSD. Other factors atfecting PSD in compacted
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clays include clay dry density, moisture content and method of formation (for exampte,

reconstituted, dynamically compacted, statically compacted or taken from an in-situ

specimen) (Lambe, 1958).

2.2.2.1 Structu¡ed porc-space

Pore-water occurs as either free (interstitial) water in pores or as bound (adsorbed)

water on soil fabric surfaces. The bulk of the pore-water exists in many ctays as

interstitialwater with typical liquid water properties. Yong et. al. (1992) describe a

microstructural model of structured pore-water known as the diffuse double layer

(DDL). The DDL is partially made up of a micro-thin layer of water adsorbed on the

surface of clay particles. This electric double layer (EDL) makes up part of the Stem

layer and exhibits behaviour similar to that of ice. A layer of partially hydrated cations

and adsorbed water is held in close contact with negatively charged soil particles via

relatively strong hydrogen bonds due to the dipolar configuration of water molecutes.

The bonding is so strong that the water molecules are packed to an abnormally high

density, thus leading to their unique characteristics. The EDL is typically two to three

water molecules thick (approximately 5x104 ¡rm).

ln addition to the EDL is a region of closely ananged cations known as the diffuse ion-

layer (DL). The DL exists between the EDL and interstitial pore-water and is caused

by attraction of cations originating in the interstitiat pore-water to the negatively

charged day particles. The attraction results in formation of a dense 'cloud' of cations

around clay fabric particles which lessens in density with distance away. from the solid

surface. Together, the EDL and the DL form a 'gel' (van olphen, 1g63) around the
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clay fabric particles known as the diffuse double layer (DDL). The gel between

adjacent soil particles interact, affecting pore-structure and related clay behaviour by

restricting the size, shape and direction of free pore-space, thus altering clay

properties such as mass transport. A thorough discussion of the theory, causes and

etfects of the DDL and adsorbed water is given by Mitcheil (1991, 1976), yong and

Warkentin (1975), and van Otphen (1963).

The thickness of the DDL is govemed by several factors and greatly affects many clay

properties. lt can have considerable influence up to 1x10-2 pm from particle surfaces

(Yong et. al., 1992). The DDL is intimately related to etectric charge within the pore-

'water and on particle surfaces. The degree of isomorphous substitution, the

composition of the pore-water, and temperature all contribute to the size of the DDL

(Mitchell, 1976). The nature of the DDL is directly related to the surface charge densig

of solid particles.

2.2.2.2 Swelling pressure

Clay swelling pressure is closely linked to DDL theory and related properties such as

SSA and CEC. Swelling occurs because the DDL water has osmotic potential much

lower than interstitial water, as explained by Dixon et. al., 1992. Water wiil flow from

regions of high potential to low potential in order to balance the potentiat difference and

achieve an equilibrium between the bound water, the free water and the extemally

applied stresses. Under low extemal stresses, flow of water leads to a decrease in

localeffective stress and hydration of soilfabric. On a macroscopic sæle, this is seen

as swelling or soil expansion.
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2.2.2.3 Free pore-space

The portion of pore-space that contains fluids with properties that are not significantly

affected by the electrical charges of the nearby soil partícles is known as 'free por+.

space'. As mentioned earlier, most of the pore-space in low-to-medium density clays

is filled with interstitialwaterwith its dissolved salts. This water is not influenced by soil

particle surfaces and is therefore free to flow with typical liquid behaviour. lt is

consequently known as ofee'pore-water. ln the case of unsaturated clays, free pore-

space also contains a gas phase. Usually, discussion of pore-space refers to the free

pore-space, except when the DDL is directly refened to. The term 'pore-space' is

used, hereafter, to mean 'free pore-space'. While some coupled and direct flow

phenomena can occur in the DDL, mass transport occurs almost entirety in free pore-

space. The pore-space can be classified on a basis of relative pore-síze, degree of

interconnection between pores, and degree of order and homogeneity (yong and

Warkentin, 1975, Mitchell, 1976). Porosity (n) is a measure of the volume of pore-

space in a unit volume of the soil as a ratio to the total volume. Void ratio (e) is the

ratio of the volume of voids to the volume of soil solids in a unit volume of soil. ln

general, in a soilwith fixed particle size distribution, high porosities and void ratios are

associated with soils with low density and with more and larger pores.

The degree of interconnection between pores is important because it generatly

govems mass flow through a soil (Mitchell, 1976). lf pores are occluded, or not

connected to adjacent pores, then mass flow cannot occur, no matter how large or

numerous the pores. The term effective porosity (q.n) refers to that portion of porosity

that contributes to flow through interconnectability and typically excludes pore-spaæ
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within the DDL. Paths connecting pores throughout a unit volume of soil are always

noFlinear, or tortuous. Tortuosity (r) can be defined as the ratio between the aclual

distance mass willtravel through a non-linear path between two points in a unit volume

of soil to the straight line distance between those two points. Aereosity (0 (Ruth,

1993) is a parameter that relates the average microscopic speed of a particle being

fansported in a unit volume of soil to the net macroscopic speed of flow through that

unit volume.

The DDL's of adjacent fabric structures can interact in such a way that their effects

superimpose, leaving little or no free pore.space and reducing r¡"n towards zero. Dixon

et. al. (1992) and Dixon (1995) studied saturated swelling clays where this was the

case. ln some situations, adsorption of cations on particle surfaces can neutralize

local elec{ric charges so that a DL will not develop, and thus porosity will remain

unaffected.

2.2.2.4 Pore-síze distríbution

The pore.structure of a soil can be modelled using a statistical network approach. Ruth

(1993) defines two models for pore-structure networks, shown in Figure 2.3. Figure

2.3(al shows a parallel network where tubular pores, each with a given uniform

diameter, penetrate a unit volume of soil. Figure 2.3(b) shows a serial network where

a series of tubular pores, each of varying diameter, penetrate a unit volume of soil. ln

each case, the pores are sized using statistical distributions, gpically normal

distributions. Ruth (1993) further models pores as being a series of large pores (vugs)
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connected by por+throats that are many orders of magnitude smaller (tubes), shown

in Figure 2.3(c). The vugs are analogous to the macroscopic inter-ped and inter-

aggregate pore-spaces and the tubes are analogous to microscopic voids directly

between clusters, domains or particles.

Soils can have more than one level of porosity where there are concentrations of pores

with more than one average diameter. For example, a specimen of soilwith discrete

grains will have a porosity controlled by the inter-grain pore-spaces, but the individual

grains may also be porous with the intra-grain pores being much smaller than the inter-

grain pores. ln such a soil, the intra-grain and inter-grain porosities are greatly

ditferent, but both may contribute to the net porosity of the soil. lnter-aggregate

(between aggregates) and intra-aggregate (within aggregates) pores can similarly lead

to dual porosity, often described as macropores (large pore mode) and micropores

(small pore mode). Such evidence has been seen in mercury intrusion porosimetry

(MlP) measurements collected by Wan at AECL in cunent studies on various clays

(such as calcium bentonite) and clay-sand materials (such as buffer) and by Garcia-

Bengochea et. al. (1979) on silg clays. MIP is a frequently-used laboratory technique

for investigating pore-size distribution (PSD) in soils and other porous media. lt is

based on the relationship between capillary pressure and pore-size.

Basically, MIP involves injecting mercury at numerous pressure increments into a

small, dry porous specimen. The volume of mercury injected and the pressure at each

increment is used to determine the PSD of the dry porous specimen. The procedures

are described in full by Diamond (1970) who points out the significance and extent of

specimen alteration due to drying during the preparation stage. Basically, drying can
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decrease the typicalsize of pores through shrinkage but can also induce larger pores

in the form of fissures and shrinkage cracks. To get meaningfut results fiom MtP, it is

essential that specimens are fully dried by a procedure such as accelerated freeze-

drying that minimizes specímen shrinkage and other effects.

Another consideration in analyzing MIP data is the distinction between pore-spaces

that were formerly filled with free water and those filled with struclured water. MIP

testing usually involves completely dry specimens, thus pore-diameter measurement

pertains to the full distance between adjacent strucluralfeatures, including the DDL

and interstitial pore-space. The 'structured' pore-space of the DDL, which does not

contribute to transport phenomena, cannot be distinguished directly from total pore-

space based on MIP and must be infened. An approximation of etfective porosity is

required for this type of comparison.

The effects of moisture content at the time of compaction on the pore-size distribution

in dynamically compacted clays is well-documented and exptained, for exampte by

Diamond (1971), Juang and Holtz (1986) and Garcia-Bengochea et. al. (1979). Soil

fabric in specimens compacted dry of optimum (the moisture content that produces the

maximum dry densityfora given compactive effort) have high strength and can resist

compaction and remoulding forces, so that large inter-aggregate pores remain. As the

compaction moisture content approaches the optimum value, effeclive strength

decreases, so smaller and smaller inter-aggregate pores remain. Specimens

compacted at or above the optimum moisture content have relatively littte resistance

to compaction forces and become distorted and re-orientated. Soils become so well-

packed orordered that the pore-structure becomes discontinuous and develops very
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low permeability. ln general, only small changes in pore-size distribution were found

between soils compacted at and above the optimum dry density. Diamond (1971)

described the particle structure of soils compacted betow the optimum moisture

content as fiocculated (random, edge-to-face orientation);while that in soils compac{ed

at or above the optimum moisture content was dispersed (parallel, face-to-face

orientation). Barden and Sides (1970) pointed out that unsaturated clays of

appreciable plasticity that are compacted below the optimum moisture content are

highly unstable and can either swell or collapse upon wetting, depending on the

confining pressure. These effec{s are likely much less marked in clays compacted with

shearing strain, for example, by static compaction. The soil fabric will therefore not

become re-oriented to the same extent.

2.3 UNSATURATED SOIL MECHANICS

\Mlen discussing gas migration through compacted clays, it is understood that the soil

system is not fully saturated. Some knowledge of unsaturated soil mechanics is

therefore needed for an understanding of gas flow within such soils.

2.3.1 Effective stress concept

The most basic form of the stress equilibrium equation for soils was proposed by

Tezaghi (Fezaghi and Peck, 1948). lt states that the total stress on a given plane

within a fully saturated soil equals the sum of the pore-water pressure and
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intergranular (effective) stresses at mineral-mineral interfaces along that plane.

otherwords,

o=d+rL

where o=totalstress
d = etfective stress. and
uw = pot'ê-water pressure.

This form of the effective stress principle only holds true for fulty saturated granular

silts, sands and gravels, or low plasticity clays. For medium- to high-ptastic clays

where the DDL significantly interferes with direcl mineral-mineral interfaces, an (R-A)

term that accounts for the physico-chemical repulsive (R) and attractive (A) forces is

incorporated into the equation. For unsaturated soils, a more complicated principle of

effect¡ve stress is required to modelthe stress regime. ln such soils, physico-cfremical

effects including soil suction become a contributing faclor in stress analysis, and so

stresses cannot be explained in terms of mineral-mineral contac{ stresses and pore-

water pressures alone. A good definition of soil suction is provided by Richards

(1974). He describes an unsaturated soil coming in contact with a quantity of free

water, and adsorbing water by asserting a suction on it. Soil suc{ion, therefore, is

associated with negative pore-water pressures (betow atmospheric) and is made up

of two components, namely osmotic and matric suction. Osmotic suction (n) arises

from the difference in cation concentrations between the DDL and free waterwhereby

negative pressure is created in the free water in an attempt to increase its cation

concentration and come to an equilibrium with the DDL cation concentration (Mitchell,

1976). Matric suct¡on (q-ç) refers to the suction created due to the difference ¡n
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water pressure and gas pressure at the interface between water and gas phases in an

unsaturated soíl (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). Matric suction is synonymous with

the terms'surface tension'and'capillary pressure'. Total suction, tU, is simply the sum

of the osmotic and matric suction:

tU=(u"-u*)+n.

Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) note that osmotic suction is not very sensitive to

moisture content changes. Moreover, Barden and Sides (1970) note that osmotic

suction is typically much less than matric suction, especially with nearly pure water,

and so matric suction is often used to approximate total suction. ln any case there is

a dose relationship between n and (R-A), so the osmotic suction is taken into account

in the modified effective stress term.

Bishop (1959) proposed an equation for the effective stress principte for unsaturated

soils which ignores osmotic suction and includes a X parameter which refers to the

degree of saturation:

d=(o-u")+X(u"-u,).

Later, Mitchell (1976) described the ¡ parameter as the ratio of ptanar area taken up

by water to the total planar area for a given imaginary plane of study within a soil. ln

the case of a fully saturated clay (¡ = 0) or a completely dry clay (¡ = 1) the equation

reduces to the effective stress princíple proposed by Tezaghi (o = d * u*). The

relationship between ¡ and saturation S is strongly non-linear, and varies considerably



with many test variables (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). lt cunently receives litüe

attention.

Many similar single-valued effec{ive stress equations have been proposed. However,

Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) pointed out that stress - void ratio states in unsaturated

soils are sfess path-dependent and the relationships are thus not single-valued. On

the basis of Matyas and Radhakrishna (1968) and Fredlund and Morgenstem (1977),

they separated the applied stress, (o - u"), and suctiorì, (u" - u*), into two separate

stress state variables, and modelled unsaturated soils as a 4-phase system, adding

the contractile skin at the gas-water interface to the 3 previously understood solid,

liquid and gas phases.

ln studying gas bubble formations in offshore soils, Wheeler (1988) and Wheeter et.

al. (1990) found that, in terms of pore-fluids, there are three modes of unsaturated

soils, namely soils with; (1) a continuous gas phase and a discontinuous water phase,

(2) a continuous gas phase and a continuous water phase, and (3) a discontinuous

gas phase and a continuous water phase. Wheeler (1988) noted a critical degree of

saturation at approximately S=85%, above vyh¡ch the gas phase broke up into discrete

(occluded) bubbles resulting in a discontinuous gas phase. Wheeler et. al. (1990)

suggest that the approach discussed by Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) is invalid for

such soils.
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2.3.2 Stress-strain behaviour

Although the stress-strain behaviour of compacted clays is not a focus of this research

program, it merits mention due to its relative importance in the field of unsaturated soil

mechanics. Using the terms of critical state soil mechanics, the stress-strain

behaviour of saturated soils is commonly described in (p':q:v) space, where p' is the

mean effective stress, q is deviator stress, and V is specific volume (Wood, 1990).

Alonso et al. (1990) developed a basic critical state modelfor unsaturated soils which

describes the soil in (p:s) space where p is the net mean stress and s the suclion.

Their modelwas primarily valid for granular and low plasticity cohesive soils, and was

later extended for use with highly plastic clays by Gens and Alonso (1992). Wheeler

and Shivakumar (1993) more recently developed a modelwhich involved (p':q:s:V:w)

space, where w is moisture content.

2.4 CAPILLARITY

Capillary pressure, described in passing in Section 2.3.1 as matric suction, is of

paramount concem to studies of gas transportation in soils because basic theory and

studies by numerous researchers (for example, Volckaert et. al., 1993; Wikramaratna

et. al., 1993; Pusch, 1993) suggest that capillarity is a controlling mechanism for the

migration of gases through the pores of a soil. The relationship between capillarity and

gas migration will be discussed in Section 2.5.3 following the description of capillary

pressure presented in this Section.
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Capillarity is the phenomenon whereby fluid is held in tension under the influence of

a confaciile skin (surface tension). The basic theory for capillary pressure is usually

derived using a modelof an elementalpoint in hydrostatic equilibrium on the ga+water

interface (meniscus) in a capillary tube. Figure 2.4 shows the model, a capillary tube

submerged in a water bath. The height that the water rises above the bath in the

capillafy-Ltlþg, h' is a function of the wetting nature of the gas-water interface (with

contacf angle, a) and its interaction with the walls of the capillary tube (surface tension

of water, T"). The contact angle, q, is often taken as zero at a gas-water interface

within soils (Yong and Warkentin, 1975) and so the pore-radius, r, can be equated to

the radius of curvature of the gas-water interface meniscus, R". The modet is fully

described by Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) who derive the generally accepted

capillary pressure equation, often called the washbum or Laptace equation:

(u" -

The modelshows that capillary pressure, here equal to the matric suction (u"- u*), will

increase with decreased pore-size. Because capillary pressure (suction) is inversely

proportional to pore-radius, it is evident that the largest pores will de-saturate first,

followed by successively smaller pores. While the upper limit of R. is r (when q=0),

Wheeler et. al. (1990) suggest the lower limit for R" in clays would be approximately

0.5x10€ m (0.5 microns). several researchers (wheeler et al., 1gg0; corey, igg0;

and, Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993, for example) estimate surface tension involving

waterand various gases at room temperature (approximately 22"C) as approximately

Tr=0.073 N/m. lt appears reasonable to assume that surface tension at the interface

between water and inert gases such as argon is simitar.

u) =Ir
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Capillary behaviour of porous media is often shown as graphs of degree of saturation

venìus capillary pressure (Figure 2.5; fom Ruth, 1993). Ruth (1993) exptains that a

tully saturated specimen will initially drain along the primary drainage curve. An initial

threshold capillary pressure is required before the gaseous phase enters even the

largest pore-spaces. Drainage will then occur with increased capillary pressure until

the pore-fluid becomes discontinuous at the point where the soil is at the point of

'irreducible' saturation (where the saturation and moisture content cannot reduce

further without extemal drying) and the conesponding 'penduta/ capillary pressure.

lf the capillary pressure is then decreased and the medium is atlowed to re-saturate,

it will fotlow the imbibition (sorption) curve to a point near full saturation. When de-

saturation is again undertaken, the secondary drainage curve is followed back to the

point of pendular capillary pressure and ineducible saturation.

Two explanations exist for the hysteresis between the imbibition curye and the

secondary drainage curve. Several investigators (for example, Freeze and Cherry,

1979) suggest that the hysteresis is due to alteration of the soil fabric. Ruth (1993)

concludes that it is partly caused by variability of the diameter of individual pores within

the medium. This'bottleneck' effect is described in Figure 2.6. ln the initially dry

system in Figure 2.6(a) capillary pressure begins at P=0 and increases to p.,, p, and

finally P., which are actually increasingly negative pressures. P., in this model

coincides with the capillary pressure required to invade pores with diameter d.

Similarly, Pr and P. are the capillary pressures required to invade pores with diameter

2d and 3d, respectively. Figure 2.6(b) shows the same pore-system initially saturated

with P=Pa. The system in Figure 2.6(b) is de-saturated by a drop in capiltary pressure

fom P. to Pr, Pt and finally to P=0. Notice that at the intermediate stages (at P., and
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Pr) the saturation state within the system differs between the wetting and drying

processes. Water is retained longer in certain pores in the drying process, thus giving

the system higher net saturations at the intermedíate pressures - marked as hysteresis

in capillary pressure versus saturation space.

Hysteresis is also evident in the 'characteristiC or'water retention' curves shown in

Figure 2.7 (îrom Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The negative pressure shown on the

horizontal axis is the same as suctíon or capillary pressure. Notice that the soil

remains saturated for small negative pressures until a point known as the air entry

value, AEV, is reached. The AEV refers to the point at which soil suc{ion has

. increased such that gas will invade the largest saturated pores - it is the point at which

a soilwillbegin to de-saturate. Soils with suction less than the AEV are refened to as

tension-saturated because the soil is still fully saturated, but the pore-water is in

tension. At points of positive pressure head, the soil is fully saturated and pore-water

is in compression.

2.5 FLOW PHENOMENA

Under the influence of potential gradients, physical mass (water and gas), heat and

electricity flow through porous media. Figure 2.8 (after Mitchell, 1976) shows a

summary of flow phenomena that occur in soils and the relevant driving gradients

(Mitchell, 1991). Such flow can occur in a soil through the inter-connected pore-

spaces given certain conditions. Direct flow occurs when flow of a certain type is
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initiated by its own potential gradient. For instance, the flow of fluid under a hydrautic

potential gradient is a direct flow phenomenon known as hydrautic conduciivity,

govemed by Darq/s Law. Coupled fiow occurs when a flow mechanism is initiated by

some other potential gradient. For instance, the flow of fruid under a chemical potential

gradient is the coupled fiow phenomenon known as osmosis. Flow of gaseous matter

belongs to the category of 'fluid flux' in Figure 2.8.

As discussed in the Chapter 1, the primary purpose of the buffer in the Canadian

nuclear fuel waste disposal scheme is to minimize transport of radioac{ive material

fom conoded fuel canisters to the sunounding host rock. Transport of the radioactive

materialwill result from a combination of the mechanisms shown in Figure 2.8.

The buffer is to be placed in an unsaturated state at approximatety S=857o (Dixon et.

al., 1992) and willslowly take on waterfrom the sunounding host granitic rock. While

the wasteform is generating heat, thermal gradients will cause moisture to move from

the region close to the container towards the buffer-rock interface. Hence, it is certain

that the water regime within the buffer will change over time and that permeability will

be an important factor involving gas migration and transport of radioactive materiats

through the buffer. Furthermore, modelling simultaneous migration of water, gas and

ionic materialwill prove to be highly complex.

The most prominent mechanisms involved with the transportation of radioactive

contaminants within the buffer material are discussed in the fotlowing Seclions.
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2.5.1 Hydraulic conductivity and permeability

The dired frow of fluid in saturated soils is govemed by the empirically-based Darcy's

Law wftictt states that the superficial velocity of flow through a volume of soil is direc{ly

proportionalto the hydraulic gradient, ôh/ô1. The constant of proportionality is termed

hydraulic conductivity. This leads to:

Q=-KAi

where Q = flow volume [m%]
K = hydraulic conductivíty [m/s]
A = cross-sectional area of the soil volume [m2], and
i= (ôh/ôl) = change in hydraulic head, ôh,

over the length, ô1, of a soil element (hydraulic gradient).
The negative sign indicates that flow occurs from high to low head.

Hydraulic conductivity is a function of both the porous medium and the pore-fluid. For

soil studies, it is often desirable to describe the transport characleristics of the soil and

the pore-fruid independently. For this reason permeability, k, is often used rather than

hydraulic conductivity, ( where k ís defined as a function of the porous medium atone.

The relationship between permeability and hydraulic conductivity is described

extensively by Freeze and cherry (rg7g). lt can be summarized as:

k=(¡rlpg)K

where ft = pêrrneability (mr)
p = pore-fluid dynamic viscosity (kg/m/s)
p = pore-fluid density (kg/m3)
g = gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
K = hydraulic conductivity (m/s).
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Darq/s Law does not always accurately modelfluid transport, however, and has been

shown to have upper and lower limits of validity (Freeze and Cherry, l gTg). The upper

limit to Darcy's Law, in terms of flow rates, is reached when the pore-fluid flows in a

turbulent manner. Ruth (1993) points out that the flow in this situation is not truly

'turbulent' and that the deviation from Darcian flow is aciually a result of Forcheimer

effects which involve laminar inertial losses due to tortuosity. The lower limit is

reached when the hydraulic gradient decreases below a threshotd vatue, betow which

no flow will occur. A threshold or critical gradient often occurs in fine-grained, tow

permeabili$ materials such as highly compacted clays. Dixon et. al. (1992) suggest

that the lower limit of validity for Darcy's Law occurs when the effecis of the coupting

influences fom electrical, thermal and osmotic potential become significant compared

to the direct influence of hydraulic potential, and the assumption of direct flow is no

longer valid. These effects are more prominent in clays such as montmorillonite with

high surface activities than in clays of lower activity, such as illite.

2.5.2 Chemical diffusion

The direct flow of ionic matter due to a chemicat potential gradient is known as

chemical diffusion, or simply diffusion, and is govemed by Fick's Law. Diffusion

becomes an important mechanism for ionic transportation at the permeabilities

predicted for highly-compacted clays such as those tested in this program, and those

used in the proposed buffer design.
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Cheung (1989) makes severalimportant generalizations conceming diffusion, including

the following: (1) difusion of ionic matter from regions of high concentration to regions

of lower concentration can occur either in the fee pore-water or the bound water of the

DDL, although diffusion rates are higher in the free pore-water, (2) cations migrate

through fee por+water and bound waterwhereas anions tend to migrate onty through

fee water, and (3) diffusion depends on physicochemical parameters such as

sorption, ion exchange and precipitation as well as porous medium characteristics

such as porosity and tortuosity.

Two types of díffusion tests are commonly performed. The first type, in-diffusion

testing, measures transient difrlsion within a soil specimen. The second type, through-

diffusion testing, measures the steady-state diffusion rates through a soilspecimen.

ln-diffusion tests are based on Fick's Second Law given as:

ôcldt= D.(dclôr3)

where c = concentration of diffusant
t = time
D" = apparent diffusion coefficient
¡ = position.

For a nonsorbing diffusant, D" can be related to the free-solution diffusion coefficient,

Do, bY:

D" = Doc'
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where 3' = tortuosity factor = (ULe)2
with specimen length, L, and actual pore length, Le.

Through-diffr¡sion testing is govemed by Fick's First Law given as:

J = -D (Aclax)

where J=massflux
D = diffusion coetficient.

Nearly all efforts in diffusion studies for the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal

concept have focussed on the diffusion of relevant cationic radioisotopes through

saturated clays and butfer (Cheung and Chan, 1gB3; Cheung, 1989, for exampte).

Few studies of diffusion in unsaturated materials have been completed to date,

because, in the case of a repository environment, the buffer density and saturation are

such that a continuous gas phase does not exist. The mechanism of diffusion within

pore-space with an occluded gas phase seems to be similar to that in water-saturated

pore-space. Rotston (1986) and Troeh et. al. (1982), for instance, similarly describe

gas diffusivi$ within dry soils in terms of Fick's Law when discussing agricuttural

implications of gas migration such as soil aeratíon and the role of degree of saturation.

2.5.3 Gas migration

European researchers such as Volckaert et. al. (1993) and Horseman and Hanington

(1994) suggest that there are four scenarios for gas transport, namely:
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(1) transport of gas in solution (diffusion),

(2) 2-phase flow,

(3) transport by pathway dilatancy, and

(4) transport by tensile fracturing (Figure 2.9).

ln an altemative dassification, Jeffries et. al. (1991) refer to the three mechanisms as

(1) biochemistry, (2) multi-phase flow, and (3) geomechanics. Horseman and

Harrington (1994) describe the ditference between the three modes of transport in

terms of the principle of effective stress which states that total stress in a soil is a

function of direct mineral-mineral contacts, pore-water pressure and physico-chemical

. forces of repulsion and attraction between particles and their DDL's. They recognize

that gas cannot transmit stress or work against these physico-chemical forces, and

thus cannot occupy local pore-space, until the gas pressures can overcome these

forces. Until this occurs, gas can only enter pore-spaces and migrate through the

processes of diffi.lsion and advection, based on Fick's and Darcy's Laws. A gas phase

will enter pore-spaces when the difference between the gas pressure and water

pressure at the gas-water interface at the largest pore-throats is greater than the

capillary pressure (air entry value, AEV) at that pore-throat. Gas will enter

successively smaller pores as its pressure increases relative to water pressure and

overcomes the capillary pressure in successively smaller pores. Water will be

displaced and pushed ahead of the gas front as the gas migrates into these pores (de-

saturation). lf the pores in a given host medium are so small that capillary pressures

are greaterthan the totalpressure within the host medium, then invading gas witt have

to disturb the existing pore-structure. This can be done either by ditating existing pore-

throats or by creating new pore-spaces through tensile fracturing (fissuring) to
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accommodate furthergas entry at pressures lowerthan would be allowed by capillarity

in the original pore-structure.

Volckaert et. al (1993) suggest that for a saturated clay specimen, the pore-water

pressure for a clay under loading equals the matric potential under the same loading

conditions. ln otherwords, por+water pressure equals the sum of the matric potential

before loading plus a compressibility factor multiplied by the totat stress in the ctay.

Although not specifically stated, this theory is valid onty for drained conditions. The

relationship æn be expressed as:

u* = Wro = (Un,o+ qo)

where uw= pore-water pressure
Un'o= matric potential under loading
Vn,o= matric potential without loading
q = compressibility factor (0.3 for silty clay, 1 for pure clay)
o = total stress.

For gas to be transported by diffusion, the gas pressure, pn, must be such that pn < (p*

- U,o), or Pn < qo. Gas will remain in the gaseous state and push water through

existing pores as 2-phase frow once Ps > (p* - v,o), or pn > qo. Finally, when pg = o,

the gas will deform existíng pores and will induce the formation of new pores at weak

points in the clay. Therefore, for a pure clay with q = 1, no 2-phase flow will occur.

These flow mechanisms are depicted in Fígure 2.g.

Volckaert et. al (1993) and Horseman and Hanington (1994) relate gas llow most

intimately to the total stress in the clay and to a compressibility faclor which they leave
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relatively unexplained. Although a general trend in compacted clays is for decreased

pore-size with increased total stress, the two parameters are not directly related.

However, the trend in gas flow mechanisms with increased gas pressure from

diffusivity at low pressure; to 2-phase floq to flow due to atteration of the pore-

structure presented by these researchers is conceptually attractive. However,

explaining gas transport in terms of total stress without taking proper account of

degree of saturation or pore-structure geometry seems to be an oversimptification of

the process.

The following text describes some additional observations and deviations from the

theory of Volckaert et. al. (1993) and his colleagues.

Horseman and Hanington (1994) noticed that when local capillary pressures were

overcome and pathway dilatancy occuned, the local pore-structure became very

unstable. Pathway dilatancy would reverse so that pores were intermittenfly ctosed off

even under slight changes in pressure or temperature, resutting in 'burst-tike' or

fluttering flow.

Jeffiies et al. (1991) recognized the importance and complexity of understanding the

simultaneous migration of gas and water within the host material and the importance

of the validity of Darcy's Law. They also described processes within a repository that

enhance and retard gas migration. Enhancement of gas flow will arise from expansion

of pores and creation of new pores as previousty mentioned. Flow enhancement also

occurs due to factors related to repository design, such as repository construction

methods, repository geometry, engineering specifications, and tec{onic movement.
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This research emphasized the importance of degree of saturation in the gas migration

process. This is apparent in the flow chart of gas flow scenarios presented in Figure

2.10 (from Jeffries et. al., 1991). The complexity of the mechanism of gas flow

becomes obvious in this figure. These researchers present other phenomena related

to gas flow, including increased mobility of gas due to viscous fingering. This refers

to the tendency for gas to extend into the water phase across gas-water interfaces in

pores in discrete finger-like formations. Another phenomenon discussed is the effect

of kinetic energy of flowing gas on assisting passage through smatt pore-throats.

Lineham (1989) defines a critical gas pressure or AEV as the minimum pressure

required to overcome capillarity in por+spaces. He goes on to explain that the critical

gas pressure, primarily a function of surface tension between the pore-fluid and pore-

walls, is that pressure above which a gaseous phase will flow through a porous

medium, muclt like the 2-phase flow described earlier by the Volckaert et. al (1g93) and

Horseman and Hanington (1994). Lineham (1989) states that diffusion witl occur

below this critical gas pressure (or critical gas saturation; Ruth, 1993), but does not

make reference to the third gas flow mechanism involving the deformation of pores.

\Mkramaratna and Goodfield (1994) give the following equation, based on Darcy's Law

with several generalizations, for determining the gas flow rate in soils with a continuous

pore-structure:

r2us = gvo

where us = gas flow rate,
¡ = potB radius,

(PA - PB)
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[¡s = gâs viscosity
(Po - PJ = pressure grad¡ent along cap¡llary, and
L = capillary length.

This equatíon is valid for 2-phase gas flow. lf the gas generation rate is greater than

the gas flow rate, then pore dilatancy or fissuring could accompany 2-phase gas flow

to increase the rate of dispersion of the gas and minimize gas pressure increases.

Most Swedish work (Pusch and Forsberg, 1983; Pusch el al. 1985; Pusch et. at. lgBT

Pusch 1993; and \Mkramaratna et. al., 1993) retates gas conductivity to capitlary

pressure. ln a review of earlier work, Pusch (1993) suggests that clay microstructure

is even more important to the gas migration mechanism than it is to the mechanism of

water migration and suggests that there is a critical gas pressure, which can be

understood as capillary pressure, that, when surpassed, willatlow gas to penetrate into

a porous medium. He describes this gas pressure as the sum of the piezometric

pressure and a'true'critical gas pressure. Pusch et. al. (1985) and Pusch (1993) state

that empirical evidence indicates that the critical gas pressure is 50% to g0% of the

swelling pressure in montmorillonite clay. Much like the relationship between gas

conduction and total pressure suggested by Volckaert et. al. (1993), the suggestion

that gas conduction and swelling pressure are related appears unlikely since the two

parameters are not closely linked through theory. This point will be retumed to later

in discussing the experimental data in this project.

ln light of the above theories and research, one concludes that the mechanism of gas

transport in compacted clays is complex and appears to be closely retated to clay

structure and degree of saturation. Fick's Law and theories of diffusivity, theories of
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cap¡llarity and so¡l suctt¡on, geomechan¡cal properties, and pore-struc1ure are alt

contributing faclors to understanding gas flow. \Mth a relatively low gas pressure

gradien[ if soil suction is sufficíently low, then dissolution of gas across the gas-water

menisct¡s in existing pores may occur and gas will only migrate in solution by diffusion

or advec{ion. Once soil suction develops such that it can overcome the capillary

pressure in pores by way of increased gas pressure, then the ga+water meniscus may

displace and initiate 2-phase gas flow. lf capillary pressures are excessively targe,

then pore dilatanry and tensile facturing may occur. The latter mechanism is probably

the least understood process involved with gas flow in terms of its causes, effects and

relative importance to the general phenomenon of gas migration.

2.6 GAS MIGRATION RESEARCH

The previous Section described the basic theory of gas migration adopted by several

researchers. This Sec{ion expands on this discussion, making more detailed reference

to test procedures, and how the theory relates to compacted clay baniers associated

with fuelwaste repository designs. The value of this comparison of different research

programs is unfortunately limited because each program uses unique test equipment,

conditions, materials and procedures, depending on the nature of the relevant

repository design being studied.

Gas migration in compacted clay, with the exception of diffusivity, has generally been

given relatively little attention in the research community in the past. The most likely
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reason for this is that in most fields of study involving gas transport in compacted

clays, the supply rate of gas is sufficiently low that gas can be dissolved in the porg

fluids and transported via diffusion processes. ln agriculturat applications, for

example, gas flow is usually by díffusion and soils involved are generatty very loose

and erñibit behaviour very dissimilar to compacted clays. tn the oil and gas industry,

days are typically treated as impervious, and gas conductivity is only an issue within

the reservoir which is typically a granular soil. Clay liners for surface waste disposal

systems are relatively low in clay content and density, and gases generated in the

waste usually escape by diffusion or are re-routed and collecled before entering the

day liner. On the other hand, nuclear fuel waste disposal technology often involves

' a system where the amount of gas generated at the waste will be much greater than

the amount that could escape through the sunounding buffer material by diffusion

without mounting gas pressure (for example, Wikramaratna et. al., 1993; Grogan et.

al., 1992). Migration of a gaseous phase in a repository environment is, therefore, of

considerable importance .

2.6.1 Gas migration in a repository

Lineham (f989) completed several low pressure (diffusion) and high pressure

(breakthrough) laboratory tests on saturated specimens of London and Kimmeridge

day using nitrogen gas. ln his low pressure tests, specimens were initiatly saturated

and backpressured. A gas pressure was then introduced at one end in increments up

to I MPa. Results showed slow formation of a gas bubble in a collection system that

suggested the occunence of diffi,¡sion of gas through the specimen. The high pressure
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tests involved similar procedures, but the gas increments were much greater. Resutts

showed that a sudden passage of gas through the specimens occured between 3.4

MPa and 6.2 MPa. Based on capillarity, these critical pressures relate to pore

diameters between 0.85 nm and 0.47 nm. These pore,sizes are much smatler than

those expected in these clays. High pressure tests were compteted on cylindricat

specimens with 10 mm diameter and 10 mm height, dimensions that are typically

unacceptably small for laboratory testing.

Laboratory testing has been completed by several researchers in the intemationat

nuclearfuelwaste disposal industry. Laboratory work completed by Votckaert et. al.

(1993) involved through-diffusion, one-dímensional oedometer testing and triaxial

testing of natural Boom clay specimens using nitrogen and hydrogen as permeating

gases. Hydraulic conductivities and breakthrough pressures were calculated in the

oedometer tests. Repeatable results were achieved for hydraulic conductivity and

gas-breakthrough, but associated gas flow rates were less repeatable. Specimens

were initially saturated, but by the completíon of tests, degree of saturation dropped to

values as low as 86%, but were generally greater than g0%. Degree of saturation at

the gas inlet side was generally lower than at the outlet side. The researchers

concluded that the relatively small changes in degree of saturation indicated the gas

flowed through only a few individual paths rather than as an advancing face. Triaxial

tests were used to generate water retention curyes for the specimens. The

researchers give a complete description of a conceptual and physical modelfor gas

flow and describe in situ tests and mathematical modelling underway in conjunction

with MEGAS (Modelling and Experiments on Gas Migration in Repository Host Rocks).
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Horseman and Hanington (1994) completed similar hydraulic conduc{ivity and gas-

injection tests on Boom clay. Their specimens were significantly larger than those

tested by Lineham (1989). Specimens were oriented parallel and perpendicutar to the

natural layering of the Boom clay to study the effecls of anisotropy. ln the gas-injec{ion

tests, the gas pressure was increased at a constant rate until gas-breakthrough

occurred, usually at a distinct pressure peak. Degrees of saturation after the tests

remained relatively high (S > 95%) showing that the gas travelled through only a few

pathways, much like specimens tested by Volckaert et. al. (1993). tnterpretation of the

results was enhanced by microstructural analysis. The main focus of this paper was

not the tests and test results, however, but rather the development of a conceptual

modelfor gas flow.

Theories regarding gas flow presented by Swedish researcl¡ers seem to have changed

over time. Pusch and Forsberg (1983) studied gas-breakthrough of nitrogen and

hydrogen through bentonite specimens. Relative permeabilities of water and gas were

calculated. As with other researchers, S did not significently decrease during the tests,

indicating that the gas passed through only a few discrete passages. Some

microstructural analysis was completed to relate the test resutts to capillary theory, and

the breakthrough pressures were also related to swelling pressures. Assuming a

theoretical pore diameter in the bentonite of 50 nm, the clay woutd resist pressures up

to l1 MPa before gas could enter due to capillary action, and below 5 Mpa the gas

would only enter the bentonite due to diffusion. Studies by Pusch et. al. (1985)

similarly showed sudden breakthrough of gas at pressures of the same order of

magnitude as the swelling pressure. The relationship was explained on the basis that

resistance to gas fiow at relatively low density is generated by negative pore-pressure
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(suction, capillary pressure) in the pore.space of the clay. At higher pressures, on the

other hand, the gas pressure would become sufficiently high that soil aggregates coutd

be displaced to allow gas migration. Pusch and his cotleagues claim that the change

from a controlling mechanism based on capillarity to one controtted by aggregate

displacement is a func{ion of the swelling pressure. Although their general gas flow

mechanism is similar to that described by others, the way in which it is described in

terms of swelling pressure is unique. Pusch et. al. (1987) relate capiilarity to clay

density through the associated mechanical strength of the clay gel. Syntheses of the

Swedish work, presented by wikramaratna et. al., (1993) and pusch (1993) bring

much of the Swedish conceptual and laboratory work together into a physical model

for gas migration fom their copper/steel canister system. Wikramaratna et. al., (1g93)

again describe the conceptual model for gas flow, including its relationship to Fick's

Law, swelling pressure, capillary pressure and pore-structure atteration. This paper

also presents a study of the causes, quantities, consequences and long-term fate of

repository gases with respect to the Swedish KBS-3 repository design. A modelfor

gas flow rates due to capillary action is presented.

Grogan et al. (1992) present a physical modelfor gas migration in a low- or medium-

levelwaste repository based on the Swiss Nagra design. Untike most other papers on

the subjec{, the main focus of this paper was the gases invotved (sources, volumes,

time dependency, dangers involved) rather than the conceptual model of gas flow.

A report by Jefhies et al. (1991) gives a general summary of gas migration knowtedge

based on intemational technologies for nuclear fuel waste as wett as other industries

including oil and gas and coal mining. The conceptual model for gas flow was
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described meticulously by the researchers and is very similar to the concept described

by most other researchers. Nearly all aspects of repository design as retated to gas

condudivity are discr¡ssed in this paper, from workmanship in repository construction

to the reaction of a repository to long-term tectonic movement. \Mkramaratna and

Goodfield (1994) give a similar review of work compteted in the UK and SwiEerland

with an overview of proposed studies at their facilities.

2.6.2 Summary of research

Although it is difficult to give a detailed synopsis of existing gas migration test results

' because of the variability in test equipment, procedures, conditions, and materials,

some general inadequacies can be identified in the research to date. Most studies

have given insufficient aüention to the effects of saturation state of test materiats on

gas-breakthrough pressures and gas diffusivity. Testing at elevated backpressures

to ensure initialspecimen saturation has not been fully investigated, and quality control

for saturation in test specimens is not well documented. Of the literature reviewed, no

study of the effects of specimen size has been completed. Retated to this, a study of

the effects of pressure gradient, based on varied specimen height, also has not been

investigated. Only a narow set of materials has been studied as most institutíons opt

to study only the clay materials relevant to their specific repository design. Apart from

one test series by Lineham (1989), limited gas diffusion testing has been completed

to date to confirm predictions related to this mechanism. As well, the transition

between true 2-phase flow and flow due to pore-structure alteration has not yet been

investigated, as recognized by Volckaert et. al. (1993). Such a study woutd likely
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involve extensive mícrostructural analysís. Furthermore, no study of the effects of

temperature or clay content (in sand-clay mixtures) has been completed.

2.7 SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The deficiencies in our present knowledge of gas migration in compacted buffer

materials discussed in Section 2.6 contribute to the basic need for this research

project. The level of understanding of the issue of gas migration in the Canadian

nuclear fuel waste industry is not well advanced at present, and so initiation of relevant

studies in Canada is timely.

The scope of the research program beíng reported is as fottows:

(1) to review and explain the mechanism for gas migration through porous

media such as the buffer materials incorporated in the Canadian nuclear

fuelwaste design,

(2) to design and fabricate laboratory equipment and procedures for

studying gas-breakthrough pressure in compacled clay materials, and

(3) to generate initialtest results to confirm the test methodology and

to provide a basis for more extensive materials testing programs.
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The test parameters chosen for this initial study were limited to specimen material type,

and to density and moisture content (or degree of saturation) ranges. Other

parameters such as test duration and effects of repeated gas pressure loading were

investigated in an introductory manner. The majority of tests have been conducted on

illitic day as its non-swelling behaviour simplifies analysis and understanding of results.

Some tests were conducted on sand-bentonite buffer specimens to quantify the

suitability of the test methodology to testing this materiat.
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3. EQUIPMENT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A major objective of this project was to develop equipment and procedures for studying

the pressure at which gas at elevated pressure witl pass through compacled clay

specimens. This equipment was subsequently used for a series of tests on compacled

clays. Because no standard procedures or equipment for such testing were available,

the equipment design was based on the specific requirements of the testing program.

Briefly, the testing program consisted of a series of one-dimensiona! bench scale tests

on clay specimens of approximately 50 mm diameter and 24 mm height with varying

moisture contents and dry densities. Specimens were compac{ed in a rigid test cell

and brought to a pre-determined degree of saturation by uptake of water. A gas

pressure was then applied at one end of the specimen and was incrementally

increased until the membrane action of the clay specimen was overcome and gas

flowed feely through the specimen. This was indicated by a pressure response at the

downstream end of the specimen. The gas pressure atwhicfr fee fiow of gas occuned

was taken as the'gas-breakthrough' pressure for the specimen.

This chapter describes the developed equipment under three headings which define

the three major elements of the test system. Sequentially, these are the test cell, the

pressure supply and flow metering systems, and the data acquisition system. The

applicable jurisdictÍonal safety standards goveming the design of the test system are
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discussed. The performance of individual hardware components are described and

altemative ideas for equipment design are examined.

3.2 TEST CELL

The gas-breakthrough specimen test cells were designed to meet a number of gas-

breakthrough test criteria which were, in tum, designed to simutate the possibte

geotechnicalconditions that may be encountered in the vautt proposed for disposal of

heat-generating radioactíve wastes in Canada (AECL ElS, 1gg4).

Resistance to gas-breakthrough exhibited by the reference bentonite-sand buffer

material proposed for application in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal vaults

is expected to be quite high (AECL ElS, 1994). pusch (1993) has measured gas-

breakthrough pressures in bentonite clay on the order ol 50% to 90% of the clay

swelling pressure. This would suggest that gas-breakthrough pressures of up to 1.0

or 1.5 MPa could be expected for buffer material in the proposed Canadian nuctear

fuel waste repository design. Other researchers (Horseman and Hanington, 1994, for

example) suggest that gas-breakthrough pressure is controlled by por+.size and

capillarity. Based on available information on compacled clay pore-size, gas-

breakthrough could occur at pressures as low as a few kPa. Taking into consideration

the effects of struc{ured water within compacted clays on pore-size and alteration of

specimens used for por+size distribution studies, this would likely be an underestimate

of the resistance of compacted clays to gas-breakthrough. Hence, for safety and
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allowing for variation in a number of test variables, such as clay density and pressure

gradient the cells and secondary hardware were designed to contain a maximum gas

pressure of 10 MPa.

The newly designed test cells were manufactured by AECL Research as per ASME Vlll

and were registered with the Manitoba Department of Labour as per CSA 851, as

discussed in Appendix A. Design drawings of the cetls are included in Appendix B.

Because the focus of this research was non-swelling illite clay, only the constant

volume cell design was used. A simplified schematic of the constant votume cell is

shown in Figure 3.1 for reference and a drawing of the flange detail and a photograph

of a partially assembled cell are included in Figure 3.2.

Cells were made of stainless steel, because of its high strength and conosion

resistance. Cells had to be sufficiently rigid to withstand the cett pressures expected

without significant deformation which could alter the stress state in specimens or lead

to cel! leakage. Moreover, stainless steel is a relatively robust material that resists

scarification caused by in-cell specimen compaction and specimen extrusion.

Specimens were compacted directly in the cell to facilitate the specimen preparation

stage and to maximize the adhesion between specimens and the inner-wall of the

sleeve. The conosion resistance of stainless steel makes the cells suitable for long

term testing and the use of permeating fluids and gases with varied conosiveness.

Temperatures in a repository for heat-generating radioactive waste coutd increase to

about 100"C (AECL ElS, 1994), and so features such as thermowells to ailow for

thermal expansion of the cells were included in the cetl design to accommodate testing
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at elevated temperatures. The materials used for the O-ring seals in the ceil were

chosen to permit tests at elevated temperatures.

The swelling behaviour of bentonite-based material is important to the performance of

engineered baniers. ln light of this and the suggestion that gas-breakthrough and

swelling pressure are directly related (Pusch, 1993), the celts were designed to

measure the swelling pressure exerted by the clay specimens being tested. Two

separate cell designs were made. One had an independent piston to accommodate

development and measurement of swelling pressure (piston-type cetl), and one was

of fixed volume to simplify testing of non-swelling clays (constant votume cell). Two

constant volume cells and two piston-type cells were constructed.

The constant volume cells were designed with two identicalflanges separated by a

thick-walled cylindrical sleeve wh¡ch housed the specimen. Each flange was equipped

with three separate ports for gas flow, water flow, and flushing. This allowed the cell

leads, filter stones and filter papers (filter stones and filter papers are cotlectively

refened to as llters', hereafter) located at each end of a specimen to be either flooded

or d+watered, depending on the stage of testing at hand, without dismantling the cell

and disturbing the specimen. For example, after the saturation stage of testing was

completed and before the gas-breakthrough stage of testing commenced, the leads

and filters had to be de-watered to allow non-restricted flow of gas in to and out of a

specimen. The piston-$pe cells consisted of a similar end flange on one end and an

independent piston on the other end, free to move in the axiat direction with respec{

to specimen volumetric strain. The flange and piston were similarly separated by a

thick-walled cylindrical sleeve. The piston was designed to house a load ceil next to



a fixed plate to deteci specimen swelling pressure. Ports on the flange and piston on

the piston-type cell were similarly designed so that water and gas could

interchangeably be introduced into the cell leads and filters. ln both ce[ designs, the

sleeve encompassing the 50 mm diameter specimen chamberwas 38 mm thick. The

constant volume cell sleeves were g0 mm long while the piston-gpe cetl steeves were

135 mm long.

The cells were designed so that sleeves of varying height coutd be fitted between the

flanges so that specimens of different height coutd be tested. This allows for the

effects of gas pressure gradient to be discriminated from those of gas pressure

difference.

Because sealing systems used in similar studies in the past have proven to be

problematic (Pusch and Forsberg, 1983, for example), design of the seating system

for the test cells was given special consideration. The sealing system consisted of

three rubber O-rings seated on each flange or the piston to sealthe space between

he flange or piston and the sleeve. The seals were tested over the entire test range

to ensure their suitability to both high and low pressure conditions. As well, gas was

used as a test medium because the cell would more likely leak gas than water during

operation. Preliminary leak tests performed on the celts at room temperature

(approximately 22t) showed that the O-rings prevented gas and water leakage over

the designed pressure range of the test cell (i.e. up to 10 Mpa). Although not

speciftcally investigated, the seals are expected to perform wetl at temperatures to

100"c.
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3.2.1 Filters

The dimensions of the flanges and pistons were selected so that a filter stone and a

filter paper could be installed on both end faces of the specimens. The purpose of the

filters was to improve the uniformity of the flow of gas and water over the specimen

faces and to minimize the movement of materialfrom the ctay specimen into the cell

leads underhe influence of fiowing gas or liquid. Sintered stainless steelfilter stones

were used because of their conosion resistance and tow air entry value, meaning that

they feely allow the flow of liquids and gases. Whatman number 54 filter papers were

also chosen because of theír low air entry value. Furthermore, these filter materials

were readily available and have been successfully used in similar laboratory programs.

A ga+breakthrough pressure of 30 kPa was experimentally determined for the filters,

indicating that they should not affecl the gas-breakthrough data obtained for clay

specimens. A network of grooves in the flanges and pistons connected the leads next

to the filter to further improve the uniformity of flow entering specimens and to aÍd in the

flushing process. This feature is evident in Figure 3.2.

3.3 PRESSURE SUPPLY AND FLOW METERING SYSTEM

Hardware components were attached to a 1s2 x 76 x 2 cm (5' x21lr, x %') plywood

board which was fastened upright to a table (Figure 3.3). A schematic layout of the

test board is shown in Figure 3.4 and the various components are discussed in the

following Sec{ions.
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3.3.1 Flow meter

The frow meter shown in Figure 3.4 was designed and has been commonly used at the

AECL Research - Writeshell Laboratories. A more detailed drawing of the flow meter

used on the test boards is shown in Figure 3.5. The flow meter was designed to

measure relatively small flow volumes (graduated in hundredths of mL) and is thus

well-suited to applications such as hydraulic conduclivity testing and the saturation

stage in this test program. lt was designed to measure flow of tiquids and works on the

principle of conservation of mass assuming all permeating liquids are incompressible.

Basically, the ffow meter consists of an upper and lower reservoir connecled by a sight

buret and is positioned in-line with the system lines. An interface between a cotoured

column of paraffin oil and a column of water in the sight buret is used to visibly detect

and register frow in the test system. A 4-way null valve positioned just betow the sight

buret allows the reversal of the direction of flow of the oil cotumn within the sight buret,

as shown in Figure 3.6. Without this feature, the entire oil column woutd eventually

favel into one of the reservoirs and out of the range of the sight buret, thus making it

necessary to stop flow and to disrupt a test to continue measurement. The 4-way

valve allows for continual measurement without having to stop and re-position the oil

column.

As previously mentioned, the flow meter is best-suited for the measurement of

relatively low rates of liquid flow. For example, the hydraulic conductivity of illite and

buffer for the dry density ranges tested could be less than 10€ m/s and 10rr m/s,

respectively. For the basic task of measuring inflow volumes of water during the
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sah.¡rat¡on stage of testing, therefore, the present flow meter design was adequate. A

complete mass balance of the gas phase was not included as part of the analysis in

this research program. This would require a gas flow measurement device capable

of measuring both small and large gas flow rates because of the expected nature of

the gas migration mechanism in compacted clays. ln short, gas migration in a

compacted clay specimen could progress by 2-phase gas flow with relatively low flow

rates, or even by slower diffusion processes, but the flow rates could increase

suddenly due to alteration of the soil fabric and creation of preferentíal pathways for

gas flow through the clay. These processes are more thoroughly discussed in later

chapters. A specialized flow meter device would be required to detec{ both ranges of

flow rates. The author is not aware of any commercially available technology for

measurement of such ranges in gas flow rate.

lnitially, a system for measuring the votume of gas flow into specimens was

incorporated into the test board desígn. The proposed system used the present flow

meterwith bladder-type accumulators just upstream and downstream of the flow meter

in the gas lines (Figure 3.7). ln this system the upstream bladder-type accumulator

would separate the supply of gas from the water within the flow meter, but would

fansferthe gas pressure to a water pressure through the fiow meter. The downstream

bladder-$pe acct¡mulatorwould then similarly convert the water pressure back to gas

pressure so that the volume of gas flow into a specimen could be detecled by the flow

meter. Hence, volumes of gas flowing into a specimen could be determined and

compared to volumes of gas collected on the outflow side of the specimen so that a

mass balance of gases could be determined. Parker Fluidpower ModelABlOB3TlWl

bladder-type accumulators were to be used in this initiatdesign. However, this scheme



would not direc{ly solve the problem of having to measure gas flow with a sudden

increase in flow rate associated with gas-breakthrough. Moreover, when this ffow

measuring system was initially tested, the btadder-type accumulators showed

resistance to the fansfer between gas pressure and water pressure across the rubber

membrane housed within the accumulator so that gas flow into the specimen could not

be properly controlled or maintained. ln light of these operational timitations, and

because of the comptexity of the gas flow mechanism in compacted clays and the

associated range of flow rates, a simplified system that did not inctude a mass batance

of the gas was used. Only absolute gas pressures were catcutated for gas inflow and

gas collection.

3.3.2 Accumulators

Two accumulators were used on the test board for two separate applications. The

larger accumulator, a 1000 mL \Mitey sample cylinder, was used as a suppty of water

for specimen saturation. This accumulator is shown as the 'gas-water interface

accumulatof in Figure 3.4 and was simply a hollow stainless steel cylinder. This

particular modelwas chosen because of its availabilÍg and tow cost and because it

met the relevant safety requirements for the system. lts capacig had no effec{ on test

procedures or results except that it was sÞed so that several tests could be completed

without requiring accumulator recharge. Because it served as a gas-water interface,

a longer bottle with a smaller diameter may have been more suitabte to this apptication

by reducing the area of contact between the gas and water phases, thus minimizing

üle amount of interaction between the two phases. As an attemative, a thin film of oil
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could have been placed on the water to reduce the interaction. Minimal interaction

between the phases is desirable because the water from the accumulator is being

used to saturate specimens and gas dissolved in water could come out of solution

once within the pore-space of a compacted clay specimen, leaving the specimen only

partially saturated.

The smaller accumulator in Figure 3.4, a 300 mL Whitey sampte cylinder, was used as

a 'gas collection accumulato/ in the gas collection circuit. This accumulator was used

to increase the total volume of the outflow tines so that several pore-votumes of gas

could flow through a specimen in a test without being intemtpted by a venting

procedure. lt was sized sufficiently small that a reasonable amount of gas passing

through a specimen would show the full pressure response with the instrumentation

used. lts exact capacity and dimensions had no effect on testing, and it was chosen

primarily based on its availability and low cost and because it met the relevant safety

requirements.

Several related studies (Lineham, 1989, for example) used an accumulator to bubble

the gas source through water before it entered the specimen so that a water-saturated

gas source could be used for gas-breakthrough testing. This woutd reduce the

tendency of the permeating gas to dry its host clay specimen and would minimize the

amount of gas going into solution when in contact with pore-water. For the sake of

simplicity, these effects were not considered in this research program, atthough this

issue may merit future investigation.
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3.3.3 Pressure regulators

The pressure regulator fitted to the gas source tank (regutator RA in Figure 3.4) was

a type commonly used with commercially availabte argon gas source cytinders.

A Matheson Model 303G580 pressure regulator was used for the inflow circuit on the

test board (regulator RB) while a Matheson Model 8-250 pressure regutatorwas used

for the gas collection circuit (regulator RC). These two particular models were chosen

based on their availability. Both of these regulator types had a maximum allowable

inlet pressure of 3000 psi (approimately 20 MPa). The regulators were a single-stage

type where the pressures were dropped from inlet to outlet pressure in one step; a two-

stage regulatorwould drop the inlet pressure to near the outlet pressure in a first step

and would then drop the remaíning pressure down to the outlet pressure in a second

step, thus offering better control of outlet pressures. lt was difficult to set the outflow

pressures using the one-stage regulator type, and as a result the targeted pressures

were often exceeded, temporarily. The regulators had to be adjusted severattimes

before the target pressure was achieved. With some care, however, the pressures

could be controlled sr¡fficiently well that the quality of testing was not affecled. Target

pressures were maintained within 1 percent of the test value. This degree of accuracy

was acceptable. Of the two regulator models chosen, ttre Model &250 provided better

control.

When sudden, high ga+breakthrough pressures were reached and a large volume of

gas surged through a specimen into the collection circuit, the regutator often did not
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reset the infiow pressure to its preset value. Wrile this did not compromise the results

in this testing program, it may affect results in future studies and shoutd be considered

during the design of those studies. Because the regulators did not have self-bleeding

capability, a venting valve was designed and fitted into the system just downstream

of each regulator (valves 23 and 24) so that inbuilt pressures coutd be relieved.

ln general, the regulators proved adequate for the purpose of the tests described in

this report. However, it may be advantageous in future endeavours to use a self-

bleeding regulator that can more easily be set at a given pressure and wilt hotd its set

pressure during flow rate changes.

3.3.4 Bourdon gauges

A Bourdon dialgauge was placed alongside the pressure transducers in the gas inflow

circuit (at pressure transducer TA in Figure 3.4) and in the gas colleciion circuit (at

pressure transducer TC) as a backup to the elecironic pressure transducers for

measuring gas inllow pressure and gas outflow pressure, respectivety. For safety, the

dial gauges offered a direct measurement of line pressures and could be relied on if

the elecfonic system failed. Dial gauges were included in the present design because

the electronic measuring system used had been newly implemented. Solfrunt (USG)

0-10000 kPa dial gauges were chosen forthis application. As long as a retiable

electronic system is used, the díal gauges can be removed from future test board

designs.
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3.3.5 Valves

Three types of valves were used in the test board design. All valves were staintess

steel for conosion resistance and adhered to the safety requirements of the system.

The majority of in-line valves used were constant votume (null) valves manufactured

by NUPRO (Model SS-2P4T). Other in-line valves used were needle valves

manufactured by whitey (Modet ss-oRs2). A third gpe of valve used was a 4-way

(null) valve that changed flow directions through the flow meter. Null vatves were

selected with water and gas flow measurement in mind. Adjustment of the null valves

did not involve any inherent volume change in the system, and thus facilitated the

measurement of smallvolume changes in the tests. Needle valves were used where

a controlled flow rate was required orwhere valve adjustment woutd not affect volume

measurements. Forexample, valve 7 was only adjusted between tests, when volume

measurements were not being recorded. Moreover, operatíons involving vatve 7

required a controlled flow rate through the valve, and so a needle valve was suitabte

at this location.

The procedures adopted for this research program did not include measurement of the

volume of gas flowing into specimens during the gas-breakthrough stage of testing,

and, so, many of the constant volume valves could have been replaced by less-

expensive needle valves. As well, during the saturation stage of testing once the lines

including the cell leads were set at the backpressure and a flow meter base reading

was taken, only the final valve opened between the specimen and the flow meter

(valve 9) was required to be a constant volume valve. Needle valves could not be
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adjusted during testing that included flow measurement, as this would affect the flow

readings.

Operation of the Sway valve to control the direction of flow through the flow meter is

explained in Sec{on 3.3.1. There was no volume change in the lines associated with

the adjustment of the 4-way valve, and thus its operation did not alter flow meter

readings.

3.3.6 Gas supply

A standard, readily available argon gas cylinderwas used as a source of gas pressure.

Argon gas was chosen for its inert behaviour. Furthermore, argon is relativety less

soluble in water than other readily available gases such as nitrogen so that the gas

and liquid phases could be better separated in the system tines and specimen. This

would minimize the quantity of gas dissolved in the water so that specimens could be

tully saturated.

3.3.7 Water supply

Distilled, de-aired water (DDW) was chosen as the permeating fluid to simplify the

analysis of physico-chemical processes acting in a specimen. The DDW was

assumed to be pure, although it likely took on salinity from dissolved salts within the

clay. Barden and Sides (1970) explain that osmotic suction can be neglecled when

the por+water is DDW, and so the matrix suction can be equated to the total suction
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of a specimen.

3.3.8 Safety features

Technical support was províded by AECL Research to ensure that the designed

apparatus met all jurisdictional safeg requirements. A summary of the safety

requirements forthe system are listed as notes 1 to 9 on AECL drawing Al€lWOg-Fl

in Figure 3.8. Based on design requirements of the retief vatve implemented, the

maximum operating pressure of the system was 10 MPa and must operate between

15t and 35oC. For tests at higher temperatures, this range witl need to be modified.

Distilled water, nitrogen or argon gas were the only flow media allowed in the system

lines and fittings. Alt tubíng and fittings were to be stainless steel for conosion

resistance and were rated for the design pressure of the system. Connections were

to be commercially available Swagelok fittings with fem¡led threads where possible.

All pipe threads required sealant tape (Teflon tape) and atl equipment was to be

properly fastened to the test board. Each component on the test board required a

Canadian Registration Number (CRN) for the Province of Manitoba as per Canadian

Standards Association specifications (CSA BS1).

Design specificatíons required the test board to be subjected to a pressure test for

leaks before use. Appendix C shows the documentation and results for the leak tests

performed on the test boards by personnel in the AECL Research Quality Assurance

Branch at the \tl/hiteshell Laboratories. The leak tests were initially to use distiiled

wateras a pressurizing medium. An amendmentwas made to this requirement so that
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gas could be used to pressurize the system as it would be difficult to remove the

moisture fom the system after completion of a fruid leak test and the use of gas during

testing would represent a more hazardous situation. The leak tests were performed

at gas pressures up to 12.5 MPa. The flow meter was bypassed during the leak tests

because of the brittle nature of the sight buret. Flow meters of this design had passed

hydrostatic leak tests above 10 Mpa in the past at AECL Research (Dixon, D.A,

personal communication). The flow meter was pressure tested separatety to 10 Mpa.

This amendment as discussed in note 4 of Figure 3.8, was permitted on condition that

the standard practice of positioning a plexiglass shietd over the flow meter sight buret

was continued.

The primary safety feature on the test board was the safety relief valve. The purpose

of the relief valve was to vent gas to the atmosphere if the source tank detivered gas

above the maximum design pressure. The relief valve, a Teledyne Fanis Engineering

Model 274OUL,was factory pre-set to vent at 10 MPa. Note 9 of Figure 3.8 states that

any portion of the system downstream of the relief valve could be modified, as long as

modifications did not violate other design specifications, whích they did not.

A final safety feature of the test boards was a plexiglass shield which was suspended

in front of the equipment to cover all fittíngs and tubing and to stop the travet of any

loose fittings in the case of a sudden pressure leak.
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3.4 DATA ACQUISITION

Waterflow information was collected and recorded through periodic readings of the oil

column position as shown by the flow meter sight buret. Pressure values were

colleded automatically using a softryare package and an analog-digital converter. The

soft¡vare package used was LabTech Notebook DOS Version 7.3.0 which was loaded

on a 386 DX |BM-compatible personal computer. A PC-LabCard Model pCL-818

analog-digital converter card with programmable gain was used to convert analog

signals fom the pressure transducers to digítal signats which could be processed by

the computer. LabTech software was chosen because it was cunently used and

immediately available at the University of Manitoba and at AECL Research and

technical support could be provided by other taboratories on site. A switch board from

PC-LabCard was used to help to organize the data acquisition wiring. A 2 ampere,

10 volt DC power supply was used as an excitation vottage supply in accordance to

requirements for the pressure transducers. The LabTech software and pCL-B1B

analog-digital converter card were also suited to temperature reading that may be

involved with subsequent testing.

Micro Gage Model P-102 linear gain pressure transducers were chosen to read

pressures, based on their reliability during similar testing programs. The transducers

and LabTech data acquisition system were calibrated with a dead-load calibration

apparatus supplied by the University of Manitoba geotechnical engineering group. For

calibration, signals from the pressure transducers were shown against the known

supply pressure on the dead-load calibration apparatus, the data was fitted using linear
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regress¡on techniques, and the slope and offset were catculated and used to convert

the signal (mV) to engineering units for pressure (kPa or MPa). Set-up of the LabTech

software is further discussed in Section 4.4.

Each pressure transducer was calibrated before the test program began (Figure 3.9)

and after the tests were completed (Figure 3.10). These figures show the dead-load

on the calíbration apparatus in psi and kPa and the conesponding mV signalfrom the

pressure transducers. The linear regression calculations for these data are given and

pressure readings in kPa that are based on the mV signat and the regression

coefficients ('scale facto/ and'offset constant') are also shown in Figures 3.g and 3.10.

A comparison of the calibration curves before and after testing is shown in Figure 3.1 I .

ln the upper range of pressure, say 5 to 10 MPa, the pressure readings differed less

than 1.5 percent for a given transducer mV signal based on calibration data from

before and after testing. ln the lower range of pressure, say tess than I Mpa, the

pressure readings differed by up to 13 percent, but were generatly less than S percent.

Allthree pressure transducers from a test board were calibrated simultaneously. The

most important test data reported in this document were obtained at relatively high

pressures, however, and so the ditferences between the calibration data used woutd

not significantly affect results. Test results are based on data obtained from calibration

done before testing (Figure 3.9).
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4. TESTING PROGRAM AND TEST PROCEDURES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapterfirst describes the soils that were tested. Next, the generat test program

and the types of tests are discussed. Finally, the test procedures are explained with

a full description of the use of the different components mentioned in Chapter 3. ln the

context of the latter, the author is not aware of any universally accepted standard

methods for measuring the gas-breakthrough characteristics of compacted clay

materials. The procedures adopted for the testing program described were based on

those used by other researchers (pusch and Forsberg, 1gg3; Lineham, l ggg;

Volckaert et al., 1993), which were modified to meet the specific requirements of this

test program. The procedures for specimen preparation and specimen saturation

followed procedures used in past testing at AECL Research and the University of

Manitoba. For reference, each step of specimen preparation and testing is described

and the purpose of the various steps is explained. The procedures are also shown in

Appendix B in a checklist format which can be used as an operationat manual for the

new equipment developed for the program.

4.2 TEST MATERIALS

Tests were completed to measure the differential gas pressure across compacted clay
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spec¡mens at ulf¡¡cå gas rap¡dly permeated through the specimens (gas-breakthrough

pressure). Forly six such tests were conducted on hydrous mica clay, known as illite,

while six tests were completed with mixtures of sodium-bentonite and sand, known as

buffer. lllite was chosen as a test material because its geotechnical properties are

relatively easy to characterize and it thus serves as a good starting point for studies

of more complex materials, such as buffer, which was chosen because it is being

proposed for use in a program by AECL Research for disposal of nuclear fuel waste

(AECL EtS, 1994).

4.2.1 lllite

The illite used was a commercially available crushed illitic shate plasticizer known as

Sealbond, manufactured by Canada Brick. lt originates from a Dundas shate member

of the Georgian Bay Formation (Ordovician) with a stratigraphy that has been

described as "soft, grey, illite-bearing shale with moderate chtorite and no detectable

expanding minerals, containing narow, discontinuous limey and sandy interlayers',

(Dixon and Woodcock, 1986). The Sealbond illite was available as a fine, grey powder

and was packaged in22.7 kg (50 lb.) bags. The moisture content of the iilite as stored

in the bags was approximately 1.3%. Testing yielded a value oî 2.16 for specific

gravity. This value is similar to that used by Dixon et. al. (1985). ASTM Modified

Proctorcompaction tests showed a maximum dry density of 2.04 Mg/m3 at an optimum

moisture content ol 12.}o/owhereas Dixon et. at. (1985) found optimum compaclion

conditions at approximately 1.93 Mg/m3 and 13.0o/o moisture content. Tabte 4.1

summarizes the physical and engineering properties of illite (Dixon and Woodcock,
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1986).

4.2.2 Butre¡

The buffer was prepared from a dry powder sodium-bentonite and silica sand. The

sodium-bentonite (Avonseal) originates from Avonlea Mineral lndustries Limited

(Saskatchewan) and is mined fom the middle seam of the Bearpaw Formation (Upper

Cretaceous) which has been described as "greenish grey bentonite" (Dixon and

Woodcock, 1986). The silica sand, a crushed quartzite, originates fom lndusmin

Limited. The clay and sand constituents were prepared and mixed to a 1:1 dry mass

ratio as described by Dixon et. al. (1994). The classification and associated properties

of the buffer are described extensively by Dixon et. al. (1985). Typical values for

physical and engineering properties of the clay and sand constituents of the buffer

material are shown in Table 4.1 (Díxon and Woodcock, 1996).

4.3 TEST PROGRAM

As mentioned earlier, the focus of this test program was illite ctay, on which the

majority of testing was completed. Fofi-six tests were performed on illite while six

tests were performed on buffer material. The buffer tests were completed to provide

an indication of the suitability of the apparatus for testing buffer and to provide

guidance for future research. Gas-breakthrough pressures for the ittite specimens

were measured: (1) on compacted specimens that were saturated with water, and (2)
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on unsaturated specimens immediately after compaction. The gas-breakthrough

pressures of the buffer materialwere only measured for specimens after compac{ion,

unsaturated, with specimens which varied in their degrees of saturation. ln addition

to testing the different materials and the effects of moisture content, dry density and

degree of saturation, series of tests were conduc{ed to assess different testing

techniques. Some effects of test duration and repeated testing were also measured.

A small number of tests were canied out to ensure uniform moisture content and dry

density in compacted specimens. These tatter tests are refened to as the quality

control (QC) tests.

Yarechewski (1993) studied the effects of varied lift height on density in buffer

specimens compacted using the same compaction equipment used in this test

program. He found the effects significant, and formutated a method for appropriate

conection of the effec{s of lift height variation. The effects were negtected in this test

program because test specimens were approximately one-quarter the height of those

tested by Yarechewski (1993), and so the effects should decrease by a faclor of four.

Furthermore, Yarechewsk¡(1993) studied bentonite clay and clay-sand mixtures which

would be muclt more active than illite, and so the effec{s of lift height variation should

be more noteable in the bentonite. The QC test specimens were statically compacled

using the same procedures used for the specimens tested for gas-breakthrough,

except the QC test specímens were extruded before undergoing a saturation or gas-

breakthrough test stage.

It is difficult in practice to compact a specimen at or near fuil (100%) saturation.
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Moreover, the structure of clay compacted at 100% saturation willvary from that in clay

compacted at, say, 85% saturation and then brought to 100% saturation by the uptake

of water. Hence, the specimens for the tests on saturated clay were compacted to a

specified density and degree of saturation at a known moisture content and were

brought to full saturation through exposure to a source of water at a specified

backpressure. Water for saturating specimens was supplied from both ends of the

specimen. Once a specimen was determined to be at the desired degree of saturation,

the supply of water was shut off and the gas-breakthrough stage of testing was

initiated. At this point, the water supply on either side of the specimen was reptaced

by a gas supply at the same pressure as the maximum water pressure used to

saturate the specimen. The gas pressure on the inflow side of the specimen was then

increased incrementally untilgas was able to pass through the specimen, as indicated

by an increase in gas pressure on the gas-collection side of the specimen. For the

tests on unsaturated clay, the saturation stage was omitted.

The saturation stage of testing typically lasted 1 day and was deemed to be complete

when flow of water into the specimen ceased. At this point, the volume measurement

from the fiow meterwas compared to the theoretical specimen por+air volume to verify

the degree of saturation of the specimen. For the gas-breakthrough stage of testing,

the time period for each incremental increase in inflow gas pressure was arbitrarily

chosen as five minutes. Therefore, gas-breakthrough tests lasted from several

minutes to a few hours, depending on the magnitude of the gas-breakthrough pressure

for the given specimen.
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Targeted initialtest conditions for specimens were based on three control variabtes -

dry density (po), moisture content (w) and degree of saturation (S). The three

variables are related such that if any two are known, the third can be determined

mathematically. The relationship can be derived from a fundamental soil phase

diagram, as shown in Figure 4.1 (Craig, lggg). The ranges of po, w and S studied with

illite specimens are shown in Figure 4.2 (test identification numbers are given) and

were set to coincide with the likely conditions that simitar materiats would experience

if implemented as a banier material in a nuclear waste repository. Test conditions

were similar to those in previous related tests (Dixon et. at., 1gg5).

The property ranges for the illite were set as:

1.80 < go< 2.15 (Mg/m3),

10.0<w<17.0(%),and

55<S<100(%).

Buffer specimen conditions were based on the proposed butfer conditions in a nuclear

waste repository scheme and on previous buffer tests. The targeted dry density for

buffer specimens was 1.67 Mg/m3 and the targeted moisture contents ranged from

11.4o/oto20.4o/o. The relationships derived in Fígure 4.1 were used to prepare groups

of tests so that one of the three control variables remained constant while the others

varied, making it possible to study the effects of each individual variable on gas-

breakthrough pressure. Table 4.2 shows the target data for tests which are based on

these confolvariables. The as-compacted data, based on moisture content tests on
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mater¡al that specimens were taken from, is atso given for comparison. Data for

percent difference between targeted and compacted moisture contents given in Table

4.2 show that, on average, compacted illite specimens had moisture contents 2.6g0/o

lowerthan the targeted values. ffhe percent difference is catculated as the difference

between one measurement and the mean measurement, divided by the mean

measuremenl) The bufferspecimens were, on aveft¡ge,1.42o/o drier upon compac{ion

than targeted values. Data for percent difference between targeted and compac{ed

moisture contents for individual tests show retatively high deviations, but because it

was not imperative that the targeted values be achieved, the degree of accuracy is

acceptable.

The compacted moisture contents and measured inflow data were combined to

calculate the moisture content for specimens after the saturation stages of testing and

before they were tested for gas-breaktfrrough. Moisture contents were atso measured

for specimens that had undergone gas-breakthrough testing and had been extruded

fom the cell. These data are presented and discussed in Chapter S as part of the test

results.

4.4 DATA ACQUISTTION

The frow of water into specimens during the saturation stage of testing was recorded

manually, while pressure changes were recorded using the automated data acquisition

system described in Chapter 3. The LabTech Notebook software was set up so that
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all data collec{ion could be done in a single workspace, the on-screen area where a

data acquisition system is programmed - the Labtech equivalent to a DOS fite. A

schematic of the workspace and the computer screen layout are shown in Figure 4.3.

LabTech intenogated and transmitted the transducer signals every 0.1 seconds. The

software then took the last 10 readings and calculated an average. ln other words,

every second the soft¡/are calculated the average of the 10 readings taken within the

last second. This method of averaging a number of readings and only reporting the

averaged reading decreased the amount of noise in the data. The averaged pressure

transducer reading was automatically linearized, based on catibration data for that

pressure transducer, so that the information relayed to the screen and to the file was

in engineering units for pressure rather than vottage. The linearized data were sent

to the computer screen every second so that updated information was disptayed. The

datra were written to the screen rapidly enough that the displayed information coutd be

used to monitor the pressure settings as valves were adjusted. The same data were

stored in an eleclronic file. Data for saturation tests were compited and stored every

4 minutes while gas-breakthrough data were compiled and stored every 10 seconds.

The computer screen showed a reading (in kPa) for each pressure transducer used

and plotted the data as pressure versus elapsed time. Elapsed time and the excitation

voltage fom the power supply were also displayed. Bourdon gauges on the test board

were used as a backup to the pressure transducer readings. Data fites were set up

in M$DOS .TXT turmat and included a heading to identify the test followed by columns

of data for he elapsed time and for each of the pressure transducers. The data were

then imported into a spreadsheet (Quattro-Pro 5.0 for Windows, by Borland
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lntemational, lnc.) for analysis and finally imported into a graphics software package

(SlideWrite Plus for \Mndows, by Advanced Graphics Software, tnc.) for ptotting.

4.5 SPECIMEN PREPARATION

4.5.1 Mixing

Mixing techniques for the specimens were similar to those used by other researchers

at the Universi$ of Manitoba (for example, Yarechewsk¡, 1gg3). Once the clay and

sand constituents of the br¡ffer had been mixed, the specimen preparation procedures

furthe illite tests and buffer tests were similar, and so the fotlowing sections describe

the preparation of both materials.

Allowing for losses and material required for moisture content tests, approximately 1S0

g of bulk material was required for each compacted gas-breakthrough specimen. The

day powder, assumed to have 0% moisture content, and distitled, de-aired water

(DDW) were weighed out in portions that, when mixed, would yield the target moisture

content with approximately 150 g of míxed materialfor each specimen that woutd be

prepared fom the mixed batch. Materialforany number of specimens could be mixed

at one time.

Waterwas gradually stined manually, with a spoon, into the clay powder in a medium

sized steelmixing bowl. To limit evaporation, materiatwas mixed in a curing room set
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at approximately 4oC. The material was typically mixed for 5 to 10 minutes until the

majority of large peds had been broken up. The mixture was then seated in two bags,

one inside the other, and stored in the curing room for at least I day. Prior to use, the

mixture in the bag was shaken and kneaded at room temperature (approximately 22"C)

to break up any remaining large peds. The mixture was altowed to stabilize at room

temperature before the bags were opened.

4.5.2 Compaction and cell assembly

lmmediately priorto use, the moisture content of the materialwas tested. Because the

' results of the moisture content tests were not available at the time of compaction,

materialbeing compacted was assumed to be exactly at the targeted moisture content.

Moisture content specimens were taken at the same time that a specimen was

compacted to minimize the discrepancy between actual and calcutated moisture

contents. Four equal portions of the material were weighed out for compac{ion to a

known volume in the cell specímen chamber, to the predetermined target dry density

at the assumed moisture content. Because results of the moisture content test usually

deviated slíghtly from the assumed value, the dry density and degree of saturation

achieved were also slightly different than the targeted vatues (Table 4.2). The

deviations in moisture content were usually minimal, however, and only contributed to

minor deviations in dry density and degree of saturation . Moreover, it was not

essentialto the test program to have specimens at an exacl density, moisture content

or degree of saturation because ranges of these parameters were tested.
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The four equal portions of material weighed out were statically compacled as four

sepanate layers directly in the cell. The cellsleeve and one flange were secured by the

fourAllen bolts and a filterwas placed in the cellas shown in Figure 4.4. The rubber

Grings on the flange were lightly greased to both improve their seat and to ease the

subsequent cell dismantling process. The cell was positioned betow the hydraulic

compaction ram. The lirm was then extended to the top of the filter on the flange in the

sleeve. The reading on the displacement gauge was noted.

The ram was extracted and using the ram, the first layer of materiat was pressed in the

cellto one-quarterof the desired specimen height. Taking into account the geometry

of the cell and the filters, the total specimen height for the constant volume cells was

approximately 24 mm. The ram was retracted so that the surface of the compacled lift

could be scarified with a knife, and the second lift was added. The second and third

layers were compacted to the same thickness as the first and their surfaces were

similarly scarified. The fourth layer was similarly compacted, but its top surface was

not scarified. A filter was placed on the top lift and the top flange of the ce¡ was

fastened to the cell sleeve using four Allen bolts. The six safety botts around the cell

were then tightened in star formatíon to ensure that the flanges remained properly

seated in the sleeve. The cellwas attached to the test board immediately after it was

assembled. This operation required the procedure described in Section 4.8.i.

4.6 PREL¡MINARY TEST PROCEDURES
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Testing was controlled by the various vatves on the test board, and so the procedure

description is based on the use of these vatves. Figure 3.4 shows the different

components of the test board and can be used as a key for the procedures. The

valves in Figure 3.4 are numbered from 1 to 24 for identification. Figure 3.5 shows a

detailed drawing of the fiow meter and how it is connected to the test board. Figure 3.6

shows how the 4-way valve on the flow meter can be used for setting the direclion of

flow through the flow meter.

The following description of procedures assumes that the test apparatus is built as

shown in Figure 3.4 and that the apparatus has passed an approved safety pressure

test. Furthermore, it is assumed that all components of the test board are set at

atmospheric pressure and contain no fluid and that allvalves are in the ctosed position.

Several preliminary procedures had to be undertaken to prepare the equipment. Once

these steps were completed, as described in Sections 4.6.1 to 4.6.2, several

specimens could be tested using the test board with minimal preparation between

tests. This section describes these preliminary steps of gas-breakthrough testing. lt

is appreciated that the following sections are presented in considerable detail. This

has been done to facilitate leaming of test technologies by subsequent researchers.

4.6.1 Saturating the flow meter

The frow meteron the test board worked on the principle of conservation of mass with

displacement of a column of oil set in water. During fiow measurement, pressure in the
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flow meterwas constant apart from minor changes in head due to density differences

between the oil and water, and so the fluids in the system coutd be assumed to be

incompressible. Therefore, a fixed volume of water flowing into a specimen was

reflected by tlre disptacement of that same volume of fluid in the flow meter. The flow

of fluid in the flow meter was monitored as a disptacement of the oilÁrater interface

along a buret that was graduated in units of volume.

To minimize possible effects of compressibility of water or oil on measured flows, the

frow meter was de-aired prior to use. To achieve this, the flow meter was first removed

fom the board. The bottom inner nut on the flow meter and the junction near valve g

were then unfastened to separate the flow meter from the system lines. The various

screws and clamps holding the flow meter against the test board were atso removed.

The flow meterwas filled with DDW.

A source water bottle with a flexible tube nozzle was used to fill the flow meter under

syphon flow. Allports on the flow meter (vatves 7 and 8, the four nuts on the ends of

the flow meter and the open port on the junclion) were closed. Water was flushed

hrough the source bottle to expel any existing bubbles in the nozzle. The bottte was

then attached at valve 7, allowing flow to continue from the botile to ensure that

minimal air was trapped at the connectíon. The source bottle was positioned higher

than the ffow meter at all times to ensure that air-free syphon flow was maintained.

Once the lid on the source bottle was tightened, the bottom-inner nut on the flow meter

was opened and hand pressure was applied to the source bottle to initiate syphon flow.

When water appeared to flow freely out the bottom-inner nut, the lid on the source
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bottle was loosened and the hand pressure on the bottle was relieved. The bottom-

inner nut was then closed once a steady flow of water was allowed to pass from the

source botüe. Similarly, the bottom-outer nut, he topouter nut the topinner nut, valve

I and then the temporary nut on the junction were opened then closed, leaving the flow

meter fully saturated. The buret was monitored to detect the movement of any air with

the water while the top openings were flushed. As well, the flow meter was gen¡y

tapped, rotated and tilted to dislodge any air bubbles attached to the inner watts. Once

the flow meter was properly filled, vatve 7 was ctosed to seal the system.

4.6.2 Saturating the lines leading to the flow meter

The next preliminary step was saturating the water lines in the system other than those

in the flow meter. This was done by providing a supply of DDW through valve 10,

using a source bottle similarto that used to saturate the flow meter. The water supply

was again positioned above the test apparatus to provide syphon flow of water through

the lines. Note that the flow meter was still detached from the board.

Any air bubbles in the ffeible rubber tubing between the water source botfle and valve

10 were removed. Next, the tubing was attached at valve 10, ensuring there was a

good seal between the flexible tubing and the staintess steel tubing. Valve 10 was

finally opened.

Valves 6 then 4 were opened with the Çway vatve in the downward position until water

flowed out the junclion near valve 8. The 4-way valve was then switched into the
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horizontal position until water flowed out the open port where the bottom-inner nut of

the flow meterwas detached. Valves 4 then 6 were then closed.

Valve 5 was opened with the 4-way valve still in the horizontal position until water

flowed out the junclion near valve 8. The 4-way valve was then switched to the

downward position and waterwas allowed to flow out the bottom-inner port on the flow

meter. Valves 5 then 10 were closed. The lines directly upstream and downstream

of the flow meter were now saturated.

4.6.3 Flooding the accumulator

The accumulator discussed in this section is the one shown in Figure 3.4 as the 'gas-

water interface accumulato/. lt is the larger of the two accumutators on the test board

and acts as the source of water that flows into the specimen and as a gas-water

interface. Although there is no physical banier to prevent the diffusion of gas in water

at the interface, the relatively low solubility of argon in water aids in separating the two

phases.

Valves 10, 6, 3 then 2 were opened in sequence and waterwas allowed to enterthe

lines until the accumulator was full, as indicated by flow of water out of valve 2.

To check that the accumulator was filling, a small amount of a commercially availabte

soapy solution gas leak detector was used on the nozzle at vatve 2. Valves 2, g,6

then 10 were closed in sequence once the accumulator was filled.
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4.6.4 Flooding pressure transducer TB

Pressure fansducer TB is used to detect water pressure, and so its housing had to be

frooded. Because Ít is attached to a dead-end line, however, the transducer had to be

detached to ensure no aírwas trapped in the transducer housing while floodíng it. To

do this, valve 10 was opened slightly, and transducer TB was detached from the lines.

Having valve 10 slightly open maintained a slow stream of water out the open port at

TB so no aircould enter into the lines. A syringe was used to carefully inject water into

the fansducerwhich was then re-attached to the line while carefully ensuring that no

air was trapped either in the transducer or the open port when tightening the nut.

Valve l0 was then closed.

4.6.5 Saturating the leads to the cell

The lines leading to the cell also had to be saturated so that an accurate measurement

of water inflow could be achieved.

Valves 10 then 9 were opened. Valve 17 was opened and then closed once a full

stream of waterfrowed outthe porl Valve 18 was similarly opened and closed. Next,

valves 9 then l0 were closed, leaving allwater lines in the system fully saturated.

4.6.6 Re-attaching the flow meter

The flow meter had to be attached to the test board without the introduction of any air
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into the system. lt was transported to the test board futly sealed. Valve 10 was

opened slightly (with the water source bottle still attached). Valve S was then opened

and a slow stream of water was allowed to flow through it with the 4-way valve in the

downward position and out the open bottom-inner port where the llow meter was

detached.

The bottom-inner nut on the flow meter was then opened. (No water should escape

if this is the only open port on the flow meter.) The flow meter was attached to the test

board at the bottom-inner nut. Having vatve 10 slightly open and altowing a slow

stream of the water through the open port when tíghtening the nut prevented air from

entering the system during this step.

The temporary nut on the flow meter at the junction near valve I was then opened.

Water automatically flowed up through the flow meter buret from the source botfle and

out of ftis open port The flow meterwas attached at the junction in the same manner

hat it was attached at the bottom-inner nut. Finally, the flow meter was secured to the

test board and valve 10 was closed. To further ensure that the flow meterwas fully

saturated, waterwas cycled fom the source bottle, through the flow meter and into the

accumutator. The 4lway valve was placed in the horizontal position and valves 10, S,

4, 3 then 2 were opened in sequence. Waterwas allowed to fiow out of vatve 2 for the

period of time required for the volume of an entire bottle of water to be cycled through

the system. During this process, the flow direciion through the flow meter was

periodically reversed by switching the position of the Sway valve between the

downward and the horizontal positions to dislodge any smail air bubbles attached to
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the inner walls of the flow meter.

Valves 2, 3, 4, 5, then 10 were closed in sequence when this procedure was

completed.

The possible presence of air in the system was continuously monitored in the flow

meter buret during the progress of tests. tf air was detected, some or all of the

previous steps were repeated.

4.6.7 Charging the flow meter with oil

With the system filled with DDW the buret in the flow meter was charged with oil. The

following procedures were used to install a clean, uniform column of oil in the flow

meter. The procedures were best completed by two people.

The coloured oil was placed in a source bottle with a rubber tubing nozzte and

positioned above the test board when being introduced into the flow meter. The oil

source bottle was attached at valve I with a proper seal between the flexible tubing

and the stainless steeltubing.

The lid on the source bottle was tightened and, maintaining constant hand pressure on

the botüe, valve I was opened slightly, followed by the top-inner nut on the flow meter.

A slow, steady flow of water was maintained to expel fluid from the open port.

Eventually, oilfrom the source bottle reached the top-inner nut and began to flow out
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the open port This was allowed to continue until a steady flow of oil, uncontaminated

by droplets of water, flowed out the open port. At this point, the open port on the fiow

meterwas dosed, valve I was closed, the lid on the source botfle was loosened and

the pressure on the bottle was released. Similarly, the top-outer nut was opened then

closed when clean oil flowed out the open port. Next, the source botfle was again

pressurized and valve I was opened. This time, vatve 7 was opened stightty, as well.

Waterwas allowed to frow out at valve 7 until tt¡e oil was drawn approximately half way

down the buret Valves 7 then I were then closed and the source botfle was removed.

lf the oil column in the buret was not continuous with a uniform meniscus, the entire

procedure of flooding the flow meter and charging it with oil was repeated.

4.7 MAINTENANCE

Some routine maintenance was requíred to ensure that the test board remained in

proper working order between tests. For instance, all connections were monitored for

leaks using a commercially available leak detector. Leaks coutd occur at any fitting but

were most fequent at fittings that were often adjusted, such as at the leads to the cell

at valves 1 7 through 22. All venting nozzles (at valves 2, 10, 16, 23, and 24) were

checked for leaks as well to ensure that they were fully ctosed. While most routine

maintenance was straight forward, two of the more intricate maintenance operations

require description.
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4.7.1 Cleaning the flow meter

An enor in adjusting the valves could cause a surge of flow through the flow meter.

This caused the oilcolumn to break up into discrete sections making it difficutt to read

flow volumes accurately. ln this event, the flow meter had to be dismanüed and

cleaned. To do so, the flow meter was detached from the test board and flooded

largely as described in Section 4.6.1. At this point, however, the flow meterwas fuil

of waterand oiland a modified procedure was required. Allvalves were closed and,

as in Section 4.6.1, the frow meterwas first detached fom the test board at the bottom-

inner nut once the nut was opened, a temporary cap was ptaced on the open port on

the frow meter. Then, the frow meterwas detached at the junction near valve g and the

open port was dosed offwith a temporary cap. \Mth the frow meter fully detached from

the test board, the temporary caps were removed and the water and oilwas ailowed

to flow out of the flow meter and was disposed of.

ln orderto fillthe flow meterwith water and to install an uncontaminated cotumn of oil,

all the oil adhering to the inner surfaces of the flow meter had to be removed. To do

this, first ordinary tap water was injected into the flow meter at a high rate through

valve 7. The water was flushed out the rest of the ports on the flow meter, one at a

time. Extra care wes taken to ensure that the síght buret was fee of oil by opening the

topouter and bottom-outer nuts on the flow meter and flushing a strong stream of

water through the buret. This was repeated several times with the direction of fiow

being reversed. Methyl hydrate, which aids in breaking up the oil, was also flushed

through the flow meter. Water was again flushed from valve 7 and out each of the
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ports to remove the methyl hydrate and any remaining oil.

Once the oil and methyl hydrate were removed, the flow meter was flooded with DDW.

Before the flow meterwas r+attached to the test board, the lines direc{ly downstream

of the flow meter on the test board were checked to be fee of oil contamination. To

do this, a water source bottle was attached at vatve 10 and, with the 4-way valve in the

downward position, water was allowed to flow stowly from the source bottte through

valve 5 and out the bottom-inner cap. lf no oíl was detected, the flow meter was re-

attached as described in Section 4.6.6. lf oil had contaminated these lines, more

extensive cleaning of the flow meter and the possible replacement of lines was

required.

4.7.2 Recharging the accumulator

The water level in the gas-water interface accumulator was monitored to ensure that

there was always an ample supply of water for testing. The water level in the

accumulatorwas determined by attaching a manometer to valve lO. W¡th no pressure

in the system, a section of transparent tubing was attached at valve 10 with its free end

positioned above the height of valve 2, open to the atmosphere. Vatves 10, 6, 3 then

2 were opened in sequence with alt other valves closed. The level of the water in the

section of tubing coincided with the level of water resting in the accumulator. lf the

level was far from the top of the accumutator, it was recharged using the following

steps.
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\Mth allvalves dosed, the water source bottle was attached at valve 10 in sequence

and positioned above the test board. Valves 10, 6, 3 then 2 were opened in sequence.

Water was allowed to flow into the apparatus until it began flowing out of vatve 2. At

this point, the accumulator was full and valves 2, g, 6 then 10 were closed.

4.8 SATURATION

Once all preliminary steps were completed for the preparation of the test board, and

a specimen was properly installed in a test cell, the actual testing portion of the

. program could begin. For those tests which required the specimen to be saturated the

following procedure was used.

4.8.1 Flushing the cell leads at atmospheric pressure

To begin the saturation of specimens, all valves were ctosed, there was no pressure

in the system and the cellwas connected to the test board by connecting valves 17

through 22 to the cell leads.

The flow of water into the specimen was measured using the flow meter. tn order to

get an accurate reading of the inflow of water into the specimen, the flow of water into

the filters and the cell leads had to be factored out of the inflow measurement. To do

so, ttese areas were separately flushed and saturated before reading water inflow to

the specimen. Valves 2, 3, 6 then g were opened in sequence to give a supply of
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wE¡terto the cell leads. Valve 18 was then opened, followed quickly by vatve 22 so that

water could flow out of valve 22. Valve 22 was rapidly opened and closed severat

times to dislodge any air bubbles attached to surfaces. Note that vatve 18 was not

opened with valve 22 closed for an extensive period of time as this woutd ailow water

to enter he specimen rather than being flushed over the filter. Valv es 22 then 1g were

closed when only water (no air) flowed out of valve 22.

Similarly, the bottom leads were flushed using valves 17 and2i. Valves g, 6, 3 then

2 were dosed in sequence when the leads were properly flushed and flooded.

4.8.2 Raising the pressure in the water lines to backpressure

Water had to be maintained at a suitable backpressure in order to have the specimen

take in waterat a rate thatwould allow saturation of the specimen within an acceptabte

period of time. Experience showed that a backpressure of 200 kPa was generally

sufficient. The following steps were completed to establish the water lines at the

desired backpressure.

First, the LabTech data acquisition system was started so that pressures could be

monitored on the computer screen. Next, the gas source tank was opened and

pressure regulator RA was set near the test board capacity. Vatves 1, 3 then 6 were

then opened in sequence, with all other vatves closed. The pressure through pressure

regulator RB was set to the desired backpressure (as read by pressure transducer

TB). Note hat valve 23 could be used to help set the pressure through RB by allowing
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gas to be bled from the system if the target pressure was exceeded.

The likelihood of introducing discontinuities in the oil cotumn in the flow meter have

been observed by other operators to be less when the column is set to move

downwards through the buret. For this reason, the 4-way vatve was always in the

downward position when valves 4 or S were adjusted.

Next, valve 6 was closed. Valve 4 was then carefully opened, watching the oillevel

in the flow meter sight buret. lf the oil levet moved suddenty, vatve 4 was closed and

the procedure was attempted again. lf valve 4 could not be opened without excessive

movement of the oil column then there was likely some air trapped in the system that

would need to be removed. This could require re-saturating the flow meter in a manner

similar to that discussed in Section 4.7.1.

lf valve 4 could be opened without damage to the oil column in the flow meter, then

valve 5 was carefully opened, again monitoring the oil cotumn. Valves 5 then 4 were

then closed to protect the flow meter from pressure surges during the next steps. At

this point the frow meter and all water lines leading up to the cell leads were set to the

desired backpressure.

4.8.3 Flushing the cell leads at backpressure

Next, the cell leads were flushed at the backpressure. This procedure was similar to

the procedure for flushing the leads at atmospheric pressure, discussed in Section
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4.8.1. Valves 6 then 9 were opened. As in Section 4.8.1, the top leads were flushed

using valves 18 and 22 and the bottom leads were flushed using vatves 1l and21.

On occasion, this process caused the pressure through RB to dip below the target

value. ln this instance, all valves except 1, 3, 6 and g were closed and the pressure

through RB was reset to the backpressure. Vatve 4 was carefully opened to stabilize

the pressure in the flow meter and then closed. Vatves 17 and 18 were quickly opened

and closed to stabilize the pressures in the celt. Valves 6 then 9 were then closed.

4.8.4 Specimen saturation

Saturation of the specimen could commence once all the water lines in the system,

including the filters adjacent to the specimen, were set at the desired backpressure.

First' the pressure in the water línes was again stabilized to minimize any surge in flow

that might occurwhen the specimen saturation stage began. Valves 6, 1l and 1g

were opened. Valve 9 was quickly opened then closed to stabilize the pressures while

allowing minimalwater inflow into the cell. Valve 6 was then closed. W¡th the 4-way

valve on the flow meter in the downward position, valve 4 was carefulty opened,

watching that the oil column in the flow meter did not move excessivety. Vatve 5 was

then carefully opened, again monitoring the oil column.

The position of the oil column in the flow meter was recorded. This was taken as the

initial reading for'zero inflor,r/. Valve 9 was then slowly opened, watching the

movement of the oilcolumn. On occasion, for example when testing drieç less dense

specimens, there was an initial surge of flow when opening valve 9 and the initial
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movement of the oil column was rapid. This surge ended within a few seconds. The

position of the oilcolumn when this initialsurge stopped was then recorded. For some

specimens, the initial flow surge was clearly due to improper flushing of the leads or

compression of air in the system, rather than to saturation of the specimen. tn this

situation, the initial surge was not incorporated into the measurement of water flow into

the specimen. The frow of water into the specimen was measured with time and as the

oiLtvater interface approached either end of the sight buret, the direction of flow could

be reversed using the 4-way valve. Readings were taken immediately before and after

reversing the position of the 4,way valve, thereby avoiding meniscus errors in the flow

measurements.

when the saturation process was compteted valves 9,17,1g, s,4, 3, then 1 were

closed in sequence. Saturation was assumed to be comptete once the rate of water

inflow into the specimen was negligible. Saturation was checked by comparing the flow

meter inflow volume measurement to the theoretical pore-air volume of the specimen.

4.9 GAS-BREAKTHROUGH

With the specimen at the desired saturation state,

testing was canied out with the following steps.

the gas-breakthrough stage
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4.9.1 Setting the system to backpressure

The water lines in the system and the test cellwere set at the desired backpressure

during the saturation stage. The rest of the línes, including the outflow section of the

system were first set to the backpressure as a starting point for the gas-breakthrough

stage as follows:

Valves 14,15,11,12 and 13 were opened in sequence. The pressure through Rc

(read by TC) was set to the backpressure and the pressure through RB (read by TÐ

was checked and adjusted to ensure that it was also at the backpressure. Note that

valves 23 and 24 could be used to adjust the pressure through RB and RC,

respectively.

4.9.2 Flushing the leads with gas

Using valves 19to22, the cell leads and filters were flushed with gas and de-watered.

At the bottom of the cell, valves 19 then 21 were opened. Valve 21 was opened and

dosed several times to flush the water out of the bottom leads and filter. Valves 21

then 19 were closed when finished. Similarly, vatves 20 then 22were used to flush

and de-water the top leads and filter.

TA and TC were cl¡ecked to ensure that the pressure through RB and RC was still set

at the backpressure. lf not, the pressures were reset and the lines were stabilized at

the backpressure. The gas pressure at the top and bottom of the specimen were now
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set at the backpressure and the gas-breakthrough stage coutd begin.

4.9.3 Setting the gas inflow pressure

The gas pressure at the base of the specimen was incrementally increased until gas-

breakthrough occuned. The standard incrementalincrease in inflow pressure was 200

kPa and the increment duration was 5 minutes. Gas-breakthrough was deemed to

occur when the pressure at the top of the specimen increased, as detec{ed by

transducer TC.

Allvalves were closed at the start of gas-breakthrough stage. The pressure through

RB was set to the backpressure plus the preset gas pressure increment. Valves 11

then 13 were opened. Next, valves 19 and 20 were opened simuttaneously. TB was

monitored to detect any pressure response caused by the increased inflow pressure.

lf no pressure response was apparent during the set incremental time period, another

increment of inflow pressure was added through RB. Again, TB was monitored for a

pressure response. This step was repeated untila pressure response was seen in TC,

indicating that the gas-breakthrough pressure had been exceeded.

4.10 DISMANTLING THE CELL

Once gas-breakthrough was achieved, or if the test reached the limiting pressure of

the apparatus, the cell and apparatus were depressurized so the cell could be
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dismantled.

Valves 19 then 20 were closed. Pressure regulators RB and RC were closed. Valves

23 and24were used to bleed the regulators and with valve 24 open, valves 14 then

15 were opened to depressurize the outflow circuit. Valve 23 was opened to

depressurize the inflow circuit. Valves 21 and 22 were opened to depressurize the

cell.

Valves 9, 3 then 2 were opened to relieve the pressure in the water lines and with the

4'way valve in the downward position vatve 5 was carefully opened to relieve the

pressure in the flow meter, monitoring for excess oil column movement. Thus, the

entire system was retumed to atmospheric pressure and all vatves were then closed.

The cellwas then removed from the apparatus at valves 17 through 22 anddisman¡ed

so that the specimen could be retrieved for moisture content measurement and other

analysis.
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5. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.I INTRODUCTION

Data fom the testing program are presented and discussed in this Chapter beginning

with the quality control (QC) tests and followed by the gas-breakthrough tests. A

complete disct¡ssion of the illite and br¡ffer ga+breakthrough tests exptains the results

based on theory of gas migration and other topics. The buffer experiments were of

secondary importance to the scope of this research program and are presented

minimally for the sake of completeness.

5.2 QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM

A quality control (QC) program was completed in conjunction with the gas-

breakthrough test program to ensure that specimen conditions were fully understood

throughout testing. A series of eíght illite specimens (QC1 through egg) were

compac{ed to determine the range of variabilíty to be expected in specimens and to

evaluate the repeatability of specimen conditions. A QC program was not included for

the buffer specimens. The QC specimens were prepared largely in the same manner

as gas-breakthrough test specimens, as described in Chapter 4, but were extruded

and tested for their moisture content and dry density without undergoing saturation or

gas-breakthrough testing. The top flange of a test cell was not placed on eC
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spec¡mens afrer compacl¡on, so QC specimens were not fully sealed in the test cell for

any time. Except for QC4 which was compacted on a dry filter, the eC specimens

were compac{ed on water-saturated filters to be consistent with the procedures

proposed for preparation of gas-breakthrough test specimens.

In this contexÇ 'target'data refers to the specimen conditions (po, w and S) proposed

for a test 'Compacted' data refers to specimen conditions based on moisture content

measurements from mixed material immediately before being compacted in a test cell

and the mass of materialcompacted. 'Finat'data refers to specimen conditions based

on the moisture content and mass of specimens extruded from a test cell after testing.

The following Sections describe trends in specimen conditions brought on by

compacting and e¡<truding specimens through a comparison of target, compac{ed and

lTnal conditions.

5.2.1 Moisture content

Moisture contents were mapped in the extruded QC specimens by sampling from

various regions to study spatialvariations in moisture content and to compare the final

conditions to those present at the time of compaction. Typically, four smaller

specimens were taken from each extruded QC specimen and moisture content tests

were determined by oven-drying. Moisture content specimens were cut away from a

QC specimen with a knife typically from the top (last tayer compacted), bottom (first

layer compacled), outer and inner regíons of a specimen fFabte S.1). Moisture
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contents varied from the top to the bottom by 104.31% to g9.40o/o ol the mean vatues

(shown in Table 5.1 as percent differences of 4.31o/otor QC2 and -0.60% for egg).

For example, QC2 had average top and bottom moisture contents of 17.1go/o and

15.760/o, respeclively, a greater difference than in any other ec specimen. The

percent difference was calculated as the difference between the top value and the

mean of the top and bottom values, divided by the mean value. ln other words:

(15.76Yo + 17.18Vo)

2
= 16.47Yo ( mean)

(17'18To - 16'47ro\ 
= 0.0431 = 4.31c/o ditrerence

(16.47yo\

This should not be confused with the actual change in moisture content, which would

be (17.18o/o - 15.76%l = 1.42Vo moisture content. Using the same method of anatysis,

moisture contents ranged laterally by 100.03% to 99.33% of their mean values. ASTM

(1993) standards specify that results from two oven-dried moisture content tests

completed by the same operator with the same equipment should differ fom their

mean by less lhan7.8o/o. ASTM standards also specify that a minimum of 20 g of wet

soil be used for an oven-dried moisture content test. Taking 4 moisture content

specimens fom one test specimen brings the mass of each specimen close to, if not

below, this lower limit. Therefore, the reliability of the moisture content distribution

measurements are somewhat speculative. Neverthetess, the variation in moisture

content over specimen height and laterally were weltwithin the ASTM specified limit

for variations, hence the moisture content of specimens could be considered uniform.

This should be the case because the materialthe specimens were formed fom was
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carefully prepared and premixed to ensure homogeneity.

The percent differences for moisture contents between the target vatues and the

compacted values shown in Table 5.2 are less than 4o/o. Again, this should not be

confused with the direct difference in moisture content between the two vatues. For

example, the target value of moisture content for QCl is shown in Tabte S.2 as 12.3o/o.

Añerbeing mixed, however, the materialhad a compacted moisture content oî 12.3go/o.

The difference between the compacted value and the mean of the two divided by the

mean l(12.39o/o'12.345o/o) I 12.345%l yields a percent difference of 0.36%. The

actualdifference in moisture contents, on the other hand, is 0.09% moisture (12.3go/o -

12.3o/o). The data show that the materials were mixed reasonably close to the targeted

moisture content The moisture contents of six of the eight specimens were mixed to

within t1% differencefom theirtargeted value. Differences in the test procedures or

final conditions of the specimens tested accounted for the ouilying data points. lt was

concluded that using the developed mixing procedures, specimens of illitic clay could

be prepared to moisture contents within *1o/o of the targeted vatues. That is, for a

target moisture content of 15o/o, for example, the material could be compacted to a

moisture content of 15r0.1S%.

Seven of the eight QC specimens increased in moisture content by less than Zo/o

difference while in the test cells (from compacted to final conditions). These relatively

smallincreases could be considered insignificant, according to the ASTM standards,

but because the QC specimens consistently increased in moisture content (except

OC4) it could be concluded that the moisture contents are indeed changing during the

time that they are held within the test cells. The most likely source of moisture would
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be the wet filter that specimens were compacted on. An indication of this is that eC4,

which was compac{ed on a dry filter, did not increase in moisture content during the

compaction stage while all other QC specimens did. These observations are

significant since the effects of the interactÍon between filters and a specimen could

affec{ test results. lt may be necessary in the future to determine the consequences

of these effects.

5.2.2 Dry density

The compacted dry density of the QC specimens was calculated based on the known

test cell specimen chamber dimensions (24 mm height and S0.7 mm diameter), the

moisture content and the mass of compacted materiat. The final dry density of eC

specimens (excluding QC2 which crumbled upon extrusion from the celt) was

calculated from the final bulk density determined from caliper readings of specimen

dimensions and the bulk mass of each extruded specimen (Table S.2). These butk

densities were combined with moisture content test resutts from the extruded

specimens to give final dry densities. For example, the mean compacted moisture

content for QCI was 12.39%. Based on this reading, the known specimen dimensions

and the known mass of compacted materiat, the compacted dry densig was calcutated

as 2.03 Mdmt. The finaldry density calculated fom actual specimen height, specimen

diameter and final moisture content measurements taken after the specimen was

extruded was 1.95 Mg/m3, a difference ol -2.Q1To, or97.gg% of the mean of the two

values. Final dry densities were consistently lower than the compacted values by

between 0.27o/o and2.56o/o. Severat sources could be attributed to this relatively high
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range in values. The assumed specimen dimensions of 24 mm height and 50.7 mm

diameter were taken direcily from the cel! design drawings, but, the height

measurement depended on the thickness of filters, the degree of accuracy that could

be achieved with the compaction equipment and variations in the seating of the cell

flanges in the sleeve. Any degree of expansion of the specimen or toss of material

upon extrusion could also lead to enor in the dry densig calculation.

It became clear that for the equipment developed and the techniques employed, the

dry density of the specimens could only be wananted to within an error of r3%o. That

is, a specimen with a target dry density of 2.00 Mg/m3 could have a dry density in the

. range of 2.06 Mg/m3 to 1.94 Mg/m3.

5.3 GAS.BREAKTHROUGH TESTS

Gas-breakthrough testing was initially to be compteted on specimens brought to

saturation by uptrake of water and on unsaturated specimens. tn the 'saturated'tests,

specimens were to be placed in a test cell between saturated filters. To keep the

procedures consistent, saturated filters were used also in tests on unsaturated

specimens. Variations in final moisture content results in the unsaturated tests

indicated that interaclion between saturated filters and unsaturated specimens may

have been significant. Hence, severat tests on unsaturated specimens were

completed with dry filters. The tests can be grouped as foilows:
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- illitic clay
o T1 through T21 excluding T2 - saturated tests,
o T22 through r29 excluding T2B - unsaturated tests with wet fitters,
o T2, T28 and r30 through 146 - unsaturated tests with dry filters, and

- sand/bentonite mixtures (buffe)
o BT1 through 8T6 - unsaturated tests with dry filters.

As in the QC specimens, 'target' data refers to the desired moisture content, dry

density and saturation state for a mixed specimen. 'Compacled' data is catculated

from the measured moisture content of the mixed materiat immediately before

compaction and the mass of material compacted. 'Final' data is catculated from

moisture content measured in extruded specimens and the mass of materiat that was

compacted. 'Saturated' data refers to the state of specimens between the saturation

stage and gas-breakthrough stage of testing and considers water inflow measured

through the flow meter during the saturation stage. For the unsaturated tests, the

saturated data are not available because the saturation stage of testing was omitted.

Specimen moisture content and dry density variations are first described and

explained. A representative sample of individual gas-breakthrough test results is then

discussed to highlight key trends and observations. Finaily, a synthesis of the test

data is presented and data are described with respect to pertinent theories discussed

in the Review of Literature.

5.3.1 Moisture content

Moisture contents in illite gas-breakthrough specimens were traced throughout testing.
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At the end of some gas-breakthrough tests, moisture content specimens were taken

from different locations in an extruded test specimen in order to achieve some

understanding of the pore-water distribution and how it retates to test procedures.

Table 5.3 shows final moisture contents for several representative gas-breakthrough

specimens, sampled spatially much like those in the QC program. Specimens were

sampled afrer they were extruded from the test cell with three to five moisture content

specimens being measured from each test specimen. The mean value for each

specimen is given in Table 5.3. For example, the mean final moisture content for T4

was calculated from 5 individual specimens as 14.6% x0.44o/o. The maximum and

minimum results fom the five specimens differed by 1.4o/o moisture. Moisture contents

in T4 varied over specimen height and laterally from their mean values by 114.l1o/o

difference and 99.49% difference, respectively.

5.3.1.1 LatenlvaríatÌon in moisture content

In general, lateral variations in moisture content were sufficienfly low that statistically,

no detectable lateral trends were present. The small variations calculated can be

attributed to enors in measurement associated with the small mass of the moisture

content specimens. Data presented in Tabte 5.3 show moisture contents in the

saturated gas-breakthrough specimens varying laterally by 100.51o/o to 1}2.3go/o ol

their mean values. The unsaturated gas-breakthrough specimens with wet l1lters

varied by 98.60% to 103.24o/o of their mean values. The unsaturated breakthrough

specimens with dry filters varied from 1OO.14o/o to 101 .11o/o of their mean vatues.

Theoretically, gas flow along the cell walls would decrease moisture contents in a
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spec¡men at its perimeter. lt would therefore be expec{ed that if gas bypassed the

specimen pore-shuc{ure by leaking along the cettwalls, there woutd be retatively large

lateralvariations in specimen moisture contents. There were no such moisture content

variations observed. However, due to the enors associated with using small

specimens for moisture content tests, as described above, the resutts do not ailow for

any positive statements in this regard.

5.3.1.2 Varíation in moisture content over specimen height

Moisture contents in the illite gas-breakthrough specimens varied over specimen

height significantly more than they did taterally (l'able 5.3), but the differences, typically

less than 5o/o, â1ê still relatively smatl. The resutts generally show lower moisture

contents on the bottom (inflow) face of specimens than the gas colleclion (top) face

after gas-breakthrough tests. Height variations were not investigated in the

unsaturated specimens with wet filters. The variations in moisture content over height,

coupled with direct visual observations, indicate that 2-phase flow of gas may have

occuned through specimens, resulting in migration of a significant quantity of water as

a slug in front of the invading gas. Visual evidence of this included a drier appearance

of bottom filters than top filters, a drier appearance of soil near the bottom of

specimens than at the top (marked by a difference in colour) and accumutation of water

in the top cellleads and gas collection circuit. A definitive conclusion cannot be made

in this regard due to erors in measurement associated with the small mass of moisture

content specimens and because the volume of disptaced water was not measured.

Testing larger specimens and more thorough monitoring of the mass balance of

moisture and gas through specimens may offer a more acceptable statistical basis for
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such conclusions. Observations indicating 2-phase flow differ from those of other

researchers (Pusch et. al., 1985, for example) who noted very littte change in the

moisture content regime and saturations and concluded, therefore, that gas migrated

primarily through discrete Tinger-tike' passages in only a small number of pores within

a specimen. The data shown in Tables 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) do not ctarify this matter

because they were likely influenced by interaction between fitters and a specimen and,

thus, give little information regarding the effects of moisture migration due to gas flow

alone.

5.3.2 Gas-breakthrough test results for iilite materiat

Gas-breakthrough pressures are summanzed in Tables s.4(a) and s.4(b), and a

detailed desøiption of the test data forthe entire set of gas-breakthrough tests on illite

specimens (T1 through T46), buffer specimens (BT1 through 8T6) and several

specialized specimens is shown in Appendix C. A representative subset of the test

data is given in Figure 5.1, and the more prominent trends are explained in the

following Sections.

5.3.2.1 Repeatabilíty of fesfs

Figure 5.1(a) shows the gas-breakthrough test results for T5 which was saturatecl at

200 kPa backpressure for approximately one day before the start of the gas-

breakthrough test stage. The gas inflow (bottom) and gas collection (top) test cell

leads and filters were flushed with gas after the saturation stage, leaving them
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presumably dry forthe ga+breaktfrrough stage. Gas-breakttrrough testing began once

this was complete by opening the leads and exposing the specimen to 200 kpa of gas

inlTow pressure at the bottom and 200 kPa gas pressure in the coilection circuit at the

top. The gas inflow pressure was increased approximately 200 kpa every S minutes,

hence the stepwise slope to the gas inflow data in Figure S.i(a). This was continued

until a response was observed in the gas cotlection circuit, marked by a change in

pressure, indicating that gas from the inflow circuit was able to pass through the

specimen pore-structure and accumulate in the gas collection circuit. These conditions

were met at approximately 55 minutes into the gas-breakthrough test, when the gas

inflow pressure was at 2.2 MPa. The gas inflow pressure conesponding to the point

when a response is seen in the gas collection circuit is refened to as the gas-

breaktlrrough pressure. Hence, the gas-breakthrough pressure for specimen TS was

2.2 MPa. ln this test, the response seen in the gas collection circuit at gas-

breakthrough was very sudden.

Specimen T11, in Figure 5.1(b), showed results similar to T5, as would be expec{ed

because the test and specimen conditions were similar. Both T5 and T11 were

compacted to a dry density of 1.90 Mg/m3. After the saturation stage, T5 was 97%

saturated (16.10/o moisture content) and T11 was 1OO% saturated (16.6% moisture

content). The same backpressure was used in both tests and the gas inflow pressure

was increased at the same rate. A comparison of the resutts from TS and T11 show

a high degree of repeatability for similar tests. Gas-breakthrough similarly occuned

in T11 at2.2 MPa, and the response was equally sudden. This retatively high degree

of repeatability is typical of the majority of tests throughout the entire tested ranges of

moisture content and dry density.
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\Mten different procedures were used, however, this high degree of repeatability was

not ahrvays achieved. For example, specimens T10 and T45, shown in Figures 5.f (c)

and 5.1(d), were established at nearly the same specimen conditions for gas-

breakthrough testing, but T10 had been saturated by uptake of water before ga+

breakthrough testing and T45 had simply been compacied to the gas-breakthrough

test conditions. Also, the filters in test T10 were wet while those in T4S were dry.

Resistance to gas-breakthrough shown by specímen TlO was approximately double

that of T45, indicating that the test procedures could affect test results. Another

example of discrepancies in test results due to procedural differences can be seen by

comparing results fom T30, T34 and T35 with those from T26 (Appendix C), the prior

. three tests being unsaturated tests with dry filters and the latter being an unsaturated

test with wet filters. On the other hand, results ÍromTl7 andT44 were very simitar,

although T17 was a saturated test and T44 was unsaturated with dry filters.

ln general, the tests showed a relatively high degree of repeatabitity throughout the full

test ranges for moisture content and dry density.

5.3.2.2 Mag nitude of g a s-b reakth roug h responses

Specimens Tl4, in Figure 5.1(e), and T16, in Figure 5.1(0, both undenryent an initial

saturation stage. Specimen T14 was compacted to 2.06 Mg/m3 and was at 11.60/o

moisture content after saturation. T16 was compacted to l.g3 Mg/m3 and was at

14-7o/o moisture content after saturation. The two specimens were saturated to nearly

the same degree. ln T16, the gas-breakthrough pressure is marked at a point where

the gas colleclion pressure response was very sudden and the pressure increase in
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the collec{ion circuit was significant. ln T14, on the other hand, the initial pressure

response in the collection circuit at2.0 hours was not nearly as significant or as abrupt

as that in T16. Although the gas collection curye in Figure 5.1(e) appears to remain

unchanged at2.O hours, a closer look at the data shows a smatl response on the order

of tens of kPa. At the end of each pressure increment thereafter, the gas cottection

circuit was brought back to 200 kPa. Upon addition of another 200 kpa pressure

increment in the gas inflow circuit, a similarly small response was noted in the gas

colleclion circuit. Gas was obviously seeping through the soil specimen, though not

in the unrestric{ed manner that it flowed through specimen T16 at the gas-

breakthrough pressure. Additional pressure increments were added to T14

approimately up to the 2.6 hour point. The pressure response in Figure 5.1(e) at this

point is mucft more noticeable, yet still not as sudden as the response in Figure S.1(Ð

at approximately 1.25 hours.

ln other tests with a gas-breakthrough response similar to that in Tl4, a considerable

amount of water had collec{ed in the cell leads and filter on the gas coileclion (top) side

of the specimen, though water had been flushed fom this area before starting the gas-

breakthrough stage of the test. This indicates that gas had pushed water from pore-

spaces in the specimen into the gas collection leads and filter during gas-breakthrough

testing. The accumulation of water in the gas coltection ceil leadS and filter was

typically less when more sudden gas-breakthrough responses were observed.

The dístinction between the pressure responses in T14 and Ti6 is important because

it could be indicative of different gas flow mechanisms. The shape of the gas collection

pressure curve in Figure 5.1(e), or the 'magnitude' of the gas-breakthrough response
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in T14, is described hereafrer as 'restricted'. The response shown by Ti6 is described

as'sudden'. A restricled response was typicatly found in specimens compacted at or

above the Modified Proctor maximum dry densig and near 1OO% saturation. Sudden

responses were more often evident at lower dry densities and degrees of saturation.

An erplairation for the differing responses could retate to the geotechnical properties

of specimens and the gas flow mechanism, or faclors retated to the procedures or

equipment design. This is discussed below.

Itwas mentioned in Chapter 2thatthe mechanism for gas migration in compacted clay

materials could involve 2-phase gas flow where invading gas pushes water through

existing pores in a specimen, possibly resulting in face-wise migration of gas. This

would likely be a time-dependant process and could exhibit a response similar to the

ga+breaktftrough response seen in tests suclr as T14. Further to this, visual evidence

suggesting the occunence of 2-phase gas flow included presence of water in the gas

collection cell leads and filters and the drier appearance of the inflow filter and soil near

the inflow side of a specimen. A sudden gas-breakthrough response, as seen in tests

such as T16, could involve a flow mechanism invotving dilation of existing pores or

creation of new pores (fissuring) due to a locat increase in total stress brought on by

increased gas pressure. The resulting alteration of the soil fabric could altow nearly

unrestricled flow of gas, which would explain the sudden gas-breakthrough response

in T16.

The difference in magnitude of gas-breakthrough responses coutd also be caused by

factors related to the equipment design and test procedures. The filters and cell leads

were fiushed with gas at the start of gas-breakthrough tests and were, therefore,
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assumed to be dry. lf waterwere only parily removed, however, passage of gas may

have been restricled because it would have to disptace accumutated water before

passing into the gas colleclion chamber. This may explain why the magnitude of a

restricted gas-breaktttrough response could be increased, at times, by stopping a test

and re-flushing the gas collection leads and filter. lt is difficutt to determine if the

accumulated water in the filter and leads actually had an affec{ on gas flow or if the gas

was able to percolate through it with little restriction. lt is possible that gas flow

restriclion was caused by contamination of the filters brought on by movement of a

smallquantity of clay into tlre filters. The filters were chosen with this consideration in

mind, however, and there was no visible evidence of this.

5.3.2.3 Effects of dry density

An increase in dry density generally appears to increase the gas-breakthrough

resistance of a specimen. Three specimens that show this retationship well are T3O,

T36 and T37. The three specimens were compacted to between 11.2o/o and 11.4o/o

moisture content and to dry densities of 1.g0 Mg/m3, 2.02 Mg/ms and 2.0g Mg/ms,

respec{ively. The least dense specimen, T3O, shown in Figure 5.1(g), exhibited 0.4

MPa of gas-breakthrough resistance. Specimen T36, with medium dry density,

showed a gas-breakthrough pressure of 1.6 MPa. Specimen T37, shown in Figure

5.1(h), had the highest dry density of the three specimens and showed the highest

ga+breaktttrough resistance, 4.0 MPa. All etse the same, an increase in dry density

would require a decrease in porosity of a soit. Particle rearangement would occur to

accommodate this reduction in porosity, resulting in smaller pore-spaces. The

capillary pressure equation (presented in Seclion 2.4) states that the pressure at which
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gas will pass through a pore-throat is inversety proportional to the pore-size, and the

general observation of increased gas-breakthrough resistance with increased dry

density is consistent with this theory.

5.3.2.4 Effects of moisture content

An increase in specimen moisture content generally resulted in an increase in gas-

breakthrough pressure. Although not nearly as marked as the dry density effecis, a

transition fom the test conditions from T38 to T1 to T9 provide a ctear example of this

trend. These three tests were compacted between 1.89 Mg/m3 and 1.g0 Mg/m3 and

to moisture contents of 12.60/o,13.8% and 17.0o/o, respectively. The gas-breakthrough

pressures respectively increased from 0.4 MPa in T38, shown in Figure S.l(¡), to2.2

MPa in T1 to 2.6 MPa in T9, shown in Figure 5.1ü). An explanation of this could be

that at higher moisture contents, a volume of invading gas would need to displace

more water to the sides and in front of the gas in order to advance through a pore.

lncreased moisture content would provide a higher degree of resistance to gas flow,

thus requiring higher gas pressures before initiation of gas-breakthrough.

5.3.2.5 Effects of degree of satuntion

Gas-breakthrough pressures decreased at a moderate rate with decreased degree of

saturation from s=100% down to approximately s=g0zo. Betow s=gO%, gas-

breakthrough resistance dropped at a higher rate. The general decrease in gas-

breakthrough resistance with decreased degree of saturation can be explained in
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terms of the associated decrease in dry density and/or moisture content, as described

in the previous two Sections. The increase in the rate of decrease of gas-

breakthrough resistance below S=80%, however, is more complicated than this and

is better explained by looking at the entire illite data set, rather than just a few test

results. This is investigated in Section 5.4.1

5.3.2.6 Effects of gas pressure grcdient

The slope of the gas collection pressure curves in Figure 5.1 usuatty decreased over

time because the gas collection pressure became ctoser to the gas inflow pressure

and thus the pressure gradient across a specimen constantly decreased. lf the pore-

structure of a specimen was unaffected by gas migration, then theoretically the gas

collection pressure should continue to increase untilthe pressure is equal on either

side of a specimen and the pressure gradien! the driving force for gas migration, tends

toward zero. An important observation from the tests is that, no matter how sudden

and marked the ga+breakthrough response, the gas collection pressure did not reach

the same level as the inflow pressure. This could possibly indicate that alteration of

the pore-structure occuned during a gas-breakthrough test. lt is possible that pores

dilated at higher pressure gradients to allow for the movement of gas but retracted or

'healed'when the pressure gradient decreased due to accumulation of gas in the gas

collection circuit. This observation is consistent with results of the repeated tests on

T17 and T21. Related to this phenomenon, Horseman and Hanington (1gg4)

observed unstable intermittent or'burst-like' gas flow at gas-breakthrough which they

similarly attributed to structuralchanges within the soil. The pressure deteclion system

associated with the equipment in this research progrz¡m was likely not sensitive enough
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to detecl this intermittent gas flow, however.

5.3.3 Gas-breakthrough test resutts for buffer material

A ga+breakthrough response was seen in only one of the buffer tests (BT3). All other

buffer tests were taken to the limitíng pressure of the equipment with no gas-

breakthrough response. lnflow pressure was difficult to maintain above 9.0 Mpa

because the safety relief vatve would open intermittently to relieve pressure. pressure

data above 9.0 MPa are therefore enatic. Tests BTl and BTIA were completed on

the same specimen using two different rates of gas inflow pressure increase. The

same was done for specimens BT2 and BT2A ln eacl'¡ instance, the gas-breakthrough

pressure was not reached.

Gas-breaktlrrough resistance was overcome in specimen BT3, shown in Figure S.1(k),

at approximately 9.4 MPa. Specimen BT3 was compacted to a very low degree of

saturation (5=49.2%), indicating that the trend of decreased gas-breakthrough

resistance with decreased degree of saturation seen in illite may also occur in the

buffer material. The response was much more restricted than the response in illite

specimens at low degrees of saturation, however.

The buffer material clearly offers greater resistance to gas-breakthrough than the illite

material, even though the bufferwas compacted much looser than the illite specimens

and had porosities approximately 25 percent higher than those of iilite. The reason for

this discrepancy is explained in terms of capillarity in section 5.4.s.
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5.3.4 Speclalized gas-breakthrough tests

Some specialized tests were completed in conjunction with the above tests. lllite test

T29, shown in Figure 5.1(l), involved a gas inflow pressure loading rate of

approximately 500 kPa every 5 minutes. Specimen T29 showed gas-breakthrough at

3.5 MPa which is similar to the response shown by specimens compacted to similar

conditions but tested with a gas inflow pressure loading rate of 200 kpa every 5

minutes. Gelmich (1994) studied the effects of pressure loading rates in more detail

by comparing results of tests with pressure increments of 200 kPa increased every I

minute and every 5 minutes. Slightly higher resistance to gas-breakthrough was

observed in the tests with higher loading rates, indicating the possibitity of a time

dependenry in the gas fiow mechanism. The number of tests compteted in this study

was insufficient to draw any definite conclusions regarding these effects. This

relationship will likely require further investigation in the future.

Test T17 was foltowed by a series of 3 additional gas-breakthrough tests w1h a

saturation stage before each test. The results, shown in Figure S.1(m), show that

there may have been some permanent damage to specimen T1l after the initial

breakthrough test as marked by a reduc{ion in resistance to breakthrough in the latter

tests. On the other hand, the pathway that permitted retativety unrestricled gas flow

in the first test seemed to 'heal' to some extent before the subsequent tests. Had the

soil not healed, the subsequent tests would have had very little or no resistance to gas

flow because gas would likely flow through existing pathways with minimal restriclion.

A similar study on specimen T21, Figure 5.1(n), with seven consecutive gas-
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breakthrough tests showed similar results.

5.4 SYNTHESIS OF GAS.BREAKTHROUGH TEST RESULTS

Tables 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) show gas-breakthrough pressures for tests, grouped, as

before, in terms of procedurat differences. The compacted moisture content, degree

of saturation and dry density are also given, followed by inflow data (Q) obtained during

the saturation stage. In the case of the saturated tests, the inflow data are used to

calculate the moisture content and degree of saturation after the saturation stage. The

unsaturated tests did not include a saturation stage, so inflow was zero and the

specimen conditions after the saturation stage remained the same as the compacted

conditions. Next, the final moisture content and degree of saturation are shown (based

on moisture content tests on extruded specimens). Finatly, a percent change in

moisture content during the gas-breakthrough test stage is given, fottowed by a vatue

for gas-breaktfrrough pressure for each test. Data reported in Tables 5.4(a) and 5.4(b)

usually included the initial surge of water that flowed into the test cel at the beginning

of the saturation stage. As discussed in Section 4.8.4, an initialflow surge could be

caused by improperly flooding cell leads and filters or by flow of water into a specimen,

though it is difficult to determine the actual cause. Similar data were calculated based

on inflow measurements that exclude the initial flow surge. These data are not

included herein because they did not fit the remaining data as well. For the purpose

of this test program, therefore, the data shown in Tables 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) are

assumed to be the conecl inflow data and are used in subsequent data analysis.
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Figure 5.2 shows the illite gas-breakthrough test conditions and conesponding gas-

breakthrough pressures in moisture content - dry density space with the theoretical

100o/o saturation line (dashed) and the Modified Proctor compaction curve (solid)

superimposed. Figure 5.3 shows the same data set generalized as contour interyals,

showing ga+breakthrough pressures for the dry density and moisture content ranges

tested. Resistance to gas-breakthrough pressure appears to increase along the 1007o

saturation line as the soil gets drier and denser (to the left and up in Figures S.2 and

5.3). As the degree of saturation is decreased and conditions fallfurther away from

he 100% saturation line (to the lefr and down in Figures 5.2 and 5.3) gas-breakthrough

resistance decreases.

Based on the theory of capillarity, pore-size and capitlary pressure are inversely

proportional, and gas-breakthrough pressure can be defined as the capillary pressure

required to overcome surface tension in the smallest pore-throats in a continuous

pathway so that gas can invade pore-space and migrate through the porous medium.

Clays compacted at higher dry densities will have lower porosity and smaller pore-

sizes, and should, therefore, correspond to higher resistance to gas-breakthrough.

This trend is indeed shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for the illitic clay specimens. At a

constant dry density, increased moisture content should cause a decrease in soil

suction as forces retaining moisture within the soil decrease. Based on this alone,

gas-breakthrough pressures should theoretically decrease with increased moisture

content Figures 5.2 or 5.3 show an opposite ûend, in fact. Similarly, a drop in degree

of saturation should increase suction or gas-breakthrough pressure, but specimens

with low saturations had relatively little resistance to gas-breakthrough. A likely

explanation for this is that as moisture content increased, invading gas had to displace
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more water to advance through pore-space, thus the process required more energy,

manifested as a higher gas-breakthrough pressure gradient. As well, the effects of

compac{ed moisture content on soil fabric arrangement described by Garcia-

Bengochea et. al. (1979) could atso contribute to the these effects. particle

arrangement in soils compacted at or greater than the optimum moisture content

(12.OVo) may tend to be dispersed while materiats compacled with lower moisture

contents may have a flocculated particle arrangement which would more readily

accommodate gas flow.

5.4.1 Gas-breakthrough / saturation retationship

The summary of illite gas-breakthrough test resutts shown as a function of dry density

for ranges of degree of saturation in Figure 5.4 shows an interesting trend to the gas-

breakthrough data. There seems to be a targe rift between the gas-breakthrough

pressures for illite specimens with degrees of saturation above and below gO7o,

independent of the compacted dry density. The 11 illite tests below go% saturation

and 35 illite tests above 80% saturation are fitted to exponentiat curves, as defined in

Figure 5.4. Of the 11 tests with degrees of saturation below B0%, only 2 datapoints

(conesponding to T25 and T26) unexplainably do not fit the rest of the data. Ail but

one (T36) of the 35 tests above 80% saturation fit the generat trend for these tests.

The degree of saturation for T36 was 857o which is relatively close to the 'critical'

degree of saturation of 80% vvh¡ch seems to separate the data. Both Corey (1g90) and

\Mteeler (1988) noted a similar critical degree of saturation in soits between g0% and

90% saturation, below which a continuous gas phase may exist and above which the
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gas phase would be discontinuous, broken up into discrete pockets and separated by

water. This could ofier an explanation for the rift at approximately BO% saturation seen

in the ga+breaktfrrough test results in this research program. Betow S=807o, the gas

phase in the compacted clay specimens may have been continuous so that gas would

not need to displace a significant quantity of water to migrate through the pore-space,

thus a considerable degree of gas migration could occur at a relativety low pressure

gradient. For gas to enter pore-space above S=807o, it would likely have to force

significantly more waterfom the pores either to the sides or ahead of the invading gas

phase. The additional work required for the gas phase to disptace water woutd likely

require a greater pressure gradient for gas flow to occur. Hence, specimens

compacted above this critical degree of saturation would offer higher resistance to gas-

breakthrough. Moreover, it is possible that the critical degree of saturation may involve

a switch in dominant gas flow mechanisms from 2-phase flow to pathway dilatancy,

though this is only speculative.

This relationship could also explain the restricted gas-breakthrough response in some

specimens compacted with degrees of saturation near 1OO%. With saturation above

S=80%, a relatively large quantity of water must be displaced to permit gas flow, but

with the discontinuous gas phase in specimens with saturation less than S=BO%,

significantly less water would need to be displaced because much of the pore-space

is already in the gas phase. ltwould likely take more time and energy for gas to move

a given distance through water-saturated pore-spaces than it would to travelthrough

the same pore-spaces if they were gas-filled, because the pressure transfer through

the gas-filled por+spaces would be direct and virtually instantaneous.
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5.4.2 Swetling pressure

swedish researchers such as Pusch et al. (1985) and Pusch (1gg3) contend that gas-

breakthrough pressures are on the order of 50 to gO% of the clay swelting pressure.

Results presented in this study give no indication of this empirical retaüonship. A

relatively inactive clay such as illite woutd likely devetop minimat, if any, swetting

pressure, especially when only partially saturated. Yet gas-breakthrough pressures

up to 6.4 MPa were observed in the test ranges of moisture content and dry density.

The buffer specimens were compacted between degrees of saturation of 4g.g%o and

92.60/o. The swelling pressure in fully saturated br¡ffer compacted to 1.67 Mg/m3 would

likely be less than 2 MPa (Wan, 1987). Swelling pressure would be even tower for

partially saturated buffer. Other than BT3 which showed indications of gas-

breakthrough at approximately 9.4 MPa, the br¡ffer specimens were taken to the upper

pressure limit of the test equipment without gas-breakthrough. This indicates that, at

least for the equipment and procedures devetoped for this program, the relationship

between swelling pressure and gas-breakthrough pressure suggested by the swedish

researchers appears to be invalid for both compacted illite and buffer materiats.

5.4.3 Capillarity

Based on poresize distributions, gas-breakttrrough test resutts are related to capiilarity

by two means in the following Section. Firstly, the pore-size distribution of materials

that have undergone gas-breakthrough testing is measured by Mlp to determine the

range of pore-sizes present in such material. Secondly, the pore-size theoretically
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conesponding to ga+breaktltrough is determined from the capittary pressure equation

by equating the gas-breakthrough pressure to capillary pressure. For a good

conelation of he data, the pore-size determined from this second method of analysis

(taking into account the DDL effects) should lie within the pore-size distribution

determined by MlP.

5.4.3.1 Mercury intrusion tests

A limited number of MIP tests were conducted on illite specimens to give an indication

of the por+size distribution (PSD) of specimens prepared in the manner described in

this study. A series of MIP tests were completed on illite specimens prepared at

various moisture contents and dry densities, but not tested for gas-breakthrough

pressure. These results (reported by Gelmich, 1994) provide a basis for comparison

to specimens that were tested for gas-breakthrough, to study the effects of gas-

breakthrough testing on pore-structure. Four specimens were compacfed to

approximately 2.04 Mg/m3, ranging in moisture content from 10.0% to 13.0% (Figure

5.5). ln general, he results show that pore-sizes ranged from 0.005 ¡rm to 2 ¡rm. The

results also show that the smaller pores (0.005 ¡rm to 0.1 pm) were not affecled by

moisture content at the time of compaction, mid-sized pores (0.1 pm to 0.s pm)

increased in fequenry with increased moisture content, and the larger pores (0.5 ¡rm

to 2 pm) decreased in frequency with increased moisture content. ln other words,

there was a shift in the distribution fom larger pores to mid-sized pores with increased

moisture conten[ especially below the Modified Proctor optimum moisture content (w

= 12o/o). This trend is consistent with those observed by Garcia-Bengochea et. al.

(1979) and others wtro predic{ed that clays compacted dynamically below the optimum
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mo¡sture content will have a flocculated particle arangement while those compacted

at or above the optimum moisture content will have a dispersed particle anangement.

Another series of MIP tests were completed on specimens that had been tested for

gas-breåkthrough (Figure s.6). The psD for specimens Tl1 (w=16.670, po=í.g0

Mg/m3) and T15 (w=13.0%, P¿=2.03 Mg/m3) were very simitar, despite the difference

in their compacted conditions. The PSD for specimen T17 showed a relatively high

frequency of mid-sized pores (0.1 ¡rm to 0.2 ¡rm) which may have arisen from the

repeated gas-breakthrough tests that the specimen was subjected to. Gas-

breakthrough testing does not appear to have significanfly affected the shape of the

PSD.

The PSD for buffer material typically shows two distinct concentrations of pore-sizes

fom 0.003 to 0.007 ¡rm and 5 to 50 pm, as shown by Wan in parallel studies at AECL

Research. The minimum por+size of 0.003 ¡rm is an imposed value, govemed by the

MIP equipment MIP tests were not completed on the buffer material prepared in this

program.

Figure 5.7(a) shows PSD data for two similar specimens; one that undenrvent gas-

breakthrough testing, and one that did not. The solid line in Figure S.7(a) shows Mlp

data for T2 u/h¡ch was tested for gas-breakthrough pressure, and the dashecl line

shows data for specimen T2A vvfìich was compac{ed at the same moisture content and

dry density and at the same time as T2, but was not tested for gas-breakthrough

pressure. Data for the two specimens show similar PSD's, except for a difference

between I ¡.rm and 5 ¡rm where specimen T2A has a greater frequency of pores. One
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might expect this greater frequency of retatively large pores in specimen T2 which

undenryent gas-breakthrough testing rather than in specimen T2A, because of the

possible effects of ga+breakthrough testing. Figure 5.7(b) shows data for specimens

T46 and T46A in a similar comparison of a specimen that undenrvent gas-breakthrough

testing and one that did not. There is little difference between the pSD's of these two

specimens, suggesting that gas-breaktl'rrough testing has little affec{ on pSD and pore-

struc{ure of specimens. This might indicate that gas flow occuned as a 2-phase

mechanism rather than by dilation of pores or by fissuring. However, because of the

limited number of tests completed in this comparison, no definite conclusions can be

drawn in regards to the effects of gas-breakthrough testing on pore-struclure. A more

thorough study using MIP to investigate gas-breakthrough specimens could be of

value to future investigations.

5.4.3.2 Pore-size determined from the capittary pressure equatíon

Figure 5.8 shows sample calculations for determining the theoretical pore-size

corresponding to gas-breakthrough for specimen T2, based on DDL theory, the

observed gas-breakthrough pressure, and the capillary pressure equation. The DDL

thickness is assumed to be 0.5 nm (0.5 x 10-s m) which is the approximate thickness

of the Stem layer (EDL) alone. This minimal DDL thickness is chosen because the

extent of the effects of a DL cation cloud woutd likely be minimal in an inactive clay

such as illite. The DDL in buffer material is assumed to be onty 0.S nm as well,

although ttis value could be as high as 10 nm. Based on DDL theory and the phase

equations for illite, the mean pore-diameter in specimen T2 was calcutated as 1.13

times the effective pore-diameter (1.13 times the diameter of pores that actually
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contribute to flow within the soil). The effective pore-diameter was also back-

calculated using the capillary pressure equation, with the capillary pressure equated

to the observed gas-breakthrough pressure. The pore-size determined by this method

of analysis is considered an 'effective' pore-size because the effects of the DDL are

accounted for. The MIP tests, on the other hand, yield the 'total' pore-size because the

extent of the DDL effec1s cannot be determined or accounted for. The surface tension

at the ga+water interface was assumed to be 0.073 N/m, which is simitar to the value

used by various researchers in similar studies (Wheeler et. al., lgg9, Fredlund and

Rahardjo, 1993, for example). The effective pore-diameter determined for specimen

T2 at gas-breakthrough was 0.097 pm, so the total pore-diameterwas (1.i3 x O.Og7

Pm) = 0.11 pm. This value is near the peak-frequency for pore-size (0.1S ¡rm) shown

in the MIP data for specimen T2 in Figure 5.7(a). With this information in mind, it

should be noted that pores contributing to gas flow in specimen T2 arethose larger

than 0.15 ¡rm in Figure 5.7(a). The gas-breakthrough pressure predicted from this

work was 2.9 MPa while the observed gas-breakthrough pressure was 3.0 Mpa.

Similar calculations for T46 and BT3 are also shown in Figure 5.8. The theoretical

value for the pore-sÞe conesponding to gas-breakthrough in specimen T46 (0.23 ¡rm)

fits similarly well within the PSD shown in Figure 5.7(b) for that specimen. The

predic{ed gas-breakthrough pressure for T46 was 1.5 MPa while the observed gas-

breakthrough pressure was 1.4 MPa. The vatue catculated for buffer specimen BT3

(0.47 pm) appears to be relatively low when compared to typical pSD data for buffer.

The predicled gas-breakthrough pressure for BT3 was 0.01 Mpa while the observed

ga+breaktftrough pressure was g.4 MPa. One woutd expect the pores within the large

pore mode (5 to 50 ¡lm) to be interconnected so that gas could pass through a
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specimen without entering he smaller pore mode which contains the pores of 0.lg pm

diameter.

The calcr¡lations shown in Figure 5.8 offer an explanation for higher gas-breakthrough

pressures in buffer specimens than in illite specimens when the illite was compacled

to higher dry densities. The basis of the explanation is that the sodium-bentonite

constituent of btfier material has approximatety ten times the specific surface area ot

illite, so buffer contains a much larger votume of bound water, a¡ else equal.

Therefore, although the porosi$ in buffer is approximatety 30 times that of iilite, its

effec{ive porosity is much less than that of illite, even neglec{ing the effec{s of a DL.

ln other words, the pore-space availabte for flow to occur in buffer is much less than

in illite, so the effective pore-diameters in buffer are smatler than in illite. Therefore,

higher gas pressures are required to overcome the higher capillary pressure

associated with pore-space in buffer.

Numerous assumptions were made in comparing the PSD and gas-breakthrough

pressure of the test materials. With these assumptions in mind, the theoreticalvalues

of ga+breakthrough por+size calculated herein appear to conespond well to availabte

PSD information for the test materials, especially in the ittitic clay specimens. This

conclusion gives merit to the postulation that gas-breakthrough pressure and capillary

pressure are intimately linked.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 coNcLUStONS

The research described in this thesis had three primary objectives. Stated in the Scope

of Research in Chapter2, these were:

l) to review and explain the mechanism for gas migration through compacted

clay media,

2) to design, construc{, qualify, install and demonstrate the suitability of a new

testing system to measure the gas pressure differential across compacled

clay specimens at which gas-breakthrough occurs, and

3) using the new testing system, to comptete an initiat series of tests on

selec{ed compacted engineered clay banier materiats to define gas-

breakthrough pressure differentials and provide explanations for the

phenomena observed.

These three objectives have been achieved.

The following detailed conclusions are drawn with respect to the testing system.

' An apparatus is now available for the safe measurement of gas-breakthrough

pressures and one-dimensional gas flows through specimens of compacled clay
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at gas pressures of up to 10 Mpa.

Procedures are in place for testing saturated and unsaturated materials.

The procedures defined for the safe use of the new apparatus are understandable

and transfenable to inexperienced operators by means of a testing manuat.

o Due to effecls on the pore size distribution at the interface between the compacted

clay specimen and the inner test cetl wall, the measured gas-breakthrough

pressures may be less than those of a semi-infinite mass of the compacted clay.

The following detailed conclusions are drawn with respect to gas-breakthrough differential

pressures in compacted illitic clay soils.

o For the compacted illitic clays tested, under the given test conditions, there is a critical

degree of saturation (S = 80%) below which gas-breakthrough resistance decreases

to a smallfraction of that of equivalent, saturated materiats. This can be explained

by the hypothesis given by Wheeler (1988) and Corey (1990) that betow the critical

degree of saturation pore-space will contain a number of continuous gas-filled

pathways.

' Gas-breaktlrrough pressure forthe illite specimens ranged from 0.2 Mpa to 6.4 Mpa.

The resistance of compacted illitic clay to gas-breakthrough increases direc¡y and

curvilinearly w¡th increasing dry density and degree of saturation. The following

equations describe the gas-breakthrough / dry densig relationship for illite clays
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compacted to degrees of saturation above and below S = g0%:

P", = 3.57x104 e ^ (4.S8 po), for S > g0%, and

Per= 1.30x103 e ^ (3.00 po), forS < g0%,

where Per = Gas-breakthrough pressure (Mpa)

p¿ = Dry-density (Mg/m3).

The existence of separate gas-breakthrough / dry density retationships for

clays compacted above and below s = g0% reftects the hypothesis of Corey

(1990) and Wheeler (1988) mentioned above.

' The equations may not apply outside the given test conditions. Gas-breakthrough

pressures may depend on test conditions such as specÍmen length, test duration

and type of gas. Moreover, in common with other engineering properties of

compacted clays, it is likely that gas-breakthrough pressures will be affecled by

scale which influences clay structure.

. Based on reasonable assumptions regarding illitic clay microstructure, the

measured gas-breakthrough pressures, and the measured pore-size distributions

based on mercury intrusion testing, gas-breakthrough resistance can be

explained in terms of capillary theory and is related to porosity.

. Observations indicate the occunence of a variety of gas flow mechanisms and flow

paths at ga+breakthrough. The exact nature of the flow mechanism invotved remains

unclear and the effects of gas-breakthrough on ctay microstruc,ture are unclear.
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For sand-bentonite (buffer) mixtures the following conclusions are drawn.

o The new equipment is not suitable for measuring gas-breakthrough pressures in

buffer at the specified minimum dry density of 1.67 Mg/m3. Onty one of the buffer

specimens reached its gas-breakthrough pressure (9.4 Mpa) before the limiting

pressure of the equipment was reached. Equipment with capacity greater than l0
MPa gas pressure will likely be required.

o ln contrast with compacted illitic clay, under the test conditions used, the

gas-breakthrough pressures of buffer are not direc{ly related to either porosity or

the maximum pore size measured using mercury intrusion testing. lt is possible

that microstruc{uralfactors such as decreased apparent porosity due to struc{ured

water could influence the gas-breakthrough process.

' Pusctt (1993) suggests that the swelling pressure of bentonite materiats such as MX-

80 bentonite and the gas-breakthrough pressure are related such that gas-

breakthrough will occur at 50% to 90% of the swelling pressure. This retationship

between swelling pressure and gas-breakthrough pressure does not appear to hold

for the buffer material specified for the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal

concept.
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Upon completion of the test program reported here, a number of issues remain unclear

regarding gas-breakthrough testing in generaland, more specifically, gas-breakthrough

testing of illitic clay and buffer. The following are recommendations for future research

that will clarify some aspects of the gas-breakthrough research program.

' Specimen size effects should be investigated. More specifically, specimens with

larger diameter and with greater length should be tested. This will require the

manufacluring of larger test cells.

' Gas pressure load rates should be varied to determine the effecls of test duration on

testing. The size of the pressure increment and its frequency shoutd be varied

separately.

o Specimens of ditfering tengths shoutd be tested at different backpressures to de-

couple the effects of pressure difference and pressure gradient on test results.

o The type of permeating gas should be varied to determine its effects on gas-

breakthrough pressures.

o The aclual pathway of permeating gases shoutd be determined to ensure that

gases are not bypassing specimens along the inner test cell wail and to determine

the specific gas migration mechanisms invotved with gas-breakthrough.
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Technologies such as the use of radioactive gases, mercury intrusion testing, and

electron microscopy may prove usefulfor this analysís.

' Test equipment for future studies should be capable of measuring gas fiow direclly

in units of volume so that, for completeness, a mass batance of pore-fluids within

specimens can be achíeved.

o Future test equipment may require the addition of a gas saturation device in the

gas inflow circuit, as described and used by researchers such as Volkaert et. al.

(1993)' to more completely separate the gas and water phases within a specimen.

This may simplify analysis and lead to a better understanding of the gas-breakthrough

mechanism.
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Specific gravity, Gs

Grain sÞe distibutíon

%Clay
o/o Sitt

o/o Sand

Dominant mineral(s)

Atterberg limits (in DDW)

Liquid limit, wL
Plastic limit, wP
Plasticity index, I

Specific surface area (m^Zg)

Cation exchange capacity,
CEC (meC100 g)

Table 4.1: summary of illite and buffer test specimen propert¡es
(after Dixon and Woodcock, 19g6).
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IAROET

Mo¡siur€ Dry d€rrs¡ty Saturation
(%) (MCm^3) (%)

COMPACTEO

Mols{u¡e Dry d€ns¡ty Satu¡ation

T1
12
T3
T1
T5
T6
TI
T8
T9

Tt0
T11
f12
Tr3
T11
Tt5
T16
T17
T18
Tl9
T20
T21
T22
T23
721
T25
T25
727
T28
T29
T30
T3l
't32
T3ft
T34
T35
T38
T37
T38
T39
T¡lO
T41
T42
T¡fit
T4
T45
T46

8t
82
83
84
85
86

12.O

1¡1.0

1.1.0
f 5.0
15.0
15.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
1f .0
11.0
11.0
11.O
lr.0
12.O
11.0
r3.5
13.8
t3.E
13.8
13.8
12.O
ll.0
fi.0
12.0
le ß

11.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
f 1.0
11.0
f 1.0
r1.0
12.O

12.O
12.O
13.5
f 3.5
f 0.5
f 3.0
16.0
16.0

11.1
ls.4
11.4
19.,1

20.1
20.1

l.9o 79.3
2.U gt.o
1.93 89.8
f .95 gl.0
1.90 8l.5
1.S 96.3
1.95 9S.7
1.90 85.¡t
1.90 91.5
1.90 97.6
f .90 97.6
1.87 s2.8
2.11 98.6
2.O7 81.12.æ u.4
l.gt 89.8
2.0() 7S.g
2.æ 87.2
1.85 73.1
1.90 96.3
l.SO 88.¡{
f .9S 88.¡l
2.00 1æ.2
2.qr 1æ.2
1.95 75J
1.90 97.1
2.10 96.6
1.90 73.2
l.9s 89.7
1.90 gt.l
1.85 56.1
1.57 68.8
1.97 68.8
1.e0 67.1
1.90 67.12.æ u.42.æ u.7
f .90 73.2
2.U ct.8
2.(5 95.6
f .95 89.7
1.95 æ.7
2.æ 76.3
2.O1 96.2
1.81 æ.2
l.gt 99.2

12.æ
12.79
14.50
1¡1.50
15.27
15.21
15.20
14.38
14.74
t6.15
18.r9
16.20
11.47
11.28
10.99
13.97
12.6
12.o5
13.80
13.6¿l
13.6¡l
13.70
12.06
10.92
11.13
11.13
11.11
I1.62
13.æ
11.2,
10.1r
10.12
t0.ll
ll.æ
11.03
11.35
11.35
12.57
12.57
12.27
13.46
13.¡16

f 0.58
13.28
16.75
16.75

fi.05
18.3r
11.17
f 8.51
20.13
m13

2.m 96.5
1.C2 90.9
1.94 95.0
1.90 92.5
1.52 96.3
1.95 100.4
1.89 86.8
f .90 90.8
l.8o 98.1
1.80 88.3
1.87 93.5
2.10 100.8
2.æ 91.8
2.æ 84.3
Lg¡ 89.7
2.cx, 87.1
l.SB 8¡1.6
f .95 91.5
Lg8 97.8
l.8s 97.8
1.98 98.0
2.æ 87.1
2.æ 78.5
1.9s 73.7
1.90 ct.T
2.f 0 97.2
1.9r 71.7
1.e4 81.4
1.90 88.0
f .85 56.8
1.57 68.¡f
1.57 69.¡l
f .æ 8;t.2
1.e0 9.2
2.t2. 86.0
2.08 96.5
1.89 75.5
2.û3 95.5
2.(Ë 96.9
1.85 89.6
1.86 8S.6
2.æ 76.7
2.æ 97.3
1.90 101.8
t.80 t01.8

{.39
3.f I
1.75
1.75
0.8s
0.70
0.65
1.9
4.87
o.17
0.59
0.62
2.G9
1.26
.0.05
{.fi
4.56
o.21
11.2€
0.52
{.58
{.36
€.73
-tf.65
€.76
0.59
0.50
-1.81
r.57
0.æ
0.55
0.60
0.s5
0.14
0.t4
1.5./
r.5/
2.C2
2.32
1.1 I
.{¡.15
.0.15
0.38
1.O7
2.29
2.25

Table 4.2: lllite and buffer specimen preparat¡on: targeted and compacted data.
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(¡)o

QCl

QC2

QC3

QC4*

QCs

QC6

QC7

QC8

13.7 0.3 0.13

16.7 1.6 0.72

17.2 0.1 0.04

15.9 0.6 0.23

14.9 0.4 0.16

14.5 0.9 0.36

15.5 0.3 0.11

15.8 0.¡l 0.15

Final mo¡sture contents

1

4

1

I

1

4

I

1

13.78

17.18

17.15

16.03

15.05

14.83

15.53

15.73

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

' Wst filters were used for all eC tests excepû eC4.

f 3.78

15.76

17.21

15.6f

14.74

1,0.13

15.17

15.92

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

13.82

16.36

17.17

15.80

14.87

14.49

15.47

15.77

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Table 5.1: Final mo¡sture content spatial variations for ec spec¡mens.

13.73

16.58

17.20

15.84

14.89

14.18

15.53

15.90

0.00 -0.40

4.31 -0.67

-o.17 -0.09

1.33 -0.13

1.04 -{t.07

2.42 0.03

0.19 -0.19

-0.60 -0.41



G)
ocl

oc2

QC3

QC4'

QC5

QC6

QC7

QC8

Compacted

w (%) dry densþ
(M/m^Ð

12.3

12.3

16.5

16.5

13.7

13.7

13.7

13.7

12.39 2.O3

11.51 1.94

18.39 1.87

15.91 1.88

13.84 2.00

'13.84 2.00

13.95 1.92

13.95 1.92

Final

m.ao specimen specimen w (%) dry denrity(c) diameter height (uch^S)
(mm) (mm)

112.01 51.12 24.59 13.68

> rpeclmen cn¡shed upon e¡drwlon < f O,4Z

106.07 50.76 24.32 17.18

105.36 50.68 24.08 15.91

11f.13 50.84 25.U 14.90

111.37 50.80 25.09 14.9S

107.08 50.79 24.31 15.50

107.39 50.82 24.50 15.83

' Wet fllters rvere ueed for all eC teate exceS eC4

Table 5.2: Dry density and moisture content data for eC specimens.

Perco¡rt difierence

w(%) w(%) dry
hrget to cornpacted density

cornpaci€d lo llnal

1.95

1.84

1.87

1.90

1.90

1.E8

1.87

0.36

-3.32

-0.33

-1.82

0.51

0.51

0.90

0.90

4.95

17.73

2.35

0.00

3.69

3.96

5.26

6.31

-2.O1

-0.81

4.27

-2.56

-2.56

-1.05

-1.32



(^)
N

Test
ID meanlrangel std lno.

T4
T12
T14

Saturated

14.6 1.4 0.44
17.6 0.3 0.11
11.1 0.5 0.21

T22
T23
T25

Unsaturated, wet filterc

13.2 2.9 1.04 4
12.0 0.4 0.1s 3
13.7 0.4 0.19 3

Unsaturated, dry filterc

F¡n

mean no.

5
3
3

T30
T31
T34
T35
T40
T42

15.23

mean no. ofl mean no.
¡ottom lecfc I nrúor tac

10.9 0.1 0.04
9.9 0.1 0.05
10.8 0.,+ O.lt
10.6 0.2 0.08
11.1 1.0 0.44
13.4 1.6 0.68

'Tu

Table 5.3: Final mo¡sture content spatialvariat¡ons for gas-breakthrough spec¡mens.

3
4
4
4
3
4

f 4.69
17.56
11.28

*?
11.00
10.52
11.85
14.15

mean no. of

r,rrt ltr'lil.i!' wtrf t' IaKgn

I
1

1

%
difference

over
hchht

2
2
2
1

2

14.54
17.43
10.82

14.51
12.21
13.41

t,
10.67
10.49
10.E1
12.85

¿'.8.

1

1

1

1

I
I

%
rr9tsltvE

lateral

2
2
2
1

2

10.93
9.90

10.85
10.57
11.55
13.67

13.60
11.86
13.79

o!

nt

1

2
2
2
1

2

1

1

1

0.s1
0.37
2.08

10.83
9.81

10.82
10.44
11.33
13.37

some

1

2
2
2
2
2

3.24
1.45
-1.40

t*
1.52
0.14
4.59
¡[.81

vadations

0.46
0.46
0.14
0.62
0.96
1.11

not be



Dry
density

T1
T3
T1
T5
T6
TI
TE
T9

T10
T11
T12
T13
T11
T15
T16
T17
T18
Tt9
T20
T21

T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T29

Sah¡rated

12.9 78.8 1.90
14.5 90.9 1.92
14.5 95.0 1.94
15.3 92.5 1.90
15.2 96.3 1.92
15.2 100.4 1.95
11.1 86.8 1.89
11.7 90.6 1.90
16.2 98.1 1.90
16.2 98.3 1.90
16.2 93.5 1.87
11.5 100.8 2.10
11.3 91.8 2.06
11.0 84.3 2.03
14.0 89.7 1.93
12.1 87.1 2.00
12.1 84.6 1.98
13.8 91.5 1.95
13.6 97.8 1.99
13.6 97.8 f .99

Unsafurated, wet filtere

13.7 98.0 1.99
12.1 87.1 2.00
10.9 79.5 2.00
11.1 73.7 1.95
11.1 67.7 1.90
11.1 97.2 2.10
13.9 91 .¿l 1.94

1.09 14.0 86.0
1.13 15.7 98.6
0.51 15.0 98.5
0.75 16.t 97.1
1.00 16.3 103.1
0.21 15.4 101.E
1.29 15.8 95.3
1.23 16.1 98.8
0.77 17.0 103.2
0.35 16.6 100.6
0.25 16.5 95.1
0.14 fi.6 102.0
0.42 11.7 95.2
1.99 13.0 99.9
0.6¿1 14.7 94.1
1.14 13.2 95.9
0.98 13.1 91.8
0.67 14.5 96.2
0.73 11.1 103.2
0.86 14.5 104.2

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

13.7 98.0
12.1 87.4
10.9 79.5
11.1 73.7
11.1 67.7
11.1 97.2
f 3.9 91.¡*

16.0 98.1
15.5 97.1
1¡1.6 95.6
16.1 97.7
16.0 101.3
f 5.3 100.7
16.4 98.9
15.9 97.8
16.1 97.8
16.6 100.6
17.6 101.1
11.0 96.7
l1.l 90.4
11.9 91.2
15.2 97.6
14.3 104.0
13.0 91.6
15.2 101.0
14.0 100.6
14.7 105.2

13.3 95.2
12.0 87.0
11.9 86.7
13.7 90.5
15.1 91.8
10.5 92.1
15.7 102.s

6.6
{.8
-1.5
0.2
-0.9
-0.6
1.8
-0.5
-2.7
0.0
3.2
-2.7
-2.6
-1.5
1.8
¿1.0

-0.1
2.1
-1.3
0.5

2.2
2.4
2.8
2.2
2.6
2.8
2.2
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.3
6.0
5.6
1.7
2.6
3.4
4.0
2.6
3.2
3.2

3.2
4.0
3.8
2.4
1.6
6.¡l
3.5

Table 5.4(a): Gas-breakthrough test specimen condit¡ons and gas-breakthrough
pressures for saturated tests and unsaturated teõts with wet filters.
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Dry
density

T2
T28
T30
T3t
T32
T33
T34
T35
T36
T37
T38
T39
T40
T41
T42
T43
T44
T45
T46

BTl
BT2
BT3
BT4
BT5
BT6

Unsafurated, dry fitters

12.8 96.5 2.02
11.6 71.7 1.91
11.2 68.0 f .90
10.1 56.6 1.85
l0.l 69.¡1 1.97
10.f 69.¡t 1.97
11.0 67.2 1.90
11.0 67.2 1.90
11.1 86.0 2.02
11.1 96.5 2.08
12.6 7s.5 1.89
12.6 96.5 2.03
12.3 96.9 2.05
13.5 89.6 1.95
13.5 89.6 1.95
10.6 76.7 2.00
13.3 97.3 2.00
16.8 I 01 .8 I .90
16.8 101.8 1.90

Buffer

48.8 1.68
82.8 1.68
19.2 1.67
82.7 1.68
92.6 1.70
92.6 1.70

0.00 12.8 96.s
0.00 11.6 71.7
0.00 11.2 68.0
0.00 10.1 56.6
0.00 l0.l 69.4
0.00 10.1 69.4
0.00 11.0 67.2
0.00 11.0 67.2
0.00 11.4 86.0
0.00 11.1 96.5
0.00 12.6 75.5
0.00 12.6 96.5
0.00 12.3 96.9
0.00 13.5 89.6
0.00 13.5 89.6
0.00 10.6 76.7
0.00 13.3 97.3
0.00 15.8 10f .8
0.00 16.8 101.8

0.00 11.1 ¿t8.8

0.00 18.5 82.8
0.00 11.2 49.2
0.00 18.5 82.7
0.00 20.1 92.6
0.00 20.1 92.6

11.3 84.9
12.6 77.5
10.9 66.f
9.9 55.2
9.6 65.8
10.0 68.7
r0.8 66.0
10.5 64.0
10.9 82.5
10.0 84.7
12.0 72.2
11.3 86.8
11.4 90.0
13.9 92.6
13.5 89.8
10.6 77.0
12.7 92.9
16.1 97.9
15.9 96.6

18.8 80.3
223 96.1
17.5 74.3
20.0 86.3
20.9 92.6
22.0 97.8

€.4
3.9
-1.1
-1.3
-2.7
{.¡l
-0.9
-2.5
-2.1
€.5
-2.2
-5.3
-3.7
1.7
0.1
0.2
-2.4
-1.9
-2.6

9.¿l

3.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.4
1.6
4.0
0.4
4.2
4.0
2.1
2.6
0.6
3.4
1.2
1.4

Table S.a(b): Gas-breaktltrough test specimen condit¡ons and gas-breakthrough
pressures for unsaturated tests with dry filters and buffer tests.
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Sand

Container

Figure 1.1: overview of the containment baniers in the canadian nuclear
tuelwaste repository scheme (from AECL ElS, 1gg4).
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Figure 2'1: Basic microstructural unit structures and stacking anangements
(after Mitcheil, 1976).
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Figure 2.2: Convention for differentiation between various clay fabric struc{ural levels.
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Unit volume

of soil

(a) serial modet 
/ \ (b) Parallel model

Figure 2.3: Porous media pore-structure models (after Ruth, lgg3).
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CI.ASSICAL

g,-:

Ualuact<¡ - Ua

9"t*ol

-u /w

GAS-BREAKTHROUGH

vert¡calforce equilirium at Z:

2lIrT"cos(a) -flr2 h. p * g

2 T- cos(cr)
or h-- "' P*9t

u*--pwgh"

u. - 0 (atmospheric)

h"-(u.-uJ-p*ghc

(u -u)-
Yr

2 T, cos (a)

r

,r2Tlh l-lu -ul- 'I cr v r

or I n"f - (u<o*l -u. - uJ - ':'

Figure 2.4: capillary pressure model (after Fredlund and Rahar_djo, l9g3).
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Capillary

pressure

Pc

pendular P"

secondary drainage curve

primary drainage curue

threshold P
c

hysteresis

.møiait¡{
\\

- , 
Sresidual

Saturation, S

Figure 2.5: Typical capillary pressure curye (after Ruth, 1gg3).
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(a) wetting

V water

(b) drying

Figure 2.6: "Bottleneck" phenomenon causing hysteresis between wetting
(imbibition, saturation) and drying (drainage, de-saturation)
processes (after Ruth, 1993).
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unsaturated

-200 -100 0

Pressure head, cm

-100 0

Pressure head, cm

0.03

Hvdraulic
0.02

conoucttvtty

K (cm/minj
0.01

30

20

10

0

Moisture

content

(%)

Figure 2.7: Characteristic curves for a typical soil showing moisture content
and hydraulic conduclivity versus pressure (after Freeze
and Cherry, 1979).

saturated

tension-saturated

AEV

-100
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HydnulÍc
conductlvÍty

(DARCYs

LAW)

Thermo-

osmosis

Electro-

osmosis

Chemical

osmosis

lsothermal

heat

transfer

Thermal

conduction
(FOURIEHs

LAW

Peltier

etfect

Dufour

etfect

Streaming

current

Thermo-

electricity:

Seebeck

etfect

Electrlc

conduction

(OHtlrs

IAW

Ditfusion &

membrane

potentials

Streaming

current

Thermal

Diffusion:

Soret effect

Electro-

phoresis

Diffusìon

(FICKs

LAW

Figure 2.8: Direc{ and coupled flow phenomena (after Mitche[, 1976). Direc{ flow
phenomenain italícs on diagonalfrom top left to bottom right.
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GAS FLOW MECHANISMS

DIFFUSION

dissolution of gases

in the water phase

z-PHASE FLOW

water pushed

through pores ahead

of the gas phase

PORE DILATION

deformatíon of

soilfabric creating

larger pores to

accomodate gas flow

FISSURING

creation of

new pores to

accomodate

gas flow

Figure 2.9: Gas flow mechanisms.
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Gas

generation

Other

effects-

Knudson

diffusion,

viscous

fingering,

etc.

Effect on

generation

rates

Repository - rock

interface

2.10: Flow chart showing possible gas flow mechan¡sms
in a repository (afterJeffries et. al., 1991).
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60 mm

I

TOP FI.ANGE

O-RING SEAL

SLEEVE

SPECIMEN

FILTER

BOTTOM

FI.ANGE
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Figure 3.1: schematic drawing of the constant volume test cell.
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Gas-breakthrough test equipment
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Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of the test board.
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Figure 3.5: Flow meter detail.
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membrane
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ÂVn ' Vr'V,

AV* ... PV - nRT

ÂV; - ÂV* for mass balancebladder-type

accumulator

Figure 3.7: Proposed system for gas ftow votume measurement
us¡ng bladder-type accumulators.
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March 23, 1994
Pressure Transducer Calibrations
using IáEITECH NOTEBOOK
y..ilg^lqy!"wer suppty set at g.ee V (+/_ o.o1 V)
MAR23.WB1

PT 6s841
mV

19cale factor (mV + Offset

LABTECH
Regression

10
60

135
185
260
510
635
745
995

0.0
68.9

413.7
930.8

1275.s
1792.6
3s16.3
4378.2
5136.6
6860.3

0.0
68.9

413.7
930.8

127s.5
1792.6
3516.3
4378.2
5136.6
6860.3

0.0
68.9

413.7
930.8

1275.5
1792.6
3516.3
4378.2
5136.6
6860.3

0.66
1.69
6.66

14.18
19.27
26.83
51.95
64.45
75.51

r00.63

PT 65842
0.73
1.72
6.67

14.18
19.27
26.83

70.4
411.4
927.5

1276.7
1795.5
3519.3
4377.0
5136.0
6859.7

51.76
64.25
75.32

100.37

1.3
69.5

410.3
927.4

1277.8
1798.4
3514.8
4374.8
5137.0
6861.7

PT 65843
0.73
1.84
6.84
14.4

19.48
26.95
52.09

-5.6
70.5

413.3
931.7

1280.0
1792.2
3516.0
4380.7
5134.9
6859.4

64.7
75.7

100.85

Figure 3.9(a): lnitial calibrat¡on data for pressure
transducers (S/N 65941, 65942, 65943).

Regressíon Outpu[Constant -45.5863
Std En of Y Est 2.199899
R Squared 0.999999
No. of Observations 10
Degrees ofFreedom g

X Coefficient(s) 68.62057
Std En of Coef. O.021CÉ.4

Constant 4&922A
Std EnofYEst 3.142666
R Squared 0.999998
No. of Observations 10
Degrees ofFreedom g

X Coefficient(s) 68.85169
Std En of Coef. 0.030163

Offset constant -0.710Ss

Constant -55.6677
Std En of Y Est 2.855662
R Squared 0.999999
No. of Observations 10
Degrees ofFreedom g

Coefficient(s) 68.56756
Std En of Coef. 0.027295

Offset constant {.81182
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April13, 1994
Præsr.rre Transducar Calibrall¡ns
using T ABTECH NOTEBOOK
t3F lg1low.r suppty s€t at 9.98 V (+/- O.Ot V)
APR13.WB1

PT 663t2

= Scale factor (mV + Oñs€t

I¡BTECH
Regressbn

f0
35
85

135
185
æ5
260
3U5
5r0
æ6
685
760
960
995

68.9
241.3
586.1
so.8

1275.5
1620.3
17C2.6
2654.5
3516.3
4385.1
472..9
52Q.O
6619.0
6860.3

0.0
68.9

241.3
586.1
930.8

1275.5
1620.3
1752.6
2654.5
3516.3
¿+385.1

4725
5240.0
6619.0
6860.3

20.0
æ.1
27.6

85.1
n7.1
5&3.6
sæ.7

r268.9
1621.9
1795.0
2653.4
35r8.7
1377.1
17æ.2
52424
6620.0
68623

4.4
93.1

?ß9.3
580.5
c28.7

126S.8
1618.0
17gZO
2655.¿l
3511.9
1375.2
47æ.4
5245.6
6617.3
6867.9

{.1
83.0

Bs.2
588.2
w.3

12.73.1
1619.¡l
17521
2650.6
3515.8
4374.0
47æ.9
5246.0
6616.3
6865.5

1.6
2.9
5.'l

10.1
't5.r

52.5
64.9
69.9
77.4
97.3

100.8

PT 6654it
{.4

13.0
17.9
2,.9
25.4
37.8
50.1
62"5
67.5
75.0
%.7
98.3

1.0
3.1

0.0
68.9

241.3
586.1
so.8

1275.5
r620.3
17C2.6
2654.5
35r6.3
¡L385.1

172.9
524p..O

6619.0
6860.3

PT 66544
1.0
2.2
1.4
9.5

14.4
19.4
24.4

39.3
51.8
64.2
69.3
76.8
96.6

100.2

Figure 3.9(b): lnitial calibrat¡on data for pressure
transducers (S/N 66542, 66543, 66544).

Constar¡t l iS.6O4
SE Enof Y Est 5.9æ444
R Sqmred 0.999994
No. of Observatí¡¡ns ls

ofFreedom 13

X Coefficftn(s) æ.nÆ2
Std Enof Coef. 0.0Éæ27

Constant B.49Sn
Std En of Y Est 8.27665
R Squared 0.999989
No. of Observati<¡ns ls
Degrees sf Freedom

X Coefficien(s) æ.62296
Std En d Coef. 0.065005

Constant €.30gs
Std En of Y Est 6.0TTæT

Squared 0.9S9994
No. of Obcenatir¡ne ls
DegreæofFreedom 13

X Coefñcion(s) æ.æ62
Std En of Coef. O.o47444

Scale factor 69.æ967
Offsst consbnt -1.00144
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November 24.1994
Pressure Transducer Calíbrations
using !áBTECH NOTEBOOK

kPa
PT 65841

mV

:.119_l"f pgwer supply set at 9.e9 V (+/- o.ol V)
NO\¿2+1.W81

kPa = Scale factor (mV + Offset

LABTECH
Regression

kPa
-7

0 0.0
25 172.4
50 u4.7
60 413.7

100 689.s
260 1792.6
385 26il.5
510 3516.3
610 4205.8
760 5240.0
860 5929.5
985 6791.4

0.0
172.4
344.7
413.7
689.5

1792.6
2654.5
3516.3
4205.8
5240.0
5929.5
6791.4

0.0
172.4
w.7
413.7
689.5

1792.6
265r''.5
3516.3
4205.8
5240.0
5929.5
6791.4

77.9
87.9

101.5

PT 6s842
0.7
3.2
5.8
6.8

10.7
26.9
39.3
5r.8
61.9
76.9
86.9

100.4

PT 65843
1

3.4
6
7

11

27.1
39.6
52.2
62.3
77.4
87.4
101

169.6
346.5
441.7
686.7

1782.3
2666.9
3510.6
4191.1
5225.4
5905.9
6831.3

2.7
174.0
352.2
420.7
687.9

1797.9
2647.6
3504.1
4196.1
5223.9
5909.1
6834.1

9.4
173.2
350.7
419.0
692.1

1791.3
264/'.7
3505.0
4194.6
5z'5.5
5908.3
6836.8

1

3.6
6.2
7.6

11.2
27.3
40.3
52.7
62.7

Figure 3.10(a): Final calibration data for pressure
transducers (S/N 65941, 65942,65943).

Gonstant -75.4169
Std En of Y Est 19.3344
R Squared 0.999943
No. of Observations 12
Degrees ofFreedom 10

X Coetficient(s) 68.04659
Std En of Coef. 0.16214É

constant -1.10831

Constant 4í2g1g
Std Errof YEst 17.1524þ;
R Squared 0.9999Ss
No. of Observations 12
Degrees ofFreedom iO

Coefficient(s) 6S.5197
Std En of Coef. 0.1448/;s

Offset constant 4.66013

Constant -SS.923g
Std En of Y Est 1Z.gg24g
R Squared 0.999951
No. of Observations 12
Degrees ofFreedom 10

X Coefficient(s) 68.2T4ï8
Std En of Coef. 0.151395
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November 24,1994
Pressure Transducer Calibrations
using |áBTECH NOTEBOOK

:.Tq-1e¡l pgwer suppty set at g.e9 V (+/_ 0.01 V)
NO\¿24-2.W81

PT 66542
mV

0.7
1.6
6.5

11.5
14

23.9
38.9
48.9
63.7
73.7
88.7
98.6

PT 66s43

LABTECH
Regression

0
10
60

110
135
235
385
485
635
73s
885
98s

0.0
68.9

413.7
758.4
930.8

1620.3
2654.5
3344.0
4378.2
5067.7
6101.9
6791.4

0.0
68.9

413.7
758.4
930.8

1620.3
265/..5
3344.0
4378.2
5æ7.7
6101.9
6791.4

0.0
68.9

413.7
758.4
930.8

1620.3
2654.5
3U4.0
4378.2
5067.7
6101.9
6791.4

0.7
0.7
5.6

10.7
13.2

23
37.9
47.9
62.6
72.5

8.0
70.4

409.9
756.4
929.6

1615.6
26s5.0
3347.9
4373.4
5066.3
6105.7
6791.7

54.0
54.0

395.9
751.7
926.1

1609.9
2649.6
3U7.3
4373.0
5063.8
6103.4
6801.1

-27.1
76.5

421.7
760.0
939.5

1æ..9
2658.5
3U2.0
4377.5
5067.9
6103.5
6786.9

87.4
97.4

PT 66544
0.8
2.3
7.3

12.2
14.8
24.7
39.7
49.6
64.6
74.6
89.6
99.5

Figure 3.10(b): Final calíbration data for pressure
transducers (S/N 66542, 66543, 66544).

Std Err of Y Est 4.038869
R Squared 0.999997
No. of Observations 12
Degrees ofFreedom 10

X Coefficient(s) 69.29183
Std En of Coef. 0.034806

Constant 5.130426
Std Err of Y Est ' l9.SO34
R Squared 0.999941
No. of Observations 12
Degrees of Freedom jO

X Coefficient(s) 69.77416
Std Err of Coef. 0.169251

Regression Output
Constant €2.2995
Std En of Y Est 9.90148s
R Squared 0.99999s
No. of Observations 12
Degrees of Freedom 10

X Coefficient(s) 69.03265
Std En of Coef. 0.095017

Scale factor 69.03765
Offset constant -1.1921
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Water

Solids

Phase diagram

(from Craig, 1989)
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p, - density of water

Þ¿ - dry density

S - saturation
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where:

w - moisture content

M - mass

G. - specific gravity

e - void ratio

Figure 4.1: Phase diagram for deriving control equations for specimen preparation.
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lnformation pathway - Workspace

BLOCK DUPLICATE

Takes readings from averaged

data and sends it to a file every

1O s for breakhrough data and

every 240 s for saturation data. TIME

Reads elapsed time

to the screen and file.

Averages tre last l0 readings

from pressure transducers and

relays üis reading every second.

ANALOG INPUT

Converts the pressure transducer

analog signal automat¡cally and

a digitalreading every 0.1 s.

POWER INPUT

Reads excitation vohage and

sends the data to the screen.

6

p4
(MPa) 2

0

60 ln 180

Elapsed time (s)

6

p4
(MPa) 2

0

60 1n 180 m 300

1800

elapsed time 300
power 9.99

llutd2

gasin2

gasouP

¿f500

0

0

Figure 4.3: Automated data acqu¡s¡tion software conf¡guration and presentation.
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Specimen

Filter paper

Filter stone

Hydraulic purnp

Figure 4.4: Compaction equ¡pment.
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breakthrough - 2.2Mpa
Poo' 1.90 Mg/m3

w - 16.1%

S-97%
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T11

breahhrough = 2.2 Mpa
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w - 16.6%
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,t gas lnflow
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Figure 5.1(a): Gas-breakthrough test results for TS,
(b): Gas-breakthrough test results for T1 i.
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T10

breakthrough - 2.4 MPa

pdy- 1.90 Mg/mt

w - 17.00/o

S - 100%+

Q" - 0.77 mL
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,t gas hlTow

t

gas collectíon

\,i

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.O
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T45
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w- 16.8%
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Figure 5.1 (c): Gas-breakthrough test resutts for Ti 0,
(d): Gas-breakthrough test results for T4S.
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T14
breakthrough - 5.6 MPa

pd,y- 2.06 Mdm'
w - 11.6%

S - 100%+

(e)

gas lnflow
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,J - -n"" 
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Figure 5.1(e): Gas-breakthrough test results for Tl4,
(0: Gas-breakthrough test results for T16.
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Figure 5.1(g): Gas-breakthrough test resutts for T30,
(h): Gas-breakthrough test resutts for T37.
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Figure 5.1(i): Gas-breakthrough test resutts for T3g,
fi): Gas-breakthrough test results for Tg.
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Figure 5.1(k): Gas-breakthrough test results for BT3,
(l): Gas-breakthrough test results torT2g.
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tr For ÍllÍte specÍmen T2
Based on phase equations and DDL theory:

- Specific surface area So - 60 mzl9 for illite
- Totalsurface area $ - SoX% where V"- volume of clay_ p"XV

p" - clay dry density
V - total specimen votume

Sr = (60 m?g) x (2.02 Mg/rn.) x (48.45 crn3¡ - SAIZ^,

- Volume of bound water Vu, - woor- x $ wDDL- width of DDL
Vb* - (5872 m,) x (O.S nm) - Z.g4x1O" mt

- Porosity Q - VW = 0.27 Vu - volume of voids - flV

- Etfective porosity l.r - (Vv - V*)ff Vv - i2.g7 mL
- porosity contributing to flow phenomena.

rl"r - [(1 2.97x10€ _ 2.94x10€)/48.45x10€ ¡= 9.21

l/î"r - 1 .29 and q=¡(Qr) .o 0 - (1 .29)'E 0o - 1.13 Q*
- Gas-breakthrough pressure - p" - aTþo

T - surface tension at gas-water interface - 0.078 N/m
Gas-breakthrough pressure - 3.0 Mpa
so 0* =  Tlp, - 4 (0.075 N/m)/(S.Ox106 N/mz) = 0.097 um

0 - 1.13 (0.097 um) = 0.1 1 um

Q= 0.ll um (theoreïcat)
PredÍcted gas-breaffihrough pressure - 2g Mpa
Obserued gas-breaffihrough pressure - 3O MpaÜ For Íttlte specimen Tß

p" - 1.90 Mg/m3, Q - 0.31, Gas-breakthrough - 1.4 Mpa
ô- 029 um (theoretical)

Predlcted gas-breaffihrough pressure - l S Mpa
Obserued gas-breaffihrough pressure = 1.4 Mpa

tr For buffer speclmen BT3
goo i 1.68 Mg/mo so p" = 1.23 Mg/m., Q - 0.8g, wDDL - 0.S nm
Gas-breakthrough = 9.5 Mpa, So - 600 mfg tor Nj--Uìntonite

ö- 047 um (theoreffcal)
Predfcted gas-breaffihrough pressure - O.0i Mpa
Obserued gas-hreaffihrough pressure - gA Mpa

Figure 5.8: sample calcutations for determining theoretical
gas-breakthrough pore-size.
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.0Fl0llINUTEs..1'...¿..'ir,.:'...Tl--¿¡.1.:¡,l'';r.,;.^..s¡dÞ c) Lou,ER THE pREssuRE To o.z npn AND Ðtenrrt EoR LEAKAGE av-50âp. .-
EUBBLE OR EOUIVALENT IIETHOO. THE SYSTB1 SHALL SHO[,¡ X.O EVTOENCE. .

9i¡ar¡27
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DESTGN JoB No. - Dwc_no.f 1uôLg-.f rECú ¿t r¡ 
"s¿-- 

r : ' PROJECT . JOB TITI.E
l-e.< ÞÊo^nsAc-., .'r.-

SPOOL PIECE . UNE . VESSEL NO.
' -l uÀi¡Jô s-r<=trcr.,^.

SPEC. . CODE . ENG. SrD
a, 14,

TEST PROCEDURE NO.

Crns- Þ.:.ù,c ¡:.
tn*f¿rt¿:-*l-(tr,Jog
3É' S-r SlâFñ trA,èR\cATÈ-\

ATCMIC ENERGY OF CA¡IÀÐA LIMITEDWHNESHELL NUCLEAR RESEqRCH ¡STESUS,ùIEN-I

PNET'À4ATIC TEST REPOhT Ref. IRR ¡lo. \bîf

TEST DATA

Iaspeao/s Frndings:

L Lcatage (Soap Bubbtc Tat)

if ye!, givc dehtr!

L Fall i¡ p¡cssure

If Yes, givc dcr'iro

3. Vsible per¡nanear Di:ronion

If Yc1 þc dcní1.

TEST RESIJLTS

No lvïEs [4s"¡c¡er-sr.
I F\4\ R.Ëclñre-,\ È-z lwtn ¡Jr.r¡Lt.

No f'lïEs t¡
NO
IES

t¿t¡
Com¡renu:if ãny

AcelTreÞ

INSPECTOR
\

DATE cotvtpr-ETED lesr,/q+

TEST MEDIUM

^J 
itt\()ê€^J ¿rAS

LOC.ÀTON OF PRESSURE GAUGE

=^J- L\^,tS
PRESSURE cAUcE SERIAL NI¡vÍELR

P.+rt -¿{ ).
PRESSURE GAUGE RA¡IGE
o to â.S\rrÞc.

PRESSURE GAUGE CåIIBRÂTIoN DATE I\Lt É.
fËÀ tò./a4

APPLICATION PRESSURE

t)-SmÞ..
PRESSURE HOLDI¡\G TIlyfE

lD mìn.
ÐhMINATION PRESSURE

D. ìvrDcl
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JoB No. - D,ilc.rrlo.¿\t¡òç-.F\
ÈC.{ Á\ùD<?- I

PROJECT. JOB TÎTI€

SPOOL PIECE . LINE . ì/ESSEL NO. SPEC. . CODE . ENG. STD

fi\AR'¿ÊS- è r- Á rrj oQ
{1$::Sn". Fn<niç-*cs\

ATclvlIC ENERGY OF CANá,DA LIMITEDwHrTEslIEr¿ NUCTEAR neseARc{ rst¿¡us¡¡¿¡¡n
PNET.TÀIATiC TEST REPOhT RCf. IRR NO. RS'

Iaspeao/s Findings:

L Lát,ge (Soap Bubble Test)

TEST RESULTS

No [vflEs [¡,- (s^-1"".^ tss:\
No alYEs t¡

if Ycs, give dctaif:

Fall in P¡cssure

If Ycs, give dcnil<

Vsíble Permane¡t Disronion

If Ycs. givc dcr"ilo

No rlïEs tl
Commcau:if aoy

/rccEPrrel

RErEcr[l INSPECTOR

DATE coIvfPLETED È. fÊs \ / 1L+

TEST DATA

TEST MEDIUM
ÀJmRÒ6Ê,0 6A3 LOCATION OF PRESSURE GAUGE

IN- Ltrùc-
PRESSURE GAUGE SERIAL MJtvfBE.R

P"-{rt- 4.1-
PRESSURE GAUGE R¿,NGE

ôTôãs mQ.r
PRESSURE GAUGE CAI.IBR.{TION DATE ù(rc-- SS. l¡-tq4

AIPLICÂTION PRESSURE

t]. Sl.nÞ.¡
PRESSURE HOLDING TIME

lô rvrìn.
E}iAMINATION PRESSURE

c.I rnQu
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DEsrcN JoE No. - Dwcso.6\r,¡ce_Fr
E¡_.^l 

'6ru¡ 
c<¿- i .' PROJECT . JOB TTTI.E

óA1 oeo,^=nÃ.,, l.o-
SPOOL'PIECE . LINE . Î'ESSEL NO.' LEVEL -!ruN¿./ilz.çt \ \-\

SPEC . CODE . ENG. SrD

^, 
/^

IEST PROCEDURE NO.

¿ ¡c.<_ pR¿¿ ¡, f_
LEVFL t/u\úqç'ièß. Fòß :ì(lrÌ,\
rn ?1(\t{cr: .tj.\ - É. t_¡c,ç .ì dÊ s;Lè Ð h.-ils;Âi C.

ATO¡VIC ENERGY OF Cå.NADA LIMITEDWHIIESIIELL NUCLEAR NESE¿N,AN ESI'ABUSTüIBI'|

PNETIIVÍATIC TEST REPohT Ref. IRR No. ß71

DATA

RESULTS

Iaspeaor! Frnding:

L Lcatage (Soap Bubble Tcs¡) NO
tES

fv(tIÍf Ycr, gÍve dcta¡t

FaIl Í¡ P¡cssu¡c

If Yes, give dct"il.

Vi¡ibte Penn¡¡eur Disronion

If Yca, Sive dcuils

NO
YEs Í{

3.

Commeots:if any

Not
lEs t

,,/
¡

Ac.EFTNP

INSPECToR _
DATE COIYIILETED F*}. \,/iY

IEST MEDIUM
IrJ rtÞ.¿6e¡l 6A5 LOCATION OF PRESSURE GJc'UGE

1Âl- li ¡r¡-
PRESSURE GAUGE SERTAL MJtvfEER

È-trr- Ll\ PRESSURE GAUGE RA¡ÍGE
Õ tn ãSh\Q¿r

:RESSURE GÂUGE CAITBR.{TTON DeTE \(¡5-- Ffb \c,/7\ .APPUCá,TION PRESSURE

\ô wrQ"r
PRESSURE HOLDING TIME

r Ò. {vr r'cr.
E]hMINATION PRESSURE

Õ .l hAP¿.
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INSPECTION
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REOUEST / REPORT

DATE 1994 Fsbruaru I

-

INSPECTION REPORT

D€SIGH JO8 NOJDWG NO

61W08-Ft Rev.O
ECN 61W08-l

Gås Permsab¡líty System

flEM oEscÂ¡prroN (osr¡[.s B€LoG

gPÊCIFC DETAIL3

LocÂnoH VYL Bldo. 10oouaNnry 2 Ass,ü
M^rEHrA¡. AsPer'Drawino
StzE
SCHEDULE

RAnt¿€
HEAT M'.

û orMENstoN^L E EtEcl¡rcAL

¡ a¡O¡Oca¡ni. LJ MAGNEI|C pafiTlCLE

ouqulonnern",n HH::!iåiff$'"U uLTRAsoNtc 
=õ ¡oov cmnsrn H Do"

I orren tsiãtm [J REcElvlNG

W¡tngss. .p.¡essl¡6 tests on gas
permeab¡l¡ty tubhg systemsj

A pneumatic test was oerlcas'speciriedh-E'cñäüõä:ìt'åf l,tsåSrf¡jf "îiliåHï"*;äå'TåJ,å"2
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"{=Ë "äË ".
,9,.'".1"","t jñ.J¡+::"i"""ff #ù!lå.ö:l**që!:iî6i:nyiï,"^ti"*JJ*"låo'.'"iiîBfTB;J3i!,Ël m].üc";¡g:öiür 

wu¡ 
'L' FÍe.en üÚs Drsssure

as ¡€porreo on artachÊd h""-3i:i.}i:ãì'vvöåf''Tä ä,'i:ËhI Ïl'li S3 l8iitp,"o,"

Ft¡¡ L OtsP(lsrTloN ¡!*¡P€CTOR _ 
^-.KöCtOfOrd

OAI€ CO¡¡r9tf-fED
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A{¡W08-SPl
Pzgc2

SPECI¡ICATION FOR PRESST,RE RELIEF VATVE
RVl

1.0 scoPE

This çæifietiot ævæ tho requircmæs for thc pærc rclìcf v¡¡vô to bo iur¿¡todon rhc discharge of rhc cyliodcr pressure rcgularoiof the g* p.-*;;;ll 
..'-

cysæøu The valve Eust coEply withjurisdictioaal codes.

2.0 APPLICÅBLEDOCUMENTS

The laæst issue of rhe foUowing docunots form part of this specificariou u¡lcsothcviæ uoted.

ASME B3l.r powerpipiag Code, lgg2Editior

ASME Boilcr a¡d p¡ssr¡rc Vesscl Codc Sectious II, VItr, 1992
Edition

CSA B5t Boiler, prssrc Væsc¡, md p¡essu¡c pipiog Codc, f99l
E¡litios

3.0 MATERIAIJ

þsurc þuaaa+ ñqtcrirls sbâlt bc selecæd from ASME Scctioa tr (for
Sectioo VIII) or equivalesr ASTM urerials.

4.0 ttppLIC-{TrON

Thc rcliefvalvc will be Iocalcd at úe discharge of tbc cylinder prcssurc regulaor.
The valve sball pror€ct tbe ges pcrEeebiliry;ll (a rcgisæred ASME Section VItrpresurc vesæl) aad rho aswiatcd systco i¡ rbc eveot tàc prcsoro,.grl"¡oi *ã ofail.
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5.0

A-ól\¡/08-sPl
Pego 3

REGISTRåTION

Tbc rcücf v¿lv¿ <t ^ll bo ASME Særior.Vltr ærtified æd s¡isry üe st¡Eroryrcquircmæc of ¡¡d bc rccisærcd wirh_råc gove-rrmãt--;;;; body of rhcPmvi¡cc of M:¡ioba @faioeot of bbour).

Thc upplier shalt be respouiblo for cosurilg thc rcücfvalvc is registêrcd i¡¡ccorda¡æ with CSA B5l.

DOCTJIIÍE\TAIION

i) A Product Ccnifieæ of_engliuco (C of C) qÈ¡lt eæompeny rhc säipmcatof the vdvc. Tbc C of C sbalt iaeorify rfe C'-""¡-"ìJÃstmtion Wunbc(s)(CRN) for thc Prcvincæ of.Mui,"d* p", c5À;;ì;rbo ASME ærtificdapprovd, Ogethcr wiù verifiedon rbat the uærial is æ caU.¿ for i¡ thcPurchasc Ordcr ud av tes¿s carricd our Uy tn" ,uppfi.rTrroufacru¡cr h¡vcboco coryleted æa found acceptable.

ü) Dcscríptivc ütentuæ srd complcæ reliefvalve spæification.

iü) Rccord ofany conc€ssio¡s roade by AECL ar Iha vcodors request.

AECL scruæ the right to rrtura ship.cats th¡¡ ¡rivc witbout alr of tåo ¡bovodocuoaatation or tbc documentarion iæt "ç*in" *"rä-i*3r"""ing ,ü"spccifietions ia Sectioa ZO ¿bovc.

MARKING ÅND IDENTIFICATIO

Thc supplicr sball c¿sur¿ tba¡ råo v¿lvc is u¡tcd a¡d ideorified accordiag ro therequircøcas of .{SME Sætion VIII Division t; p"- UC-ï;;;UG-130, a¡d ¡ærlso m¡kcd with rbc C^".diaa Regi.tor¡oo NurL(.i.

PRESERVATION, PACI&IGING AND SEIPPING

Bcsr coamc-rcial pæticc shall bc:pplied !o prescnring, psckâgi¡g, aad sàipping ofrhis_producl whca mo¡e deailed i**.,iol "rrr"qiiåiu"iîh bc defi¡cd in6o h¡¡cbasc frc¡ docuñçats.

6.0

7.0

E.0
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AólVif08-SPl
Page 4

9.0 ÎECHNICAL SPEffi CATTOX SIFE.FT

Teg Numbcr
Servic¿
Li¡e No./Vessel No.
Full Nozle/Scai Nozzlo
Safcry or Relief
Coav., Bcllows, Pilor Op.
Bonae.t Typc

Siæ Inl¿t/Ourla
Flango Rering or Scrcrvcd
lype ofFacbg

Body:ad Bonnct
Se¿t and Disc
Rsilíe¡r Sar SeI
Guide aad Rings
Spri¡g
B¿llows
Balmce of Pa¡ts

Cap: Scrcwcd or Boltad
I¿ve¡: Plei¡ or P¿cked
Test Gag

Code
Fire

Fluid end Stâco

Rcquind C¿prcity

Sp. Gr.
Oper. Prtss./Sct P¡css.

Oper. Tenp.riRcl. Tcop
Beck PrÊssu¡e Coo$å.ot
Í Alloweble Ovcrpressuro
Låtcnt Haa of V¡poriz¡tior

C¡lc, A¡c¡ sq. i¡.
Selætcd,{s
Orificc Dcsignrtioo
M a¡ufac¡¡¡er
Modcl No,

Rcfcccaca Dnwing

6lr,t/o8-Rv1
Argou
Gas Pcroability Ce¡I Systco
Ful¡
Safcty
Convc¡tioa¡l
MFR. STD.

1/¿'MNPT/I'FNPT
Scrarcd
N/A

C¿¡bon Stccl 316
Stâidcss Stccl 316
N/A
MFR. STD.
MFR. SÎD.
N/A
MFR. STD.

ScrcwÊd

N/A
N/A

ASME B3l.l, ASME Scction VItr
N/A

Argo!/c¡s Sta¡Ê

42-76 sbic oc¡¡e/-;"'
(1510 cr¡- ñ-/nin-)
1.38
9.3 MPa(g)/10.0 MPa(g)
(r350 PSEG/r450 PSIG
zs.cr25.ccn.Fm"Ð
0.0 MPa(Ð
l0
Nil

38.71 sq. o¡ (0.06 sq. i¡.)
38.71 sq. nm (0.06 sq. in.)
N/A
FARRIS
n40w
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1.

D¡_61c08_2
Bev. 0
Page 1

II¡ITODÛCrIOE

the Puel-9aste lraaageoent progra.E requrres testing of dlfferent tyoesot grar¡ular coopounds used as a buffer naterlal for uuclear s.u¡testorage. lart of the testfng requlres tàe buffer paterlal to bec.hecled for g"as and lfquld pãroeáUrtrty. A cel1 
""" 

¿""rgoàã ;aco¡structed under Job ¡u¡ber 47923. The cell vas ¡odrfleã u¡der a¡earl.ler lssue of Job 6lEO8.

thls delfgn report cill f¡vol.ve provldfng rel_fef protectfou for thecell-a¡d associared sys_reo ¡ur reiulred b! applrcaËle 
";¡;;; ;ã ;;ur"cooplfaace cfth the appllcable codes oa 

-täe'ässoclated 
sysiel.

åPPLTÍ'{EIJ BEQIIIRSXEFIS

PUBLTCATIONS

ÂSHE.Sectlon If, Boller a¡rd pressure Vessel Code, Hatertal
Speclffcatfons, 1992

1!19 !:çtlol V-III, Dtvl,sion I, 1992, Boller and pressu¡e Vessel Code
ASHE 831.1-92 Pover plpfng Code
CSA 85l-H1991, Boiler, Pressure Vesse1, a¡d ?ressure pfplng Code

DR.AI¡TNCS

ål-6ll¡08-Pl, Plov Dlagra.u - lublDg Systeo

SPECIPTCATTOH SEEETS

A-61908-SPI Rellef Valve (Bqutp. Code 6IVOB-RVI)

DESTGT

the deslgn condl!1o¡s for the systeo are as folloys:
Deslgn Pressure: l0 Upa(g) (f450 psfc)
Deslg¡ Îe¡perarure: 15.C (59¡F) to 35.C t9S.F)Syste! Plufd: Hl,trogen, Ãrgon, or dtstfÍ1ed gater

the_llultfng factor l¡ the deslgn of tåts systeE fs the perneabflltycell rlfth a deslga pressuRe of tO Ufa¡g¡.

SYST3H DESTGN

the uaterl,al- and egulpnent used for the syste8 vas selected by the
operatoE.. the-rated pressures bave bee¡ chected for adequacy. Ihenaterlal ts prloarily stalnless steel foE corrosl,oa pre".ottåo. â11ffttlngs used tn the systeo shall be ¡echanf¡rr t¡pe-, conpresslou,

a

2.t

3.

2.2

2.3

3.r
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3.2

DR-61C08-2
Bev. 0
Page 2

tàreaded, etc. å11 ffttlngs shar.l have a ca¡¡adra¡ Reglstratfon Ìfunberftr) ": per csa B5r for tÈe provlnce of uanrtoba. eir-iiiiiiã" '"¡"[
be, rated for the systeu desfgn pr"""urã-oñrgn"t. s"" ¿pp*ãi* Ã-to.tublug eall thlc.k¡ess calculãtfons.

RELTEF VALW DESTGN

A, reIlef.va1ve -RVl, provldes-overpaessure protectton as required þthe applfcabre codes.- the relief, i,.rrã-lioiia." prot""itåo'i;-ü"-
event the gas_cyl!,nder pressure regrlatoi cere to-fatl open.- In--slzl¡g the rellef valve, several 

"i"u"ption" vere Eade, aIl, noted onthe fLor¡ dfagrau. The assuoptforr= 
""råi 

- --

l. the only source of pressuEe ls the gas cyllnder,
2. the sorst case cyllnder pressure fs 20.69 Hpa(g),

3. The cylfnder pressure regulator oust have a flov coefffcfe¡t (Cv)equal ro, or Less than 1.0. See Àppendix B-f;;-i"ii;;-;;i;; .'
-RVl, slzfng, and

4. the operatlng/aobfent teoperatures vll.l reuafn vtthln the desfgnteEperarure range (l5.C.to 35.C).

the appJ.lcable code for the.peroeablJ.Ity ceJ.l, ASHB Sectlon trtlf,Dfvlslon l, al).ovs for_the lnstalJatlon'oi-iti" pr"""ure vesseL(perueabllttv eelr) relref devrce ro ¡e rnsiaDåa io-.-råäiro" ot¡",tha¡ on the vessel chen the source of erã""ui" ls external to thevesser a¡rd ts under such posrtlve coutiol i¡.t ttt. p."""ui"-i"-ïi"vessel can¡ot exceed the i¡axlauo aLlosable vãrkrng ;resñ; ; ;t;operatlng te¡lperature. The code al.so does ¡ot aliov 
"i;;-;J;";--betveen ¡he relfef devlce and rl" piã"iuiã 

"ãss"f. lbe locarlonchosen for rhe rel.tef devfce, -nvf, ai-i¡e åi"cf,arge 
"f ;;;;;;;Eegulator, -PRsl ts acceptable onty rt th. 

""Lt"rrt7oe"r"îin!-:-te'peratures re'aln vlth the deslgn te'perature l5.c'to 3ijõ. rf thepEessure vessel sere filled cfth ilutdr-pressurtzed to ¿""fgpressure, fsoiated, and_var¡ed up above ihe desfgn teuperatüre, thepressure efrhln rhe tsorated vesier courd exceed-rhe rå""ãiìãårgr,-
Pressure.

CoDES Â¡rD saÁt¡Då8DS

the.perueablllty celI vas deslgned to ASHB Sectton !TIf, andregfstered clth rhe t{anf_toba Dãpartuent of tabour as per CSå B5l.therefore, the rerref valve proiectlng the 
"ãir "u"i ãi""-"o"iív'"rtr

ASHE Sectlon EIII.

ó.
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5.

DB-61C08-2
lev. 0
Page 3

the assocfated systen ls desigaed to ASHB B3l.l fn conplfance vfth
CSÁ B5l. The systeo, although cfthln the seope of CSÂ 851, s111 not
be reglstered cfth the t{a¡lltoba DepartEent of Labour (DoL) as agreed
by DOL. the systen shall neet the requirenents of CSå 851 and sball
be pressure tested as per åSHE B3l.l.

BÀzÂqDs Eyå¡ttÂTton Ám sårErr coFslDzn¡Ilotrs

the bazards lnvolved t¡ tbls project caa be categorlzed tnto tco
general types:

- those associated clth the vessel under pressure
- those assoclated ylth the comected tubfng systeo

The hazards luvolved yfth operatfDg the plessure retafulng vessel a¡d
systeo has been ulnlalzed by designlug the vessel fn accordance cith
ASHB Sectlor Wff, Dlvfslon I, aad rhe sysreE to ASHE 831.1. In
addltlon, the relfef valve cl.Il eDsule t¡e vessel and systen never
exceeds the deslgn pressure.

The tso (2) level lnstn¡Eerts, lB a^ud 28, are Dot avafl.able slth GNs.
Both conponents slIl be surror¡¡ded yfth plexl-g1ass to provlde
Protectlon of equipnent and persounel lu the event elther eere to
falI. Both cooponents are counected slth 1/8n O.D. x 0.020' val.l.
tubfDg.
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General Equations
Before initiating arry cålculâ!ons itis necessary to esablistl
he geneEi cdegory of the pressr¡re relief \êl\e being cpn-
sidered. This sect¡on covers corventional spring.loaded
types and Bajanseal springloaded types Pilotoperaled
types are coæred in a separale calalog.
G¡ven the rale of fluid llo¡/ to be relieved, the usual pro
ceduÍe ¡s to llr$ calculate the minimum area required in
the valve oriñce forthe conditions contained in one ofthe
following equæons ln Îhe case ot $eam, air or,¡¡âte[ the
selecùon of an onfice may be made directty from the
capacity tables if so des¡red.
ln either case the second sep isto seleclthe specifictype
ot \¡alve thal me€ls the pressure and temperature
requirements
General equaùons are g¡\€n first to ¡derÌtify the bas¡c terms
which correlale with ASME Pressure Vessel Code. Sec.
tion Vlll. Then, an alternate s¡ãng merhod is given to prû
vide modiñed equations which reduce computat¡on.
Since these equatjons a¡e conservative, ¡t is recommend.
ed that compulations of rel¡eving loads a\/o¡d cascading
of safety faciors or multiple connngencies beyond the
reasonable flo¡/ required to protegl the pressure vessel.

Conventional Valves-
constant back pressure only
The conventional valve may be used when the \ariatlon
in backpres$re does not exce€d 100/o ofthe set pressurg
prov¡ded the corresponding rarialion in set pressure is
acceplable.

OFIFICE AFEA CALCULANONS

\¿APOFS or G,ASES-Lbs/hr-

o- wf¡/Z
cKoPñ'Kö

NOMENCLATURE

A - Fequired orifice area in square ¡nches This \ralue
mây be cornpared with the effedi\€ discharge areas
published in this caralog, and defined ¡n ANSI/APl
srd. #52a

W - Required \rapo¡ capacity in pounds per hour
Ws -Requlred $eam capacity in pounds per hour.
V - Required gas capacity in S.C.EM.
Va - Required air capacity in S.C.F.M.
Vl - Required liquid capac¡ty in U.S. gallons per minute.
G - Specific gravity of gas (air = 1) or specilc Aravity of

liquid (water- 1) at adual discñarge temperature.
A specrfic gravity at any lor€¡ lemperature will ob.

C

M

P

Pl
Pz

ÂP

T
z

tãn a safe valve size
-Average molecular we¡ght of vapor.

-Relisú¡ng pressure in pounds per square inch
absolute-set pressure+overpressure+ 14.7
M¡nimum overpressure is 3 ps¡.

-Set pressure at intet psig.

- Back pressure at outlet ps¡g.

- Set pressure + o/erpressure, psig-back pressure
psig. At 100/o overpressure delta P equals 1.1

Pt-Pz. Betow 30 psig set delta P equals
Pl +3 - Pz.

= lnlet temperature oE absolute (oF. plus 460).

-CompressibiliV factor corresponding to T and P (¡f
this faclor is not available compressib¡l¡tycorrect¡on
cãn be safely ¡ghored by using a vajue of Z - 1.0).

- Gas or laporfow constanL Select from table page
41 or use the curve and table on page 39.

- Raio ol specific hea!s" Cy'C,. This \trlue isconstant
tor an idea.l gas. lf th¡s ratio is not kno¡¿n, the yalue
k- 1.001, C = 315 will result ¡n a safe lve size lsen.
tropic coeffic¡ent n mãy be used ¡nsfead ol k See
curve and table page 39.

= Uquid capacity co¡,rection lactor for overpressures
lowerlhan 250lo trom curve on page 44. Non€ode
equa¡ions only.

- Vapororgas flo,v correction fâdorfor consant back
pressures above crittcal pressure from curve on
page 42.

- Vapororgas flo¡y factorfor\¡ariable back pressures
from curve on page 42. Appliesto Balanseal valves
OnlY.

Kw - Lrquid flo,v factor for \ãriable back pressures from
curve on page ¿14. Appliesto Balanseal vah€s only.

Ku - UJuid viscosity conection factor from chan page
45 or curve page 46.

Ks¡-Steam superheat conection factor from table on
page 43.

Kn -Napier Seam coÍection fador for sd pressures
be¡¡,€en 1500 and2900 psig trom tableon page €.

K¿ -Coetficient of discharge:
0.953 for air steam, \6pors & gases;

3&iJilfx5''?3?53Ti3ir.. C
haGña Þres rd€lv¿l€ Éñ,næffiðruñE* ¡cmBÉ
M éoæ4y læg d 08 mug æ ê9ptæ to m ffi@q d ho aM
æu6noÉ CoÉn hc tærylor higàd hdo6 M on Mod 8€d fæ
lE ta¡q æ|M srh €@s rudura frk cfægß

c

STEAM-LÞs/hr-

A------!4-
515 K€P K¡ K$ K.

ArR-SC.F.M.-

418 K€PKò

LfOur0s-G.PM.-
ASMÊ Code (2600L Ss¡€s)

¡- vr6
3aeç@6

Non4SME Co'de (2600 Ssiræ)

¡. vr6
sa.oru@xrç

CONSÍANT BACK PRESSURE

Kb- I when Þack presrg
þ belw 55% of a-bs
relrffnE p¡æure

CONSTANÎ BACK PRESSURE
Kà- 1 when bæk oræsrß

6 Þeld 55% ot a-bs
pfæsÉ

CONSfANT BÂCK PÊESSURE

Ko. I whBn bæk p¡egte
¡s belff 550ó ol a.bs
reliwing præE

Kù - I lor S¿ Stefr

CONS¡ANT BACK PRESSUFE
¡ I when tECk pl?grô

b beiæ 55.,t of a-be

CONSTANT BÁCK PRESSURE

fÇt aæ4ã.rmse l
I Ku. 1 ¿d nomal vissn¡æ | 

.

c

k

Kp

Ko

Kv
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Q6oeR

AIR CURVE

to{þ u00 t1(þ ¡600 rSoo 2oo
oowRsfRE¡Àl pREssunE psr6 (o pstc-t1.7 pst^)

I
d

t
I

o

È

-

a;o

ææ 21æ 2600 2gþ Sooo

FLOW FORIIUI-AS FOR CASES
R6mnmdld bt tñ! Fluid Cort etr lÊn¡hjt., tË

flu.u*r,*., \Æ
SC-Spæ¡t¡c SBvitt ot gu (Ah@ ft.7 pStA ¡nd ZfF-L0)
+ r -^oþruto tmlmüJn ol lloring 8¡r CF+48 )AP-(P¡-Pr) PmFdmfpst) - -
Pr -¡ntrt pEsun (pSlA)
Pt-0uü!t Fllgn (pStA)

i,li,lï,Hffi! frirui'*lîI{ tr.fl* ¡id. o''"ræå.

'ïh!n oüurl p¡EËuF b rppÞ¡imt.ty'dt. h¡ll or 16¡ of th. inld
DñsuF (Pt-.SPr) g¡l¡ óildit¡m ò.òffi tnorn ¡¡ ¡ oiitåioälen ¡nd_ tim lomul¡ (Ð m¡t br urd. ¡omìii ¡nlr-ii:rËrí'ñrm ¡r rcmut¡ (t) rropt t ut -BXpr ¡r sbjulstü lor pr, , -'-

ffi r*::;*gåf*tü'1ffi ffitffii*fi #,#*,hräffi 1,ffi
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=============== AREA CALCULATION SHEEi :=================::===========¡=======
l. Customer 5. CAHPBELL ?- Sheet ol

?. 7 or9

8. fag No. 6ltJCg-RVt ?. Sérvice ARGON

3. Inquiry * 6trJo3
5. Pl.ant

P&IO

10. Sizing Code ASHE SEC VIII
12, Fl,uid 9tate G¿s - volune

15. Fl.uid
16. Set Pressure
17. Back Pressure
18.over Pressure
19. Relieving C,3pacity
20. Relieving fenperature
2J.. Specific 6ravity
29. Gas Constant
30. Conpressjbility

41. Selected Area
4?. 0rifice oesignation
43. daximun Relieving Capacity

4. Rev
6. oate 06-??-93
7. gy L.J. HIEBERT

ll. Sizing Basis Elocked Flor¡
13. Rupture oisk No

PSIG
PSI6 Constant

FT3lNIN
F

15l0 .000

Argon
1450.3
atm
1.0

r510
70
r.378
377 .800
I

38. Cal.culated ¡¡raa 0.0600 INZ39. VåIve Type Conventional
40. valve g¿ries ?71o]t

.06 INz

44. operating Temp 70 F Cold oiff Set press 145O.3OO FSIG45. oper. Pressure l35O PSIG 46. operlset press 93.084 Z47. Inlet Clsss ZUOoS t¡OG 5i. Facing ñNpt48. Outlet Cl.ass 4OO* r,JoG 52. Facing FNPT¡t9. Hanufacturer FARRIS 50. tlodel No. ?74OUL/52/SP77. Inlet size I/Z- 28. OutLet size 1"

90. NOIE 1 I35O PSIO I5 rHE ÌlAXIÌlUIl RECOIÍI'IENOED OPERAIING PRESSURE FOR9I. NOIE 2 TH€.5ET PRESSURE OF 1450.3 PSIG SET PRESSURE. EXCEEOING92. NOIE 3 1350 PSiG, AS THE CONTINUOUS OPERATING PRE5SURE IJILL RESULT IN93. NOIE 4 OAIIÊGE TO IHE VALVE. THIS PRINTOUT CONFIRI,íS THE IIANUAL CÂLCS.
==== ====== = == ===:: == ===:==:=========== ====== === ========== ===:===== ==:===== ===: =- llateriaLs have been changed from progran calcu¡ated
==:=== =:====== ======================== == ======:= ==== ==::====== = == == ===== =======Coefficients are:
kd = 0.9530 kv = 1.0000 kb = 1.O0OO cf = 0,0000
====== ====== == ============= ===== == ========= =======:======== === === == == = ======== =EOUATION USEO IN CALCULATION:

FT3lTIN

Gas
V¡sqr'(GrTxZ)

A:
L.LTStCrKd:prKb

Uhere:

A = required orifice area V = required gas capacityG = specific Ar¡vity p = relieving pressure
T = inLet tenperature Z = coopressibility factorC = 9a5 or vðpor constant NOTE: |,1ÍnÍmun¡ Over pressure is 3 psi

=====:==:=:===:=:========-====================:==:========¡============::==:===
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?.e"=g
=============== PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE SPECIFICATION SHEEIl.- Custooer S. CAIIPBELL Z. Sheet of3. Job No. óluog

-- INOENTIFICAÍION -------
3. Lag No. 6tii0C-RVI 9. Service AR6ONl0.PeI0

5. Plant
7. By

-- ACCã5S0RiES
5t. Valve Type
53. CaplLever
55. Test Ga9

-- CONNECTIONS
57. InIet CI¿ss

L.J. HIEBERI

1. Rev Spec
6. oate 06-?2-93
Reqn. *

Co nve n t iona I
Screued t:¡p
t¡ithout cú9

52. Bonnet Iype
5¿¡. Rupture 0isk
5é. 0 Ring Se¡t

Closed
No
l'lot Required

5E.0utIet CÌ¿ss
77. fnlet sizc

2200s r.Joc
400* r,J0c
i /'"

75. Facing HNFr
76. Facing FNPT
73. outlet size 1"

-- IIAÍERIAL
65. Eody Crrbon Steel 66. Sleeve G,l 316 Ss67. Bonnet Carbon Steel 6ô. Spring 316 SS69. Oisc 31ó 53 70. gellor¡s N/A71. Nûzzl.e Carb,)n Steel.

.- BA5I9 OF gELECTION

73. Sizing Code ASÌrE SEC VIII 24. Sizing Bùsis Blocked FIor¡

-- SERVICE CoNIIITIoNS __:__-_______
15. Fluid Argon
16. set Pressure 1450.3 PSIG
17. B¿ck Pressure atm pSIG Constant13. ovef Pressure lO ,a

19. Relieving C¡p¡city 15to FT3IHIN
20. Relieving femper,ìture ZO I
21. SpecifÍc Gravity l,37g
29. Gas Constant 377.BOO
30. Conpressibil.ity I
-- ORIFICE AREA .------.
61. orifice oesis 62. Calculated 0.0600 INz63. Selected .oó INZ 64. llax Rel Cap 1510.000 rrgz¡rN
.- IIOOEL SELECTION
59. Hanufacturer FARRIS
99. Valve Price

60. Hodel No. 274OUL/52,/SP

.- NOTES

90. NOtE I I.350 PSIG IS rHE HAXIIIUII RECOIIIIENOEO OPERATING PRESSURE FOR91. NOIE 2 THE sET PRESSURE OF 1450.3 PSIG SET PRESSURE. EXCEEOINC
92. NOIE 3 I35O PSIG, A5 THE CONTINUOUS OPERATING PRESSURE [.¡ILL REsULI IN93. NOIE 4 OAIIAGE TO THE VALVE. ÍHIS PRINTOUT CONFIRIIS THE I1ANUAL CALCS.

= == ==== ====== = = =:== ==== = = ====: ==:============================= === =ñateri¿is have been changed fro¡l progr¡m calculated
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F. 9.r g

-#l- TELEDVNE
FÊP.RI S
EN GI HEERI N G
OUT LTHE
DRÊWTNG

E"40 UL SERI ES

ENGLISH OIHENSIONS (INCHES) ==:==:==========:=:======
iEiFIIJEIG|-IT

Lo3/4 ! tstc I aztÉ i
====:=======l== SIZE ===l==== ANSI RAIING
INLET i ttZ' i 22oos r,¡oc
oulLET i r i 4oostJoG

Itul/)tõE¡r
==:==l=== FACJNG :============:==:=:=

i ñNPI
i FNPT

SELECÍEo oRIFICE I Area: .06 IN2 I Letter:¡ PARI NAHE ==l===== nAIERIAL =======l: PART NAHE =====l===== 11ÊTERIÈLB00Y I Carbon gteel i AON¡{er I sA-zt6 cR.r,tCBolsc I 316 55 i NoZZLE I C¡rbon Steel
SLEEVE GUIDE i 3T6 S5 i SPRING i 316 SS8ELL0l,l5 I Hzrt i ,O' RING I Not Required
B00Y sTUo i Nte i BOOY HEX NUT I XZN

=: = ==-=== ==:==== ==: ==: == = === =========== === =============== =:=: === == === ==========
FARRIS IIODEL NUI1EER

VALve/'0ÉSIGN TYPE
SET PRESSURE

SACK PRESSURE

COLD OIF. sET PRESS

NOISE LEVEL
REACTIVE FORCE

OPER/SEI PRESSURE

274lUL/S?/SP
Co nvent ional
t4s0.3 (PsrG)

( PSIG )
r4s0.300 (PSIG)
17 (dBA) at 3FT FROñ PT OF OISCHARGE
L73-2 (LBs)
e3.o8d (T)

CUSIOÌIER
JOB NUIÍEER

REV NUIjBER

TAG NUI1EER

S. CâIIPBELL
61ti03

61r,r03-RVr

OATE

REO'N NUHEÉR

8Y
P&ID

06-?2-93

L.J. HIEEERT

:============ ==== ==== == = = = = = == == =: ==== === = ======= ===============r======¡===¡= ==
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coa¡R Es w ASME gotrm m reME\Eg cÚo€
sEgrþN 9ù. PF€SSF€ V€SS

FON PA€WÀE FEIJÉF V^LVES Æ

@^"8
æwE rEt GVEF Ftl ru. m ao walEn sEmE ov€F t¿cfmarolÆ oRlHf€ 21g. UNESS OÍHËMS€ g€CS|EO^tl

v^tws rutrFHEow¡H PUN SffiÐæS

B!LL OF MATERIALS

Æ.TYP€SS.S

re lreulÉrcÍffi

Farris ìbdel 2740uL
l/2" Inlet X I' Artlet
Set at 1450 PSIG (10 MPa)
C¡rpacity at 10t Overpressure
is 1710 SCFl.l
lag: 61W08-F/1

se¡ial nos.:
CO-10417. ttiru 10420-KC

cnv *od-zs¿. 1234s6zs9ory

SCREVJEO CONNECÎIONS (MNPT INLÊT r FNPT

2740UL SEFIES, SAFETY.REUEF VAIVE SEFIAL KC
SCREWED CONNECÎIONS

IF TELEDYNE FARRTS ENGINEERING

DRAWNG NO.23338.F, REV. D

PUBcr-rÁsE oRDER No. wuu38
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PROCEDURE CHECKLIST
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PROCEDURE CHECKLIST

INTRODUCTION

Testing was controlled by the various valves on the test board, and so the
procedure description is based on the use of these valves. Figure B-l shows the
different components of the test board and can be used as a key for the
procedures. The valves in Figure B-1 are numbered from 1 to 24lor identification.
Pressure transducers are identified as TA, TB and TC and pressure regulators are
identified as RA, RB and RC.

The following description of procedures assumes that:

' the apparatus has passed an approved safety pressure test set up by the
Quality Assurance Branch at AECL Research,

> all components of the test board are set at atmospheric pressure and contain no
fluid, and

' all valves are in the closed position.

PRELIMINARY

Saturating the flow meter

a Remove the flow meter from the board by unfastening:

' the bottom-inner nut,

' the tee near valve B, and

' the various screws and clamps holding the flow meter against the board.
o rransport the ffow meter to a waste receptacle with a water supply (a 'sink').
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O Close all ports on the flow meter, including:
> valves 7 and g,

' the four nuts on the ends of the flow meter, and

' the open port on the tee near valve g.

o Position a botfle of distilled, de-aired water above the flow meter.
Maintain a slow flow rate from the bottle and attach the flexible tubing to
valve 7.

Ensure that the rid on the water source botfle is tight.

o open the bottom-inner nut on the flow meter and apply hand pressure to the
source botfle to initiate syphon flow out the open valve.

o Once water flows freely from the bottom-inner nut, loosen the lid and retease the
hand pressure on the source botfle.

Allow water to flow from the source botue, through the flow meter and out
valve 7.

o Visually monitor the sight buret to detect movement of air within the water.
Gently tap, rotate and tilt the flow meter during the saturation stage to help
dislodge any air bubbles attached to inner walls.

o Close the bottom-inner nut once a steady flow of water passes through it from
the source botfle.

o Similarly open then close the bottom-outer nut, the top-outer nut, the top-inner
nut, valve I and then the temporary nut on the tee, leaving the flow meter fu¡y
saturated.

o Once fully saturated, ensure that valve 7 andall ports on the flow meter are
closed to seal the flow meter.

Detach the source botfle from valve 7.
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Saturatíng the lines leading to the flow meter

O Remove all airftom the flexible tubing attached to the water source bot¡e.

O Placé the water source botfle above the test board.

Attach the source bottle at vatve 10, ensuring a complete seal between the
flexible tubing and stainless steeltubing.

O Set the 4;way valve in the downward position.

Open valve 10.

open valves 4 then 6 until water flows out the tee near valve g.

a Switch the 4-way valve to the horizontal position until water flows out the open
port where the bottom-inner nut of the flow meter was detached.
Close valves 4 then 6.

O Open valve 5 (with the 4-way valve still in the horizontal position) untilwater
flows out the tee near valve g.

o Switch the 4-way valve to the downward position until water flows out the open
port where the bottom-inner nut on the flow meterwas detached.
Close valves 5 then 10.

The lines direclly upstream and downstream of where the flow meter was to be
installed should now be saturated.

S atu rati n g th e accu m u lato r

The accumulator discussed in this section is the one shown in Figure B-i as the
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"gas-water interface accumulato/'. lt is the larger of the two accumulators on the
test board.

Because the accumutator volume is greater than that of the water source botfle, at
least one spare bottle of de-aired, distilled water should be kept at hand to ensure
that enough water is avaitable to complete this step without the source botge
emptying.

O Open valves 10, 6, 3 then 2.

Allow water to enter the lines until the accumulator is full (as indicated by water
flow from valve 2).

O To check that the accumulator is filting, a small amount of leak detector
('Snoop') can be poured onto the nozzle at valve 2.

lf a soap bubble forms, then air is being forced out valve 2 andthe accumulator
is indeed filling.

o close valves 2, 3, 6 then 10 once the accumutator is full.

S atu rati n g pressure tra nsd u c e r T B

' 
Pressure transducer TB has to be detached to be saturated without trapped air
which would affec{ transducer readings.

a rhe water source botfle is stiil positioned as it was in the previous step.

o Open valve 10 slightly to maintain a slow stream of water out the open port at
TB so no air can enter into the lines.

a Remove TB from the test board.
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Use a syringe to carefully inject water into the transducer.

Re-attach rB, being careful not to introduce air into the lines.

Close valve 10.

Saturating the leads to the cett

O Open valves 10 then 9.

O Open valve 17 then close it once a full stream of waterflows out the port.

O Similarly open and close valve lB.

O Glose valves 9 then 10, leaving allwater tines in the system futty saturated.

Re-attaching the flow meter

The flow meter must be re-attached to the test board without introducing air into the
system.

O Transport the flow meter to the test board fully sealed.

O Open valve 10 slightly (with the water source bottle still attached, as before).

With the Çway valve in the downward position, open valve 5 to allow passage

of a slow stream of water out the open port.

o open the bottom-inner port on the flow meter the flow meter.

(No water should escape from the flow meter if this is the only open port.)

Attach the flow meter to the test board at the bottom-inner nut.

o open the temporary nut at the tee near valve g on the flow meter.
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Water should automatically flow up through the flow meter buret from the source
bottle and out this open port. Attach the flow meter to the test board at the tee.

O Fully secure the ffow meter to the test board.

To further ensure that the ffow meter is fully saturated, water is cycled from the
source bottle, through the flow meter and into the accumulator.

O Open valves 10, 5, 4, 3 then 2.

Allow water to flow out valve 2.

O Switch the 4-way valve to the horizontal position and let more water flow out
valve 2.

Continue to allow water to flow from the source botfle and out valve 2 with the
Çway valve being switch between the horizontaland downward positions
severaltimes.

Continue, say, until an entire source bottle of water has been cycled through
the system.

o Visually inspect the flow meter sight buret forwater bubbles during this step.
lf the flow meter was improperly de-aired or there is a leak in a fitting
somewhere in the system between the flow meter and the source botfle, some

or all of the previous steps may need to be repeated in order to remove the air.

O Assuming no appreciable air was detected in the sight buret, close valves 2, 3,
4, 5, then 10 to complete this procedure.

Charging the flow meterwîth oil

Flow is detec{ed by movement of a coloured paraffin oil column in the flow meter
sight buret. The following procedures must be performed with care because it is
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important to install a clean, uniform cotumn of oil in the flow meter and because the
work involved with removing an improperly instatled oil cotumn is extensive. This
procedure is best completed by two people.

O Place the oil in a source bottle with a flexible tubing nozzle above the test board.
Attach the oil source bottle at vatve I with a proper seal between the flexible
tubing and the stainless steel tubing.

Tighten the lid on the source botfle and apply constant hand pressure.

O Open valve I slightly, maintaining pressure on the botfle.

Open the top-inner nut on the flow meter.

Apply enough hand pressure to the source bottle to maintain a slow and steady
flow of water out the topinner port on the flow meter.

. wipe away the water expelled from the open port as it accumulates.

O Eventually, oilfrom the source bottle will reach the top-inner nut and flow out the
open port.

Allow this to continue until a steady flow of pure oil (not polluted by droplets of
water) is established.

O Close valve 8.

Loosen the source botfle lid.

Release the pressure on the source botile.

O Similarly, tighten the source botüe lid and apply pressure.

Open the topouter nut on the flow meter until clean oilflows out the open port.

Close the topouter nut.

Close valve 8.

Loosen the source botfle lid.

Release the pressure on the source botfle.
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O Again, tighten the source botfle lid and pressurize.

Open valve 8.

Open valve 7 stighfly.

Allow water to flow out valve 7 until the oil is forced approximately half way down
the sight buret.

Close valves 7 then g.

Loosen the source botfle lid.

Release the pressure on the source botfle.

O Detach the oil source botile from valve g.

At this point, the oil cotumn showing in the buret should be continuous.
lf the oil is broken up by pockets of water, taking flow readings will prove to be
ditficult, and the entire procedure of saturating the flow meter and charging it with oil
may need to be repeated. (This procedure is discussed in the following sections on
maintenance.)

MAINTENANCE

Some routine maintenance is required to ensure that a test board remains in proper
working order between tests. For instance, leak detector ('Snoop') is used regularly
to monitor for leaks at all connections. Leaks can occur at any fitting but are most
frequent at fittings that are often adjusted, such as at the leads to the cell at valves
17 through 22. Au venting nozzles (at vatves 2, 10, 16, 2g, and 24) are checked for
leaks as well, to ensure that they are fully closed. While most routine maintenance
is straight fonrard, two of the more intricate maintenance jobs are described betow.

Cleaning the llow meter

It is relatively easy to open or close a valve at the wrong time during testing.
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Such an enor in adjusting the vatves coutd cause e surge of flow through the flow
meter, causing the oil column to break up into discrete sections making it difficult to
accurately read flow volumes. lf this occurs, the flow meter will have to be
dismantled and cleaned. This procedure is similar that described in the prelíminary
steps, except at this point, the flow meter is fuil of water and oil.

O Allvalves should be closed when beginning this step.

O As in the preliminary steps, the flow meter is first detached from the test board
at the bottom-inner nut.

once the nut is opened, a temporary cap is praced on the open port on the flow
meter.

O The flow meter is detached at the tee near valve I and the open port is again
closed off with a temporary cap.

O The flow meter is fully detached from the test board and transported to a sink.
The temporary caps are removed and the water and oil is allowed to flow out of
the flow meter.

The flow meter has to be completely flushed of paraffin oil before a pure column of
oil can be re-installed.

O Ordinary tap water is injec{ed into the flow meter at a high velocity through
valve 7 to remove most of the oil.

This water is flushed out the rest of the ports on the flow meter, one at a time.

a Methyl hydrate, which aids in breaking up the oil, is atso flushed through the flow
meter from valve 7.

O Water is again flushed out each of the ports to remove the methyl hydrate and
any remaining oil.
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O Once the oil and methyl hydrate are removed, the flow meter is saturated with
de-aired, distilled water (as described in the preliminary steps).

O Before the flow meter is re-attached to the test board (as described in the
preliminary steps), the lines directly downstream of the flow meter on the test

board are checked to ensure that no oil has contaminated this area:

' The 4-way valve is placed in the downward position.

' A water source botfle is attached at valve 10.

' Water is allowed to flow slowly fom the source botfle through valve 5 and out
the bottom-inner cap.

' lf no oil is detected, the flow meter is re-attached as described in the preliminary
steps.

> lf oil has contaminated these tines, more extensive cleaning of the system and
replacement of lines may be required.

Recharging the accumulator

The gas-water interface accumulator may empty after several tests or if a large
volume of water escapes the lines for some reason. The water level in the
accumulator can be monitored to ensure that there is always an ampte supply of
water for testing.

o rhe water level in the accumulator can be determined by attaching a
manometer to valve 10:

' Wth no pressure in the system, a section of transparent tubing is attached at
valve 10 with its fee end positioned above the height of valve 2, open to the
atmosphere.

> valves 10,6,3 then 2are opened with ail othervalves closed.

' The level of the water in the section of tubing should coincide with the level of
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water resting in the accumulator.

lf the level is far ftom the top of the accumulator, it is recharged using the following
steps.

O With all valves closed, attach the water source bottle at vatve 1O and position it
above the test board, as described in the preliminary steps.

O Open valves 10, 6, 3 then 2.

Allow water to flow into the apparatus until it flows out valve 2.

O Close valves 2, 3, 6 then 10.

At this point, the accumulator is full.

SATURATION

Once all preliminary steps are completed for the preparation of the test board, and
a specimen is properly installed in a test cell, the actual testing portion of the
program can begin. Testing is completed in two stages. The first stage is a

saturation stage where water is allowed to enter the specimen at a constant back
pressure until a desired degree of saturation is achieved in the specimen. The
second stage is the breakthrough stage where an incrementally-increased gas
pressure is introduced to one end of the specimen. specimens that are to be
tested under partially saturated conditions do not undergo the saturation stage of
testing.

Flushing the cell leads at atmosphericpressure

O To begin the saturation stage of testing, att valves are closed and there is no
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pressure in the system.

O Attach the cellto the test board simply by connecling valves 17 through 22 to
the cellleads.

Saturation and water inflow are determined by the flow meter. ln order to get an
accurate reading of the inflow of water into the specimen, the flow of water into the
filter stones, filter papers and the cell leads has to be factored out of inflow
measurements- To do so, these arees are separately saturated before reading
water inflow to the specimen.

a open valves 2, 3, 6 then 9 to give a supply of water to the ceil leads at
atmospheric pressure.

o open valves 1B then 22 to flush water over the top firter.

Rapidly open and close valve 22 several times to dislodge any air bubbles
attached to surfaces.

(Note that valve 18 is not opened with valve 22 closed for an extensive period
of time as this would allow water to enter the specimen rather than being flushed
over the filters.)

close valves 22 then 1B when only water (no air) flows out of valve 22.

O Similarly, flush the bottom leads using valves 1Z and 2,1.

o close valves 9, o, 3 then 2 when the leads are properly flushed.

Establishing the water lines at back pressure

Water has to be maintained at a suitable bback pressurein order to have the
specimen take on water at a rate that will saturate the specimen within an
acceptable period of time. The standard bback pressurechosen for testing is 200
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kPa. The following steps are compteted to bring the water lines to the desired back
pressure.

O Start the LabTech data acquisition system so that pressures can be monitored
on the computer screen.

O Open the gas source tank.

carefully set pressure regutator RA to near the test board capacity.
Open valves 1, 3 then 6, with ail other valves closed.

O Set the pressure through pressure regulator RB to the desired back pressure
(as read by pressure transducer TB).

(Note that valve 23 can be used to bleed pressure when the targetted pressure

. is overshot.)

O Set the Çway valve to the downward position.

The likelihood of introducing discontinuities in the oil column are less when the
column is set to move downwards through the buret. For this reason, the 4-way
valve is always set in the downward position when valves 4 or S are adjusted.

O Close valve 6.

O Open valve 4 carefully, watching the oil level in the flow meter sight buret.

' lf the oil level moves suddenly, valve 4 should be closed and the procedure

should be attempted again.

' lf valve 4 cannot be opened without excessive movement of the oil column then
there is likely some air trapped in the system that needs to be removed.

' This could require re-saturating the flow meter in a manner similar to that
discussed in preliminary steps.
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O Assuming valve 4 can be opened without damage to the oil column in the flow
meter, open valve 5 carefully.

Again, monitor the oil column.

O Close valves 5 then 4 to protect the flow meter from pressure surges during the
ensuing procedures.

At this point, the flow meter and allwater lines leading up to the cell leads should be
charged to the desired back pressure.

Flushing the cell leads at back pressure

Once the water lines up to the cell are set at the desired back pressure, the next
step is to flush the cell leads at back pressure. This procedure is similar to the
procedure for flushing the leads at atmospheric pressure, as discussed earlier.

O Open valves 6 then 9.

a Flush the top leads using vatves ,lg and22.

Flush the bottom leads using valves 1T and21.
Be careful not to leave valve 17 or 18 open for long with valve 22 or2lclosed
as this will promote uptake of water into the specimen.

O This process may cause the pressure through RB to dip below the target back
pressure. lf this is the case:

' Close all valves except 1, 3, 6 and 9.

' Reset the pressure through RB to the back pressure.

' open valve 4 carefully to establish the back pressure in the flow meter.

' Close valve 4.

' Open and close valves 17 and 18 quickly to stabilize the pressures in the cell.
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O Close valves 6 then 9.

Specimen saturation

Once all the water lines in the system are set at the desired back pressure and are
fully saturated, saturation of the specimen can commence.

O Check again that allwater lines, inctuding the flow meter and the cell leads, are
set to the desired back pressure to minimize the initial surge of flow when the
specimen saturation stage begins:

O Open valves 6, 17 and 18.

o open then immediately close valve 9 to stabilize the cell pressure.

O Close valve 6.

Set the 4-way valve in the downward position.

Open valve 4 carefully, visibly monitoring for excess movement of the oil column
in the flow meter.

Open valve 5 carefully, again monitoring the oilcolumn.

O Record the position of the oil column in the flow meter as the initial reading for
"zeto inflou/'.

o slowly open valve 9, watching the movement of the oil column.

There may be an initial rush of flow when opening valve g and the movement of
the oil column may initially be fast but should slow down within a few seconds.
Record the position of the oil cotumn when this initial surge stops.

This initíal flow surge may or may not be fac{ored out of the inflow readings, as

it may be due to improper flushing of the leads or compression of air in the

system, rather than to actual saturation of the specimen.
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O Periodically record readings of the oil column position (mL gradation) and
elapsed time.

O lf the ftont of the oil column moves close to either end of the sight buret, reverse
the direciion of flow through the flow meter simply by changing the position of
the 4-way valve.

A reading should be taken immediately before and afier reversing the position
of the Çway valve so that any smaltjump in the oil level can be factored out of
inflow measurements.

o close valves g, 17, 18, s, 4, 3, then 1 when the saturation process is
completed.

BREAKTHROUGH

Once the specimen is stabilized at the desired saturation state, the next portion of
testing is gas breakthrough.

Setting the system to back pressure

The water lines in the system and the cell itsetf have been set at the back pressure
as part of the preparation for the saturation stage of testing. This step sets the rest
of the lines, including the outflow sectíon of the system to the back pressure as a
starting point for the breakthrough portion of testing.

O Open valves 14,15,11,12 and 13.

o set the pressure through RC (read by TC) to the back pressure.

set the pressure through RB (read by TA) to the back pressure.
(Note that valves 23 and 24 can be used to adjust the pressure through RC.)
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Flushing the leads with gas

The cell leads, filter stones and filter papers have to be flushed with gas so that no
water can restricl the flow of gas in and out of the specimen during the
breakthrough stage of testing.

O Open valve 19.

Repeatedly open and close vatve 21 to flush the water out of the bottom teads,

filter paper and filter stone.

Continue this until mostly gas flows out valve 2i.
Close valves 21 then 1g when finished.

O Open valve 20.

Open valve 22 to similarly flush gas through the top leads, filter paper and filter
stone.

Close valves 22lhen20.

O Check TA and TC to ensure that the pressure through RB and RC is still set at
the back pressure.

lf not, reset the pressures, as discussed earlier.

Setting the gas inflow pressure

In this step, an increment of gas pressure is added to the inflow (bottom) side of the
specimen. This step is repeated at regutar intervats until enough pressure is
present on the inflow side of the specimen to initiate flow of gas through the
specimen and into the outflow (top) circuit. The standard incremental increase in
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inflow pressure is 200 kpa with an increment duration of s minutes.

O Close valve 14.

o set the pressure through RB to the back pressure plus the preset gas
pressure increment (read by TA).

O Simultaneously open vatves 1g and 20.

O Monitor TB to detec{ any pressure response caused by the increased inflow
pressure.

lf no pressure response is apparent during the allotted increment time period,
add another increment of inflow pressure through RB.

RB must be set carefully so that the target pressure is not surpassed because
with valve 19 open, the specimen would be exposed to whatever pressure went
through RB.

o rhe above steps are repeated until a pressure response is seen in TC,
indicating that breakthrough has occuned.

DISMANTLING THE CELL

Once breakthrough is achieved, or if the test board reaches the limiting pressure of
the test board (10 MPa), the cell and apparatus are depressurized so the cell can
be dismantled.

O Close valves 1g then 20.

Reduce the pressure through RB and RC to atmospheric.

open valves 23 and 24 to breed the pressure in the rines.

open valves 14 and 15 to depressurize the gas collection circuit.
Open valves 2'l and22 to depressurize the cell.
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o open valves g, 6, g then 2 to relieve the pressure in the water lines.

Set the 4;way valve in the downward position.

Open valve 5 was carefully to retieve the pressure in the flow meter, monitoring
for excess movement of the oil column..

The entire system should be at atmospheric pressure at this point.

o close the safety valves on the gas source tank between tests.

O Close all valves on the test board.

o Remove the cell from the apparatus at valves 17 through 22.
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Gas-breakthrough test equipment
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APPENDIX C

GAS-BREAKTHROUGH TEST DATA
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